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Abstract
This doctoral dissertation is on the theory of Minimal Surfaces and of singularities
in Mean Curvature Flow, for smooth submanifolds Y" in an ambient Riemannian
(n+ 1)-manifold Nn+1, including:
(1) New asymptotically conical self-shrinkers with a symmetry, in R"+1.
(1') Classification of complete embedded self-shrinkers with a symmetry, in IR"+1,
and of asymptotically conical ends with a symmetry.
(2) Construction of complete, embedded self-shrinkers E2 C R3 of genus g, with
asymptotically conical infinite ends, via minimal surface gluing.
(3) Construction of closed embedded self-shrinkers y2 C R3 with genus g, via
minimal surface gluing.
In the work there are two central geometric and analytic themes that cut across
(1)-(3): The notion of asymptotically conical infinite ends in (1)-(1') and (2), and
in (2) and (3) the gluing methods for minimal surfaces which were developed by
Nikolaos Kapouleas.
For the completion of (2) it was necessary to initiate the development of a sta-
bility theory in a setting with unbounded geometry, the manifolds in question hav-
ing essentially singular (worse than cusp-like) infinities. This was via a Schauder
theory in weighted H61der spaces for the stability operator, which is a Schrodinger
operator of Ornstein-Uhlenbeck type, on the self-shrinkers viewed as minimal sur-
faces. This material is, for the special case of graphs over the plane, included as
part of the thesis.
The results in (1)-(1') are published as the joint work [KMo1 1] with Stephen
Kleene, and the result in (2) was proven in collaboration with Kleene-Kapouleas,
and appeared in [KKMo1 0]. The results in (3) are contained in the preprint [MO11].
Thesis Supervisor: Professor Tobias H. Colding
Title: Levinson Professor of Mathematics
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Singularities in Mean Curvature Flow
1.1.1 Introduction to Solitons in Geometric Flows
In Riemannian geometry a geometric flow is a well-defined process that modifies a
geometric object via a nonlinear partial differential equation of heat equation type.
The possibility of solitons, that is fixed profile evolutions, arises when this diffusive
nature can be counterbalanced by the focusing nature of the nonlinearity.
We consider a smooth family of immersions X(-, t) of the manifold M" into Rn+1
(or more generally Nn+1),
X : M" x [0, T) -+IR"*, (1.1)
and let Et = X(M, t). Then the family of surfaces {Et} is said to move by Mean
Curvature Flow (in co-dimension one), if
dX(p, t) =
dt -Hx(p'tIVx p,t), (1.2)
where vX is a normal unit length vector field to I and HX = K= ix denotes the
mean curvature (= sum of principal curvatures i, by convention positive when
the surface curves away from vX).
The smooth flow generally meets a singularity in finite time, as the result of
the surface disappearing in a point, by thin neck formations (as for the dumbbell
examples) and many other more complicated possible behaviors. See Figure 1-1.
As a general principle, these singularities correspond to the self-similar surfaces,
i.e. to soliton solutions to the flow.
1.1.2 Self-shrinkers in Mean Curvature Flow
Singularities will, under appropriate geometric circumstances (the so-called Type
I condition) that allow for parabolic rescalings, lead to a hypersurface E" C R"+l
satisfying the self-shrinking soliton equation, which is the following (where vE is
11
(a)
(b) - ~ -
Figure 1-1: (a) Under the curve shortening flow, a curve embedded in the Eu-
clidean plane JR2 shrinks to a point as time passes - the curve becomes a round
circle in the limit. (b) Correspondingly: The round circle is a self-shrinking curve.
a unit field normal to E"):
HX(Y) = (X,=vr), X E En n+1. (1.3)2
See for example Klaus Ecker's book [Ec04] for the proof of this, from Huisken
monotonicity formula, and for further background of mean curvature flow.
The equation in 1.3 is a nonlinear (quasi-linear) elliptic partial differential
equation involving the mean curvature. Conversely, every solution I to (1.3)
moves under the mean curvature flow in a solitary manner, shrinking by homo-
theties via Et = T II- towards the point 0 E IRn+1 after time duration T = 1 (but
the non-compact examples of course not becoming just a point in the limit).
Despite this role as "atoms" for the singularity theory played by the self-shrinkers,
the exhaustive list of the rigorously known examples of complete, embedded self-
shrinkers in Rn+1 reads:
(i) R"-k x Sk, where 0 k n (flat planes times round spheres).
(ii) S1 x S"-I, embedded via Angenent's rotational maps.
(iii) Lagrangian examples by Anciaux in certain even dimensions (e.g. [Anc06]).
Although this list contains all known examples in codimension one, a classical
expectation in the field is the following:
Conjecture 1.1.1 (Conjecture 1.2 in [1195]). Any smooth complete embedded self-
shrinker E2 C IR3 with at most quadratic area growth has a finite number of infinite
ends, each of which are either asymptotic to a smooth cone or a cylinder. Furthermore,
there are no cylindrical ends, unless E is the cylinder.
There exists an extensive and expanding literature on the topic of mean cur-
vature self-shrinkers. Some of the most important considerations and significant
12
developments can be found in, to name a few, the papers by Gerhard Huisken
[Hu84]-[Hu93] (self-shrinkers as blow-up models, classification results), Angenent
[An89] (the shrinking torus), Colding-Minicozzi [CM7]-[CM9] (compactness, en-
tropy, generic flows), Le-Sesum [LS] (gap theorems), Lu Wang [Wa09]-[Wa1 1] (unique-
ness theorems) and Ding-Xin [DXl 1] (volume growth).
1.1.3 New Examples and Classification of Self-shrinkers in E"
With a Symmetry
In Chapter 2 (which appeared as the paper [KM011]), a new 1-parameter family of
non-compact smooth rotationally symmetric, embedded, positive mean curvature,
asymptotically conical self-shrinking ends Y" C IR"+1 with boundary was found.
Namely, for each symmetric cone W {x1  01 C Rn+1 with vertex at 0, of slope
o > 0, there is a unique rotationally symmetric self-shrinker E, (lying outside of
W) which is asymptotic to W as xi -+ oo.
The discovery of the rotationally symmetric ends in Theorem 2.3.1 caused us
surprise, especially in light of Conjecture 1.1.1, since the self-shrinker equation
(1.3) has been considered by many authors since the 1980's without mention of
such examples, while analogous examples in [AIC] in the case of self-expanders
were known. The proofs of both existence and uniqueness follow from a simple
new integral identity for the solutions, which is derived by freezing the nonlinear-
ities and solving the linear equation skeleton. Here the central theme of cones is
immediately apparent.
In Chapter 2 (also contained in [KMl11]), the Theorem 2.3.1 is used to fur-
ther provide a classification of the complete, embedded self-shrinkers with a sym-
metry. The earlier papers by Huisken [Hu90], Soner-Souganidis [SS93], and the
newer Giga-Giga-Saal [GGS 10], were concerned with (different proofs of) weaker
versions of the uniqueness of self-shrinkers given by entire cylindrical graphs. In
Chapter 2 (and in [KMo11]) is contained in particular a slightly more geometric
proof of Huisken's uniqueness, by using the new asymptotically conical ends, and
Lemma 2.3.4 in Chapter 2 (Lemma 1 in [KMo1 1]) removes the assumption of H 0
from all the previous results.
The methods used for the uniqueness proof were interesting in their own right:
Since Equation (1.3) is only O(n + 1)-symmetric with respect to 0 E IR"+1, Alexan-
droff's techniques or the method of moving planes fail. However, scrutinizing the
equation reveals how some relative positions of parts of a self-shrinker E and some
corresponding directions of translation of the parts do in fact lead to the correct
sign of the 2nd order derivatives being compared, allowing for application of a
maximum principle. This, together with a 3rd order derivative argument (note
that this is natural: Since one is fixing the shrinker center and time, Equation (1.3)
can alternatively be thought of as a 3rd order elliptic PDE with more symmetries),
to rule out S-shaped geodesics, the classification of all infinite ends with symmetry
and finally a combinatorial exhaustion lead to a proof of Theorem 2.2.2.
Note that Theorem 2.3.1, and a result also proven in Chapter 2 (and [KMo1 1])
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stating that the asymptotically conical ends cannot be extended smoothly to com-
plete, embedded surfaces was afterwards used by Lu Wang (via non-trivial gener-
alizations of the uniqueness statement for such infinite ends with fixed asymptotic
cones), for proving the following:
Corollary 1.1.2 ([KMo11] + [Wa11]). Let W IRn+1 be a symmetric regular cone with
vertex at 0. Then there does not exist any smooth complete embedded self-shrinker in
Rn+1 with an end asymptotic to W, unless W is a hyperplane (in which case the unique
such shrinker is the hyperplane itself).
1.1.4 Minimal Surfaces & Self-Shrinkers in Rn+1
Self-shrinkers are minimal surfaces in Euclidean space with respect to a confor-
mally changed Gaussian metric g:
E" C Rn+1 is a self-shrinker <= Hg (E)= 0,
= XeI"* 1 . (1.4)
exp X|2-
The classical minimal surfaces HeR+i (E)= 0 in Euclidean space have a century-
long and rich history starting with such prominent characters as Euler, Scherk,
Riemann and many more, with a wealth of examples with intricate topologies. By
analogy via (1.4) it was long expected that a similar picture could be drawn for the
self-shrinking solitons in mean curvature flow, and indeed many such examples
were conjectured based on computer simulations (see [1195]).
The ambient space in (1.4), that is Euclidean space with the Gaussian metric
in (1.4) is of course not complete, and does not have bounded curvatures. See the
picture in the 2-dimensional example, in Figure 1-2.
1.1.5 Gluing Constructions for Self-Shrinkers with Asymptoti-
cally Conical Infinite Ends
In Chapter 3 (contained in [KKMo10]) we extend the list of known self-shrinkers
(i)-(iii) above in Section 1.1.2 to an infinite family of higher genus surfaces, giv-
ing examples of complete embedded self-shrinkers with non-trivial asymptotically
conical infinite ends as in Conjecture 1.1.1 (see the illustration in Figure 3-1).
Namely, for every large enough number g E N there exists a complete, prop-
erly embedded, orientable, smooth surface Eg 1R3, which is a mean curvature
self-shrinker of genus g. Each Eg has the dihedral symmetry group with 4g + 4
elements, has one non-compact end, and separates JR3 into two connected com-
ponents. The ends are outside a Euclidean ball a graph over a plane P C JR3
(through the origin), and asymptotic to the regular cone on a non-zero smooth
(4g+4)-symmetric (vertical) graph over a great circle in S2 (hence the visual ap-
pearance of a "wobbling sheet"). The family of surfaces constructed is such that
14
Figure 1-2: Ambient space with a very curly infinity: Showing part of Euclidean 2-
space with the shrinker metric (R2, exp (-IX|2/2) b) immersed isometrically into
R3 as a surface. The point 0 e R2 is at the very bottom, and the portion drawn is
out to lXi = 2, with dist(0, X) ~ 1.5, while dist(0, oo) = NR~ 1.7.
inside any fixed ambient ball BR(0) C R3, the sequence {Tg} converges in Hausdorff
sense to the union S2 U P (and in C*-sense away from S2 n P), where P is a fixed
plane through the origin in JR3.
The proof uses the constructive methods developed by Nikolaos Kapouleas
([Ka90]-[Ka12], and earlier work by Schoen [Sch88], see also Traizet [Tr96]), to
desingularize the union of the round sphere S2 C JR3 and a flat plane P C JR3.
One constructs an initial surface by excision of the singular curve, obtaining an
embedded but disconnected surface with boundary, and replacement of it by a
surface with genus modeled on Scherk's singly periodic surface (see Figure 1-4),
a classical minimal surface family. Historically, the motivating examples for the
desingularizations were the Costa-Hoffman-Meeks minimal surfaces (see Figure
1-3), where in the two different limits as g -> co, one obtains either (1) The singu-
lar union of a catenoid and a plane (when fixing the size of one catenoidal end),
and (2) Scherk's singly-periodic surface (when fixing the size of one of the han-
dles). One then seeks to reverse the combined limiting behaviors in (1)+(2), by
suturing a surface from these constituents.
Next, one introduces deformations in order to avoid small eigenvalues of the
stability operator L, which the Scherk surfaces are responsible for and which a
priori would ruin the estimates on the inverse operator L-1. The main analysis
idea is thereafter to consider small normal graphs over the initial surface, and
solve the corresponding non-linear PDE problem via Newton's method, or more
accurately using Schauder's fixed point theorem. For this, the central object of
15
Figure 1-3: The Costa-Hoffman-Meeks minimal surface family Eg that in the limit
as g -* oo motivates the gluing constructions (Mathematica. Courtesy of Matthias
Weber)
Figure 1-4: E[6]: Scherk's singly-periodic minimal surfaces (H = 0). Showing
angle parameter 0 = 1 (Mathematica).
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study is the stability operator, or linearized operator of the equation (1.3), which
in general for E" C IR+1 reads:
E = Ay + JAE12 _ IX-V + 1, (1.5)
where X is the distance vector from the origin to the point X E y C IRn+1 .
In the specific case for Theorem 3.1.1, one introduces a smooth family of self-
shrinking cap-shaped surfaces Cap[O] with boundary, depending on a small pa-
rameter 0. When 0 = 0 the surface Cap[6] is a round spherical cap of radius 2
(cutting the sphere at the plane P), while for 0 > 0 (resp. 0 < 0) intersects the
plane P at the angle ! -0, and in a circle of radius r[1] # 2.2
The next step, which presents the major conceptual and technical issue in the
understanding of the stability operator L, is to construct an inverse and provide
resolvent estimates.
The operator L in (1.5) is an elliptic second-order Ornstein-Uhlenbeck opera-
tor, which hence on any infinite end has unbounded coefficients. The complication
comes directly from the fact that the metric gij in (1.4) gives unbounded geometry,
for example on a plane through 0 the Ricci curvature is:
Ricg(v,v) = e*1 -- + -oo (w.r.t. Gaussian unit normal v) (1.6)
See the illustration in Figure 1-2 for an impression of what this ambient space
looks like.
Construction of L-1 on a non-compact set i) C M therefore firstly calls for the
identification of appropriate Banach spaces 56' = O(O) such that L : 2 2 (a) _*
,T 0(Q). Most crucially, to apply Schauder's method one desires a compact embed-
ding hierarchy _2,a'(0 ) , 2,a(Q), for 1 > a'> a > 0, similar to for the standard
Holder spaces Ck,a which were used in the less involved asymptotically flat H = 0
cases (see [Ka97]), as in many other well-known applications in non-compact but
bounded geometry. Namely, let for X, = X0 + uvo the map on _q2,a(0) be given by
CD(u) = (Hu - (X, vu)) -(Ho -(Xo, vo)) - Lu. (1.7)
One looks at a chain of maps
22,a'p) (D gOa'(a) £Ci _2,a'(n) c_, g2,a(a), 0 < a < a' < 1. (1.8)
with the last embedding of Banach spaces w.r.t. the a-grading needing to be com-
pact.
Indeed in the H = 0 cases, the ends compactify fully. E.g. for asymptotically
planar ends of the Costa-Hoffman-Meeks surfaces, via a circle inversion map x '->
Rog , and analysis on the non-compact ends amounts in such cases to properties
of the usual H6lder spaces Cka(B1 (0)) and the Taylor series at 0 of a harmonic
function w/ dihedral symmetry on the unit disk B1 (0).
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From counterexamples to a Schauder theory with polynomial weights by Priola
[Pr], for the Dirichlet problem of a closely related Ornstein-Uhlenbeck operator
with unbounded coefficients, on a half-plane and additionally without the extra
symmetry that the self-shrinker equation has, the availability of such results fails
in general.
However, the stability operator L in Equation (1.5) has two key special proper-
ties:
(A) Mixed homogeneity of L. Namely, the usual minimal surface operator AY+AI2
is of homogeneity -2, while the extra terms -X -Vy +1 are of homogeneity 0.
(B) Conical functions are annihilated by the homogeneity 0 term -X -V + 1.
The properties (A) and (B) allow for appropriate H6lder spaces C (a
with homogenous weights, then anisotropic versions Ca(0, Ix1) and finally cone
space CSk,a(, 1x- 1) adapted to the problem, to be defined.
By compactness of the curve dO = dBR(0) on which we model the conical infini-
ties, and by decay of all weights on v in the pair (o,v) e CS 2,a'(0, Ix1), we get the
straightforward but important consequence, that the following yields a compact
inclusion hierarchy:
CS2,a'(0 Ix- 1) = C2,a'(dQ) x Ciaa'(0 ,x-1 c) - C2,a(dQ) x C,(0, -xV1),
whenever 0 < a < a'< 1.
The reason the Holder cone spaces and the above property become useful is
our corresponding main result in the Liouville-type theorem giving decomposition
into "regular cone plus lower order", which shows that there is a natural inverse
operator L-1 between the (smaller) product spaces we have defined.
R k . e c ,a( x|), with linear growth, do not have the compact
hierarchy property, and hence have no use in a Schauder argument.
This is evidenced by the lack of compactness in the abundant counterexamples of
scaling sequences:
uj (x): j u 0(x/j), j E N, U" 0E Co**(0). (1.9)
These all have I|u;||c2a',(, x|) - 11o11 ca'(0,\xI), but no limit in C 2,a
Hence one has to appeal to the stability equation Lu = E and establish extra struc-
ture of the solution space, via the Liouville-type decomposition.
After our work in Chapter 3 was completed, X.H. Nguyen [Ng 11] announced
a result very similar to Theorem 3.1.1. The spaces that were tried for a linear
theory in [Ngl 1] are equivalent to the spaces mentioned in Remark 1.1.3. See also
the same author previously [Ng06]-[NgO7] with a different approach to a proof of
Theorem 3.1.1.
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1.1.6 Gluing of Closed Self-Shrinkers: Sphere and Torus
In the final Chapter 4 (which was contained in [Mo11]), we further extend the list
of complete, embedded self-shrinkers in Euclidean space, by appending an infinite
family of higher genus closed surfaces.
Namely, for every large enough even integer g = 2k, k E N, there exists a com-
pact, embedded, orientable, smooth surface without boundary 1, 2R, which is a
mean curvature self-shrinker of genus g. The proof of this, in Theorem 4.1.1, also
uses the techniques from [Ka90]-[Kal2], similarly to what was described in the
previous section, by desingularizing the immersed union of a sphere S2 and one
of Angenent's self-shrinking tori T 2 by insertion of two circular necks modelled
again on Scherk's singly-periodic surface in Figure 1-4.
Since there are in this case no infinite ends to deal with, the central difficulty
in the proof is the following: A torus T2 is not known to exist by any other means
than abstractly (and uniqueness is not known), as some closed geodesic in the
upper half-plane endowed with a certain singular Gaussian metric. Yet precise
estimates on the eigenvalues of L with Dirichlet and Neumann (as appropriate in
each separate case) on the natural subdomains of T2 U S2 are needed, in order to
perform the construction. This on the other hand corresponds to analysis of the
Jacobi fields in Angenent's upper half-plane metric.
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Chapter 2
Self-Shrinkers with a Rotational
Symmetry: New Examples and
Classification
2.1 Summary
In this paper we present a new family of non-compact properly embedded, self-
shrinking, asymptotically conical, positive mean curvature ends 1" C ]Rn 1 that
are hypersurfaces of revolution with S"-1 boundaries. These hypersurface fami-
lies interpolate between the plane and half-cylinder in IR+l, and any rotationally
symmetric self-shrinking non-compact end belongs to our family. The proofs in-
volve the global analysis of a cubic-derivative quasi-linear ODE.
We also prove the following classification result: a given complete, embedded,
self-shrinking hypersurface of revolution YL" is either a hyperplane ]R", the round
cylinder IR x S"1 of radius 2(n -1), the round sphere S" of radius Vin, or is
diffeomorphic to an S I x S"- 1 (i.e. a "doughnut" as in [An89], which when n = 2 is a
torus). In particular for self-shrinkers there is no direct analogue of the Delaunay
unduloid family. The proof of the classification uses translation and rotation of
pieces, replacing the method of moving planes in the absence of isometries.
2.2 Introduction and Statement of Results
We consider smooth n-dimensional hypersurfaces En C IR"+1, n > 2, possibly with
boundary dY # 0, satisfying the (extinction time T = 1) self-shrinker equation for
mean curvature flow, away from dE,
H = 2, (2.1)2
where V is the unit normal such that H4 = -H V
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Theorem 2.2.1. In K[n+l there exists a 1 -parameter family of non-compact smooth ro-
tationally symmetric, embedded, positive mean curvature, asymptotically conical self-
shrinking ends E" with boundary.
In fact for each rotationally symmetric cone W in {x1 > 0} C ]Rn+l with tip at the
origin, of slope a > 0, there is a unique such self-shrinker E, lying outside of W, which
is asymptotic to W as x1 -+ oo.
Theorem 2.2.2. Let y" C IRn+ 1 be a complete, embedded, self-shrinking hypersurface of
revolution. Then y" is one of the following:
(1) n-dimensional hyperplane IR" in R"+1,
(2) round cylinder IR x S"-1 of radius 2(n-1),
(3) round sphere S" of radius v5 i,
(4) a smooth embedded S I x S"-1.
Remark 2.2.3. Note that the list (1)-(3) together with Angenent's torus (in 1R3, and
more general his specific S' x S"- 1 -solutions) gives all the presently known examples of
complete, embedded self-shrinkers.
In case (4), our assertion is only that Y is generated by a closed, smooth, embedded
curve. We conjecture however that geometrically such E must be symmetric with respect
to x1 F-3 -x 1 and in fact coincide with Angenent's torus in [An89].
By combining Theorem 2.2.2 with a result by Anciaux [Anc09] we have the
following corollary in 3-space.
Corollary 2.2.4. Let E2 C JR3 be a self-shrinker of genus zero which is foliated by circles.
Then E is either: a plane, a round cylinder of radius -C, or a round sphere of radius 2.
The study of the self-shrinker equation H = !(X, V) is motivated by the regular-
ity theory for mean curvature flow. In particular, type I singularities are governed
by (2.1), as Huisken showed in [Hu90]. Huisken in [Hu93] classified the possible
singularities for the flow of a positive mean curvature initial surface, under the
assumption of a bound on |A12. Currently, very few complete solutions of Equa-
tion (2.1) are known, embedded or otherwise, with the sphere, plane, cylinder,
and Angenent's Torus (constructed in [An89]) being the only known examples.
There is however numerical evidence for many more. David Chopp in [Ch94] (and
see [AIC]) numerically computed a large number of interesting (apparently) self-
similar solutions, and Angenent in [An89] gave numerical evidence for immersed
topological spheres, although none of them have actually been rigorously demon-
strated. The methods in [Ka97] of Kapouleas for producing examples of complete
embedded minimal surfaces in Euclidean space by desingularization promise to be
successful in the context of Equation (2.1); in particular, X. H. Nguyen in [Ng09]
has had success in providing examples of self-translating (not self-shrinking) sur-
faces under mean curvature flow.
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Figure 2-1: Examples of the asymptotically conical self-shrinking "trumpet" ends
in Theorem 2.2.1, interpolating between the flat plane and round cylinder (MAT-
LAB).
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The numerical evidence cited above suggests that, in general, the singularity
profile for mean curvature flow can be quite exotic and wildly behaved, and the
classification of solutions to (2.1) seems impossible in general, however in dimen-
sion 2 the methods of Colding-Minicozzi in [CM1]-[CM8] offer a possibility. For
a generic initial surface, one expects to find a rather tame singularity singularity
profile, due to the highly unstable nature of most solutions of (2.1). In fact, this is
a long-standing conjecture of Huisken, which was recently answered positively by
Colding and Minicozzi in [CM8].
The study of Equation (2.1) turns out to be a variational problem. Namely, the
solutions are actually minimal hypersurfaces in the conformal metric (see [Hu90])
n+1
g =e- (dx? (2.2)
i=1
on Rn" 1 . If EY is a hypersurface of revolution determined by a planar curve y,
then E. is minimal in the metric g if and only if the curve y is a geodesic in the
upper half-plane with non-complete conformal metric (c.f. [An89])
2n1 (x2+r2) 2 21
gAng = r2(n1)e- = {dx2 + dr2}, (2.3)
where (x, r), r > 0 are Euclidean coordinates on the upper half-plane. The idea of
reducing the problem of finding closed minimal sub-manifolds to the search for
closed geodesics on a related manifold with a singular metric goes back at least
as far as the paper [HL71], where Hsiang and Lawson produced closed minimal
submanifolds of S" invariant under a subgroup of the full isometry group. Mean
curvature flow restricted to the rotational class is not a new venture either. For ex-
ample, in addition to [An89] the paper [AAG95] considered regularity of viscosity
solutions for mean curvature flow within the class of rotational surfaces.
The geodesic equation for curves parametrized by arc length in the upper half
plane with metric gAng as given above in (2.3) is given by the following system of
equations (see [An89]):
x =cose{ = sin o (2.4)
e=(sin6+ - cos2 ,
where 0 is the angle that y makes with the x-axis, and where "-" denotes derivation
in the arc length parameter. We will use this notation throughout the article.
Thus, for a hypersurface of revolution generated by a graph u E C2(I) over an
interval on the xi-axis, u : I ->+ IR, the self-shrinker equation is
H(u(x)) = 1 - ) ' (2.5)2 2 (1+ (U'1)2),
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which is equivalent to the following ODE
u"(x) xu(x) - u(x) + - (1 + (u'(x))2, (2.6)2 u(x)
which is a cubic-derivative quasi-linear elliptic second-order equation of the fol-
lowing form
u- xp(x, u'(x))u' + p(x, u'(x))u = g(u (x), u'(x)),
for appropriately defined functions p and g. For the graph of a function f over the
r-axis, the equation becomes
((r n-1 f(r)l '
f"(r) = -- )f'(r)- 1+(f'(r))). (2.7)12 r 2/
For such equations, containing a non-linearity of the form (u') 3 , the general
existence results by Nagumo and others do not apply (see for instance the survey
[CH]) and we will be developing an approach from scratch. Furthermore, note
that the sign of the terms in (2.6) are such that one does not have the best possible
maximum and convexity principles, but instead an oscillating behavior (e.g. as is
the case for the linear equations u"+bu'+cu = 0 when c > 0 is positive), contrasting
for example the situation one would have had for self-expanders. Much of the
intricacy concerning Equation (2.6) stems from this fact, and also from the lack of
known exact symmetries.
The reader will notice that, in the proof of Theorem 2.2.2 (e.g. in Proposition
2.4.6), solutions to Equation (2.4) are translated to get contradictions via a maxi-
mum principle, as in the method of moving planes. However, here translation is
not an isometry for the geometric problem in (2.1), and correspondingly is not an
invariance for (2.4). In certain situations, depending on the relative position of
solutions and signed direction of translation, it is even "better" than an exact sym-
metry, a key special feature which we exploit repeatedly in our maximum principle
arguments.
Few known examples of complete embedded hypersurfaces in R" satisfying
the self-shrinker equation, and indeed several non-existence results are known. In
the paper [Hu90], Huisken showed that the only positive mean curvature H 0
rotationally symmetric hypersurface I", defined by revolution of an entire graph
over the xi -axis is the cylinder.
However, without the curvature assumption H 0 it is still an open question as
to whether there could exist for example non-standard embedded self-shrinking
spheres, planes or cylinders. Note in this connection that Angenent in [An89]
gave numerical evidence for many non-round immersed spheres with a rotational
symmetry axis. Our Theorem 2.2.2 answers the question negatively under the
assumption of embeddedness as well as a rotational symmetry axis of the hyper-
surface. Thus there are no analogues of the members of the rotationally symmetric
Delaunay unduloid family of embedded, complete, singly periodic constant mean
curvature surfaces that in the H = 1 case interpolates between the round cylin-
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der and a string of round spheres touching at antipodal points (see [De] or [Ke]).
However, as Theorem 2.2.1 demonstrates there does exist a family of self-shrinkers
(with boundary) interpolating between the flat plane and round cylinder orthogo-
nal to the plane.
Notice that the existence of the "trumpet" family of self-shrinkers as in The-
orem 2.2.1 (and its precise version in the below Theorem 2.3.1) along with the
maximum principle for Equation (2.1) places certain crude a priori restrictions on
what the non-compact ends of a general self-shrinker can be. Without investigat-
ing such issues further at present, let us remind the reader that this is related to
announced work by Tom Ilmanen [Il] stating that self-shrinkers have ends that are
(in Hausdorff sense) asymptotically conical.
As mentioned in the introduction, there has been recent interest in applying the
desingularizing methods of Kapouleas to the construction of complete embedded
self-shrinkers with genus. Apart from its use in the proof of Theorem 2.2.2, the
perspective of such constructions is one of the main interests of Theorem 2.2.1.
We note that simultaneously with our work for this paper, the recent mono-
graph Giga-Giga-Saal [GGS10] was also concerned with different proofs of well-
known weaker versions of the uniqueness of self-shrinkers given by entire cylin-
drical graphs, which dates back to Huisken [Hu90J (see also Soner-Souganidis
[SS93] and Altschuler-Angenent-Giga [AAG95]), a special case of the present pa-
per. Note also that the below Lemma 2.3.4 alone removes the assumption of H 0
from all such results, see Corollary 2.3.2.
2.3 Proof of Theorem 2.2.1: An Integral Identity for
Graphs
The version of Theorem 2.2.1 we will prove is more precisely stated as follows:
Theorem 2.3.1 (:= Theorem 1'). Let n > 2. For each fixed ray from the origin,
r,(x) = ax, r,: (0,ox) --+R+, o>0,
there exists a unique smooth graphical solution u, : [0, o) -+ IR+, of (2.6), asymptotic
to r.
Also, for d > 0, any solution u : (d, o) -+ IR+ to (2.6) is either the cylinder u
2(n -1), or is one of the u, for some a = a (u)> 0.
Furthermore, the following properties hold for u, when a > 0:
(i) u, > ra, and u,(0) < V2(n -1),
(ii) |u,(x) - axj = O(1), and |u'(x) - o-| = O( I) as x -* +oo,
(iii) E, generated by u, has mean curvature H(31a) > 0,
(iv) u, is strictly convex, and 0 < u, < o holds on [0, oo),
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(v) y,, the maximal geodesic containing the graph of u, is not embedded.
This immediately gives the following corollary, where as an improvement over
[Hu90] (where H 0 was required) we do not need any curvature assumption.
Corollary 2.3.2. Let E" be a smooth self-shrinking hypersurface of revolution, which is
generated by rotating an entire graph around the x1-axis. Then E" is the round cylinder
JR x S"- 1 of radius I2(n -1) in JRn+1.
Proof of Corollary. Any entire graph is a graph over the right half axis. Theorem
2.3.1 characterizes all such graphs, and in particular says that none are embedded
excepting the cylinder solution. 0
Note that our Theorem 2.3.1 amounts to the following interesting geometric
fact, which we get since instead of (n - 1) we may take an arbitrary number a > 0
everywhere in our proofs.
Corollary 2.3.3. In the (non-complete) generalized Gaussian upper half-plane
x 2+r2Ga = (R x IR,gij = r a -
for any a 0, there exists for each a > 0 a unique geodesic ray u , with the properties in
Theorem 2.3.1. Note that for the usual Gaussian metric (where a = 0), we have ua = r,
i.e. straight lines through the origin.
We will need the following lemma, which observes sufficient conditions for
solutions to become non-graphical.
Lemma 2.3.4. If x0 E (0, oo), and (xo, xx) is a maximally extended solution to the initial
value problem
u"= ju + - - 1+(U')2 ,I (x0 )= o-x, (2.8)
U'(xo) a o,
where o- > 0. Then x.0 < oo, and if u(xo) -2(n -1), then x,,, (1 + nAI)xo. Geomet-
rically these initial conditions mean that H(u(xo)) 0 at the point on the hypersurface
Proof of Lemma 2.3.4. Defining W(x):= xu'(x)-u(x), we note that the initial condi-
tions are equivalent to W(xo) > 0. Since
T '= -I+ (1- +(u')2) > - 2: 0, (2.9)2 u 2
we see that 1' > 0 and W 0, so u'(x) u(x)/x > 0, for x xO. Thus in particular
there always exists x' > xO such that u(x') ; -2V(n 1) and W(x') 0, and we can
without loss of generality assume u(xo) .2(n - 1).
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If we define for u the quantity
x , n-1 u(D(x):= 
_u + u 2'2 u 2
then by (2.8) we have cD(x) 2 --. We claim that in fact 1(x) 4 for all x x0 .
Namely assuming this holds up to x we have for x x0 ,
u+n -1 u)= u"-(n -1) = 1 +(u')2)D (n 1).udx\2 u 2| 2 u2 2\ u2
x n-1 1+(U',)2 -(n -1) l n1 -1>,U2 > 0'
axo u 2a
assuming that both u(x) 2(n -1) and u'(x) a. In particular u" 0, and hence
the set of conditions
ax0 '
u'(x) > o, (2.10)
u(x) V 2(n -1),
are simultaneously preserved by the self-shrinker ODE in (2.6) as x x0 increases.
Using D(x) ", we get that u" > n-1 (1 + (u') 2 ), for x xo, and integrating this
"rxo -ax 0inequality gives
u'(x) tan (n- 1)XXO +arctano-,
ax 0
which finally leads to xco < r - arctan a) n xo + xo < 00.
Remark 2.3.5. Incidentally Lemma 2.3.4 also removes the H 0 assumption, yielding
a different proof of Corollary 2.3.2.
Lemma 2.3.6 (Integral identity). Any solution u : (d, w0) -> ]R+ to (2.6), where d 0,
satisfies for some o = o(u) 0 the identity
u(x) = 2(n - 1)x { J* 1+ u(s))- jtz(1+(u(z)))dzds dt + ox, (2.11)
when x E (d, oo).
Proof. Suppose first that we are given a solution u : (d, a) -+ o over an interval
(d,a). We can regard the solution u as solving an inhomogeneous linear equation
determined by freezing the coefficients at u,
+ p,)) 1+ P,2u (+(cp')2)u" (1+(qp')2 u'+(1+(cp')2 = (n -1) P (2.12)
where we have set u = p. We can solve the resulting linear equation with vari-
able coefficients, for x E (d, a), by making the observation that a pair of spanning
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solutions of the homogeneous linear equation are
a e- ' z(1+(qp')2 )dz
u1(x)=x, and u2(x)=x X s2 ds, (2.13)
Then computing the Wronskian W(s) = e- and matching the initial
conditions gives
u ((a)- ea -i z (1+(u ')
2)dz
u(x) = (a) x+(u (a)-u'(a)a)x 2 dsas
+ (n -1)x a a ( + (u' (s))2)e-i7 2)zds dt. (2.14)
x 2 t u(S) I(~z)2dd~
To complete the proof of (2.11), we will show that for some limit a- ? 0,
u(a)
-+a, for a-+ oo (2.15)
a
(u(a) - u'(a)a)x s2  ds-> 0, for a-+ oo. (2.16)
Recall that by Lemma 2.3.4, for any solution u : (d,oo) -> IR+ the quantity
I(x) = xu'(x) - u(x) is pointwise negative. Thus the ratio ! is monotonically
decreasing in a, and hence converges to some limit a > 0. The negativity of WI also
implies that
u(x) (n - 1)x f ja s (1+(u(S))2) -i (1('())2 )dzds dt + o-x. (2.17)
By this it follows that there exists a sequence {ak} increasing to infinity such
that u(ak) 2(n -1). Namely, otherwise one would have that u(x) <- 2(n -1) for
large enough x. With (2.17) we get for such large x that
u(x)>2 2(n -1) -Ra >9( ) for a ->oo,42(n - 1)
where R(a) is an explicit error term, yielding the contradiction u(x) (n -1).
Moreover, we can modify the sequence {ak) to satisfy in addition u'(ak) 0. This
is easily seen to follow from Equation (2.6) and the mean value theorem, using that
u(ak) V2-(n -1) on the original sequence. Thus we have
0 < u (ak) - u'(ak)ak < 2-(n -1),
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so that this term is bounded, and since
l fa, a2
a e- z(+(u(z))2)dz ak
s2 ds :5 -2 eT ds -* 0, for ak --> 00-
we see that inserting the sequence ak -+ oo in (2.14) leads to (2.11). O
As an immediate consequence of Lemma 2.3.6 we see that u,(x)> ax, i.e. u, >
re, which leads to the following L*-estimates.
Lemma 2.3.7. Let u : (d, oo) --+ R+ be as in Lemma 2.3.6, with a > 0. Then
sup |u(s)-fos| 2(n 1), (2.18)
sE(x,Co) OX
2(n -1)
sup lu'(s)-ul 2 2 , (2.19)
sE(x,oo) OE
for x E (d, oo). In particular u extends to u, : (0,oo) -> IR+.
Proof. We can estimate using u > re,
Iu(x) -a -x 2(n -1) * ** 0 (1 + (u '(s))2), -(1+(u'(z))2)dzds dt
2(n -1)
ax
and by similar reasoning obtain the estimate for u'. O
We can thus assume without loss of generality that d = 0.
To prove existence of a solution u, for any a, we find it illustrative to construct
each solution ua as a limit of approximating solutions. More specifically, fixing a
a > 0, we solve the initial value problem
u" ju'I+ +- - U 1 u)2,
u(a) = ao, (2.20)
u'(a)= a.
for a positive. Denoting the solution u,,a, one derives the analogous identity
a 11fa (1 + u,' a(S)2U,a(x) = (n - 1)x - ' e-1 z{1+u,.z)2dzds dt + ax, (2.21)
Jt2 t ua,a(s)I
for x < a. The lack of terms in this expression corresponding to the homogeneous
equation is a special property of the initial conditions. One derives uniform esti-
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mates analogous to (2.18)-(2.19) for the solutions,
sup Iu,a() - O-s < , (2.22)
sE(x,a) ax
sup ~r~(S>71 2(n -1)sup ju, 'r(S)- -| 5 2 , 1 (2.23)
SE(x,a) UX 2
for any x < a. This gives that each solution Ua,a extends to (0, a), and by compact-
ness that the family {ua}a>o converges to a limiting solution u, on (0, Co), uniformly
in the C 2-norm on compact sub-intervals.
Note however, that each approximate solution is really only approximate: Lemma
2.3.4 implies that they do not remain graphical for values of x much larger than a,
but bend upwards with u14 ,a(x) -+ oo as x -> xco < oo.
We next prove that any solution u, : (0, oo) -* IR+ asymptotic to the ray r, is
unique. Recall that we have shown that, given a a, any solution u, must satisfy
u a(x)> Ox (2.24)
as well as the L*-estimates in (2.18)-(2.19). Consider for b > 0 the Banach space
C ([b,oo)) = {v: [b, oo) -+ R I v,v' C([b,oo))}
of continuously differentiable functions v such that |v(x)| -* 0 and |v'(x) -* 0 as
x -+ +oo, endowed with the uniform Cl-norm ||vI|ci = jjv|j|, + I|Dv||,, where the
supremum is taken over [b, oo).
Also, for b, a > 0 we can for example consider the open subsets
Y,:=v = C ([b,oo)) v(x)>0, \v'(x)|< (n2 1
so that by the estimates (2.18)-(2.19) the solutions to (2.6) - ax are in Y,b.
Then we will show that the non-linear mapping T, on Y,,b given by
[T,v](x) = 2(n - 1)x - ** 1+(v'(s)+ a)2 st. g(1+(P'(z)+)2)dzds dt
), t2 )f v(s) +as 2
is a contraction, if b = b(n, a) is chosen large enough. Note that if u is a solution to
the equation (2.6), then by the integral identity in Lemma 2.3.6
[Tau](x):= [T 0(s i-> u(s) - O-s)](x) + ax = u(x),
and conversely, so that v(x) + ax solves equation (2.6) if and only if Tav = v.
In fact T,,b is well-defined, and we get the mapping property
Tor : Yo,b --+ Y,b,
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as follows similarly to the proofs of the estimates in Lemma 2.3.7 and of the prop-
erties (2.24), using the integral identity in Lemma 2.3.6.
Proposition 2.3.8. There exists bo = bo(n,o ) such that T, is a contraction for the norm
-| Ic1 on the set of functions Ye,b for b > b0.
Proof. For two functions vI, V2 E Y we may write u;(x) = v;(x) + ox and get for T,
the expression:
u u = 2 (n - 1 x0 -0 s( 1 +(U, )2g iz(1+(u(z)) 2 )
+ 2(n - 1)x ** ** +(u )2  -f S(1+(u)2) _e-ftS(1+(u)2)
+ 2(n - 1)x J2 (U) - (ui)2)e-t 4(2
=: A+B+C.
We estimate the term A by
As 2(n - 1)11U2 - U| 1|.
The term C may be estimated by
C ||u2 -u j|\Illu' +u 1| 1. f { se(t2_2)dsldt
=||u - u~Llu +uL 2(n- 1)
ll2'- 1,lllU2 +U1 1. ax
To estimate the term B, we note that, for real numbers x,y c, one has ley - ex| I
ecly - x so that we may estimate term B as follows:
B uIIu + uj||1||u1 - u 11.j111 + (u )2(n -1)x ** * (S2 _ t2)I(t2_2)dsdt
| + u I |1.lu1 -uIl 1+(u )2111, (s lx f 1 J0 2 _ t2)ei(t2_S2)sds dt
= IIu + ulll|uII - uIcllell1 +(u )2II ( -I re-dc dt
< ||uj+ull~clIui-uillloo||1+(u )211.n 12 1 1 2 2ax
Also, we may write
(iTu)'= i,(u) 2(n -1) s (1+(u(s))2 e J(1+(u'( 2 )dzds+o-,
x x ) u(S)
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and from this representation formula similarly get, for pi(s) = j(1 +(u'(s))2)
1(UIgu)-(Mui)' = (Tu2 - Taui)x
2(n-1) **_1 1 )P2(s)e-f P2(2)dz
1 x \u 2(S) ui(s)/
2(n -1) CO P2(S) (e-fP2(z)dz 
_ -fsp1(z)dz)
x Jxui(s)\e
2(n - 1) **o 1 (P2S) - p1(s)) ePI (z)dz
1 x ui(s)
1
-(T,u2-Teu1)-A'-B'-C'x
Then the terms A', B', and C' may be treated similarly to the terms A, B, and C
before.
Thus we see, going back to vi and to Te, that:
IITv 2 - T.v 1 |ci < Th|V 2 - v1 Ic, (2.25)
for some 0 < r < 1, if we choose bo large enough, and with the C1-norm taken over
(bo, oo). Thus T, : Y,,bo - Y,,bo is a contraction.
Note also that a family version of the Proposition follows, that is if 0 < O <
oo are given, then bo and r can be chosen so that (2.25) holds uniformly for o- e
[a,a 2] 0
Applying the Proposition shows the claimed uniqueness for graphs over half-
lines satisfying Equation (2.6). Namely, let two solutions u1 and u2 to the equation
for the same a-value be given. Then for be chosen large enough we have uiu 2 E
Y,bo and the result follows.
Remark 2.3.9. Since the map T, is a contraction for large enough x-values, one can
also prove the existence part (for large x) of Theorem 2.2.1 using a fixed point principle.
The graphs of the functions u, constructed above are eventually graphical over
the r-axis as well (since they are eventually increasing), and are given by functions
fil, : [ri7,,oo] -+ IR on some maximal domain (rj/ ,oo). The functions fi/, then
satisfy equation (2.7), and an analysis similar to that in the proof of Lemma 2.3.6
gives that the fi/, satisfy the identity
Safa = fil,, (2.26)
where the map S, given by
f -(n - 1)r f'(s)(1+ (f'(s))2 ),-e (1+(f'(z)) 2 )dzdsdt, (2.27)
which is then similarly shown to be a contraction mapping. The fixed points of the
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maps Syl, and T. then determine a complete geodesic y. in the upper half plane.
We now show that the y, depend smoothly on the parameter a in the Ck topology.
For this, we will need the following general fact, proved in the Appendix.
Lemma 2.3.10. Let D. : Y -+ Y be a smooth one parameter family of smooth contrac-
tion mappings on a fixed open subset Y of a Banach space X. Then the fixed points x,
(assumed to exist) are smooth functions of a.
Thus, the solutions y, depend smoothly in C1 on the parameter a. However,
the geodesic equation gives that the dependence is smooth in Ck for any k.
Lemma 2.3.11. The map a - fR+ -+ Ck is smooth for any k.
Proof. The equation
fa"(r)= ( - n 'r - (1+(2.28)
immediately gives that the second derivative f," is differentiable in a. Differenti-
ating (2.7) in r then gives that all higher derivatives (k) are differentiable in a as
well. 0
By Lemma 2.3.11, the function F(or, r) given by
F(o, r) = f,(r) (2.29)
is smooth on its domain of definition. Note that, as a -> oo the functions fy,
converge to the function fo(r) = 0 uniformly in Ck on compact subsets of (0, oo)
for any k. Thus, defining d = 1/a, it follows that the function g(r) = (Is=o(r) is
defined on (0, oo) and satisfies the linearized equation
g"(r) = (i- n - 1 g'(r) - g(r) (2.30)
To analyze solutions of the linearized equation, we again prove an integral
identity.
Lemma 2.3.12. The solution to the linearized equation g above satisfies the identity
g(r) = r -(n - 1)rJ 1 g'(s)e(t2_,24dsdt. (2.31)
Proof. Differentiating identity (2.26) (with O = 1/o), we obtain
f'(r) = fe/r+ n -1 f f(s)( +(f(s))2)-jf f(1+(f(z))2)dzds. (2.32)
Thus, for r > 2(n -1), we get
fj(r)/d < (1 - 2(n - 1)/r 2 f-1. (2.33)
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Now, since
f o(s)/d (1 + (f-(s))2)e-ft "(1+(f (z)) 2 )d -g'(s)e ,2 _.2 y4, as c -> 0. (2.34)
the above estimate (2.33) gives convergence of the equation (2.26) divided by C =
1/-, as a -+ 0 to (2.31) by, for example, the dominated convergence theorem. O
Corollary 2.3.13. The solution g to the linearized equation assumes both positive and
negative values on (0,oo).
Proof. Assume first that g > 0 everywhere on (0, oo). Note that we must then also
have g' > 0 everywhere. For suppose g'(ro) 0 at some ro. Then appealing to
equation (2.30), we see that g'(r) < 0 for all r > ro. In particular, for r > V2(n -1),
we get g"(r) < 0, which implies that the graph of g will eventually intersect the
r-axis, a contradiction.
Thus we have g' > 0 on (0, oo). However, the identity (2.31) then gives the
contradiction
limg(r) = -(n - 1) g'(s)e_, 2 4ds < 0. (2.35)
r--+O Jo
Since the equation (2.31) is linear homogeneous, it follows that g < 0 cannot hold
either. L
Lemma 2.3.14. The functions u, have positive slope on [0,oo) for a > 0 sufficiently
large.
Proof. As before, take 6 = 1/o-. Then the graphs f& are defined on the maximal
interval (r&, oo) (that is, limr~-+ f'(r) -+ oo). Note that r& -+ 0 as a -> 0, since the
graphs f& converge uniformly to 0 in any Ck on compact subsets of (0, oo).
Now, let ro be a point such that '(ro) =g(ro) < 0. Then, choosing O sufficiently
small so that r& < ro, we get that
f(ro) = g(r) + O(o2) < 0, (2.36)
for O small enough. Since each f& is eventually positive, we see that there is a
largest point m& such that f&(mt) = 0. Thus fj(m&)> 0. Then the graph of f
is also graphical over the x-axis, and defines the solutions u, for a = 1/o-. Thus,
for o sufficiently large, the function u, is increasing. 0
As corollaries to the above, we now obtain the properties (i) and (iv) listed in
Theorem 2.3.1.
Proof of Theorem 2.3.1 (iv). Firstly we prove the second part of Theorem 2.3.1(iv),
namely that the functions u, : [0, oo) -]R+ are strictly increasing for any -> 0.
By Lemma 2.3.14 this is true for large enough a > 0. Assume there exists a
a > 0, and hence a largest o-o > 0, such that this is not true. Then there is a point
xO > 0 such that u,'(xo) = 0 and since ao is the largest such, then by continuity of
the solution in o, we must have u,0 (xo) = 2(n - 1) unless xO = 0 (since else by (2.6)
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there would be a point x' # xo such that u,(x') < 0 violating the maximality). Thus
ug0 is in that case is the cylinder, a contradiction. Since in the other case u' (0)= 0,
we get by reflection a smooth, entire graphical surface of revolution with H ; 0
and thus by [Hu90] we get that uUO is the cylinder, again a contradiction. Thus
Lemma 2.3.14 extends to all a > 0.
As a corollary, we get the convexity in Theorem 2.3.1(iv), i.e. that u, is strictly
convex on [0, oo) for a > 0. Namely, differentiating (2.11) twice, we obtain
u =1 (n _ 1) 1 * } (1 + (u'(s))2),-c s(1+(ul,(z))2)dza (n-1 - 2 e x2 a ds
1 + (u)2 u[(x) J u(s)
and hence u"> 0 on [0, oo), since u,(s) > u,(x) for s > x. 0
We also get the second property in Theorem 2.3.1(i).
Proof of Theorem 2.3.1 (i). Using the integral identity in Lemma 2.3.6 for u, gives
the following sharp bound on the value of u(0), using l'Hopital's rule:
u(0) s 2(n- 1) ** -(I + (u'(s))2,-f I(1+(u (z))2 )dzds 2(n - 1)
u(0) Jo 2 u(0)
with sharp inequality unless u = u(O), so that
u(0) s ;2(n -1),
with equality if and only if u is the cylinder solution. 0
2.4 Classification of Self-Shrinkers with Rotational Sym-
metry
In this section we prove Theorem 2.2.2, which we restate here for the convenience
of the reader in the context of geodesics in the upper half plane (H+,g g).
Theorem 2.4.1. Let y be a complete embedded geodesic for the metric gAng in the upper
half plane H+. Then the following statement hold.
(1) If y is closed, it is a curve that intersects the r-axis exactly twice.
(2) If y is not closed, it is either the r-axis, the line r = -V2f(n-1I), or the sphere
x 2 +r 2 = 2n.
Corollary 2.4.2 (= Theorem 2.3.1(v)). In particular this implies the remaining part
(v) in Theorem 2.3.1, that the asymptotically conical ends are not parts of complete,
embedded self-shrinkers.
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To facilitate the discussion, we say that a point in a smooth curve is "vertical"
if the tangent line at that point is parallel to er, and "horizontal" if parallel to ex,
where {ex, er is the unit basis corresponding to the Euclidean coordinates (x, r) on
H+. By the first and second quadrants, we as usual mean the sets {(x, r) I x, r > 0}
and {(x, r) I x < 0, r > 0} contained in H+, respectively. For a smooth curve y(t) =
(x(t), r(t)) parametrized by Euclidean arc length, we denote
0(t) = arccos i(t) = arctan(r(t)/i(t)),
and we say that y(t) is a solution to (2.4), if the triple (x(t), r(t), 0(t)) solves (2.4).
We occasionally refer to such curves y as "geodesics" for the metric gAng in H+,
although this is a slight abuse of terminology as solutions to (2.4) are parametrized
by Euclidean arc length, not arc length with respect to g ng. We will make frequent
use of the following elementary observation.
Lemma 2.4.3. Let y(t) = (x(t), r(t)) be a solution to (2.4). Then the functions x(t) and
r(t) - ,2(n- 1) have neither positive minima nor negative maxima, and in particular
these functions have different signs at successive critical points.
Remark 2.4.4. We remind the reader that the reflection (x, r) i-+ (-x, r) is a symmetry
of the equation, a fact that will be used often in the below.
The following lemma is of fundamental importance for our proof. Included in
the statement of (2) is the (geometrically unsurprising) fact that geodesics for the
metric gAng that leave the upper half plane through the x-axis do so orthogonally.
Lemma 2.4.5. Let y : (a, b) -+ H+ be a solution to (2.4), maximally extended as a graph
over the x-axis. Then
(1) There is t E (a,b) such that x(t) = 0.
(2) Assuming the existence and finiteness of the limit
xb := lim x(t) < o0,
the curve y extends smoothly to (a,b], with y(b) a vertical point. If r(b) = 0, the
curvature of y at y(b) (signed w.r.t. the orientation out of the half-plane) is - .
(3) There is at least one horizontal point in y.
Proof. Assume the orientation of the curve is such that cos 0 = t(t) > 0 for t E (a, b).
Set
A(t) := x(t) sin 0(t) - r(t) cos 0(t) = -(y(t), v(t)), (2.37)
where v(t)= (-sin (t), cos e(t)) is the (leftward pointing w.r.t f) unit normal to y.
Then (2.4) becomes
=1 n -i
0 -A + cose, (2.38)2 r
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and A satisfies the equation
A =A(y, f)+ 1Cos 0(y, (2.39)
We now investigate the oscillation behavior. Picking some (xo, u (xo)) on y and
integrating by parts in (2.6) gives
arctan u' = xu(x) - xou(xo) + f - u(s) ds, (2.40)
arctxn ul s)
so that if we assume a lower (resp. upper) bound on r(t)= u(x), as x -+ Xb, it leads
to a uniform upper (resp. lower) bound on u'(x). Therefore by the mean value
theorem (recall that by Lemma 2.4.3 successive points where u'(x) = 0 must occur
on either side of the line r = 2T(nz 1)), such points must either eventually stop
occurring as t -+ b, or the limit r(t) -- ;2(n 1) must hold. But if u'(x) eventually
has a fixed sign, then the limit limtb r(t) also exists.
Thus if we denote by r+ (resp. r;) the lim sup (resp. liminf) of r(t) as t -+ b,
then we have shown that either:
(i) There is a limit: lim rb = r+ = Tbor
(ii) Both r' = oo and r; = 0.
But the second situation does not happen: Case (ii) implies that the straight line
segment {(xb, t) : t > 0) satisfies (2.38), and thus we conclude Xb = 0. But from
(ii) we thus also obtained a positive solution g(r) to the linearized equation at the
r-axis (2.30), which gives a contradiction similarly to in Corollary 2.3.13.
Now, it is easy to see that the limit rb is finite: If xb < 0, then assuming both
r(t) > 2(n -1) and f(t) > 0 then (2.38) gives that 6(t) < 0, which immediately
bounds rb away from oo.
On the other hand, assuming still rb = +oo but Xb > 0, then (again by Lemma
2.4.3) eventually f(t) > 0 as t -+ b, and hence eventually (y, f) > 0. There are also
choices of to E (a, b) arbitrarily close to b with A(to)> 0, since else for some fixed
x0 < xb we would have had xu'(x) - u(x) < 0 for x in an interval (x 0, xb), leading to
the contradictory bound:
u(xO)
rb = lim U(X) 5 Xb ;0 <00. (2.41)
Now, since (y(t), f(t)) > 0, the property A(t) > 0 is propagated on t E (to, b), by
(2.39). Dividing (2.39) by A and integrating over (to, t) gives that
A(t) > eIy(t)1-/4ly(to))j 2 14A(to). (2.42)
However, combining (2.42) with (2.38) and ly(t)| -+ +oo gives that
0(t) - 0(to) -+ +00 (2.43)
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as t -+ b, contradicting that y is graphical over the x-axis.
Thus the limit rb exists and is a non-negative real number. If it is positive, then
y(t) remains in a relatively compact subset of the upper half plane H+ as t -+ b.
Equation (2.38) then gives uniform Ck-bounds on y(t) and the desired smooth
extension to a vertical endpoint, giving the conclusion (2) in that case. Lemma
2.4.3 then implies that Xb > 0.
If on the other hand rb = 0, then we claim that 0(t) decreases to -7n/2 monoton-
ically as t increases to b. To see this, note first that 0(t) cannot remain bounded
away from -7r/2 as t -* b, since otherwise (2.38) and r(t) -+ 0 give that
6(t) > 6-- 2 x, where 6:=inf(cos0(t)), (2.44)
r(t) t/b
for t close enough to b. This, after using that f(t) -1 and integrating, gives
0(t2) -6(t1)>o :196r(ti) -2xb(t2 -ti),
(r(t2))
for any t2 > ti, and implicitly bounds r(t) away from zero as t -> b, a contradiction.
In particular there must be points arbitrarily close to b s.t. 0 > 0. Now, r(t) -> 0
and Lemma 2.4.3 imply that i(t) < 0 for b - t sufficiently small, and differentiating
(2.38) gives that
(t)=-n f(t) cos 0(t), (2.45)
r
at times t for which 6(t) = 0, if there were any. Thus it follows that in fact 6(t) < 0
for all b - t sufficiently small, and we have proved that 0(t) \ -7r/2 as t / b.
Finally, applying l'H6pital's rule to (2.38) gives that
irn e(t) - .
t->,b- 2n
so that y(t) extends with two derivatives to (a, b] with Xb > 0. The higher regularity
then follows immediately, giving (2) also in this case.
In all cases, we see that Xb > 0. By symmetry, we get that also Xa < 0, which
gives claim (1).
To see (3), suppose first that (a, b) is a bounded interval. Note that (3) is clear
if lim0(t) e {±7/2} is different at the two endpoints. We may thus assume, with
our chosen orientation, that limt-a+0(t) = limt,b 0(t) = n/2, and we argue by
contradiction.
By (1), there is a to E (a, b) so that x(to)= 0. If r(to)> 42(n -1), then (2.38) gives
that 6(to) < 0. Differentiating (2.38) and evaluating at a point t for which 6(t) = 0
gives that
6(t) =- 1 i(t)cos O(t) < 0, (2.46)
r2(t)
so that 0(t) is bounded away from nr/2 as t -> b, a contradiction. If r(to)< 42(n- 1),
then (2.38) gives 0(to)> 0 and we apply a similar argument as before to contradict
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the assumption lim,,a 0(t) = mr/2. In the case of equality r(to) = V2(n -1), we
have 6(to) = 0, and we refer to (2.46) to obtain that 6(t) < 0 for t > to, from which
as before we obtain a contradiction.
If b = oo and a is finite, then Theorem 2.3.1 gives that y contains the graph
of a function u0. for some o- > 0. In particular, we have that, with to as before,
r(to) < V2(n - 1), and we argue as before that r(t) = 0 for some t e (a, to).
Finally, if (a, b) = IR, then Theorem 2.3.1 gives that y coincides with the line
r = f2(n - 1) for which (3) clearly holds. 0
Proposition 2.4.6. Let y be a complete solution to (2.4), such that one of the following
statements hold:
(1) y contains 7 vertical points.
(2) y is closed and contains two vertical points in the first quadrant.
(3) y is not closed and contains one interior vertical point.
Then y is not embedded.
Proof of Proposition 2.4.6(1). Consider a segment of y containing seven consecu-
tive vertical points, which we identify with the interval [1,7] c ]R such that the
vertical points correspond to integer values of the parameter. The vertical points
will thus be denoted by (x(k),r(k)) for k = 1,...,7. Then by Lemma 2.4.3, after
possibly reflecting y through the r-axis, we can assume that x(k) is positive for k
odd and negative otherwise. Lemma 2.4.5(3) then gives the existence of a horizon-
tal point in each segment [k, k + 1], k = 1,..., 6, which we identify with the points
k , k = 1,...,6. Lemma 2.4.3 implies that both the segments [2+ ,3 + j] and
[4+ },5+ }] intersect the line r = 2(n -1), so assume, after possibly reversing
orientation that [2+ },3+ }] intersects to the left of [4+ },5+ }]. Take yi to be the
segment [2+}1,3+ -] and take Y2 to be the segment [3+ j,6+ -]. Note that on y1 the
outward pointing unit tangent is -ex at each endpoint, while on y2 the outward
pointing unit tangent is ex.
We now translate the curve y1 in the positive ex direction until a point of first
contact with y2. Note that such a point occurs, since both segments intersect the
line r = 2(n - 1), with y1 intersecting to the left of y2, and that this point of first
contact occurs away from the endpoints of both segments, and more generally
does not occur at any horizontal point (since in particular the convexity near such
a point is preserved under translation, it could not be a first intersection). Let
y1 = y1 + cex denote the segment for which first point of contact occurs. Appealing
to system (2.4) we get that
-c$r2-(PA p)= sin 0 (2.47)
holds at the point of first contact p, and where 0 = 0 y(p) = 01 (5), which is a
contradiction.
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Proof of Proposition 2.4.6(2). For simplicity of description, we identify y with the
unit circle S1 = ]R/2nZ. Suppose now that there are two vertical points in y in the
first quadrant, which after possibly reparametrizing we identify with the points [0]
and [n] in S1. By assumption, we have that x([O]) and x([n]) are positive. Lemma
2.4.3 then gives an additional vertical point on each arc ([0],[t]) and ([n],[0]),
which we identify with the points [i] and [!] respectively. Now Lemma 2.4.5(3)
gives that there are horizontal points along the arcs ([0],[i]), ([f], [nC]), ([7r], [3])
and ([7],[01), which we identify with the four points [(2k-1)7r], k = 1,... 4. Lemma
2.4.3 gives that both arcs [[Z],[j]] and [[5],[J]] intersect the line r = V2(n -1),
and after possibly relabeling, we can assume that [[Z-],[]] intersects to the left
of [[],E[]]. Assume now that the arc [[Z], []] contains no vertical points other
than [0], and take y1 = [[7],[1]] and Y2 = [[z],[77]]. We then translate yi until a
point of first contact with Y2 and, arguing as in the proof of Proposition 2.4.6(1)
obtain a contradiction. 0
Proof of Proposition 2.4.6(3). Identify y with an interval (a, b) under a Euclidean
arc length parametrization, and assume first that a and b are finite. Proposition
2.4.6(2) gives that y contains a finite number of vertical points. Lemma 2.4.5 then
gives that y extends to the closed interval [a, b] with vertical endpoints, and the
assumption that y is complete in H+ gives that these endpoints are contained in
the x-axis.
Now, suppose y contains an interior vertical point c E (a, b) , and assume that
it is in the second quadrant. By Lemma 2.4.5(3) the arcs [a, c] and [c, b] each con-
tain horizontal points p1 and P2, respectively, and consequently both intersect the
line r = 2(n -1). Assume [a,c] intersects to the left of [c, b], and assume [p1,p2]
contains no vertical points other than c. Then set y1 = [a,p 1 ] and set Y2 = [p1, b].
Note that yi and y2 both intersect the line r = 2(n -1), and are compact.
Moreover, the outward pointing tangent to yi at pi is -ex, and the outward point-
ing tangent to y2 at p1 is ex. As before, we translate yi in the positive ex direction
until a point of first contact with y2- By construction, this point of first contact
cannot occur at pi (or its translated version). Moreover, by Lemma 2.4.5(2) it can-
not occur at the endpoints of y1 and y2 contained in the x-axis. Hence, it is interior
and non-transversal, and we obtain a contradiction as in the proof of Proposition
2.4.6(1) and (2).
Assume now that both a and b are infinite and identify y with the real line
under a Euclidean arc length parametrization. Assume that 0 is a vertical point
in the second quadrant. Then by the completeness of y, the arcs (-oo,0], [0,oo)
contain geodesic segments, maximally extended as graphs over the x-axis, and
by Lemma 2.4.5 both contain horizontal points pi and P2, respectively. Assume as
before that [pi, p2] contains no vertical points other than 0. By Proposition 2.4.6(2),
y has a finite number of vertical points, and thus decomposes into a finite number
of geodesic segments, maximally extended as graphs over the x-axis. Then since
(-oo,0] and [0, oo) have infinite Euclidean length, Lemma 2.4.5 and Theorem 2.3.1
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imply that they contain the segments
{(x, ua (x))|x > O}, i = 1,2,
for distinct positive a1 and o2, respectively, after possibly reflecting through the
r-axis. Thus, both (-oo, 0] and [0, oo) intersect the line r = 42(n - 1) by Theorem
2.3.1, so assume that (-oo, 0] does so to the left of [0, oo). We then set y1 := (-oo,p1]
and 72 = [pi, oo). As before y1 and y2 intersect the line r = 42(n - 1), the outward
pointing tangent to y1 at pi is -ex, the outward pointing tangent to y2 at p1 is
ex, and both curves y1 and 72 are properly embedded and separated by a positive
distance (since a1 and o-2 are distinct). We then translate y1 until a point of first
contact with Y2 and obtain a contradiction as in the previous case.
Finally, the case where the (a, b) = [0, oo), is handled exactly as in the previous
cases, and consequently we omit the details. 0
We can now prove Theorem 2.4.1.
Proof of Theorem 2.4.1. Note that by Proposition 2.4.6 any non-closed embedded
geodesic y different from the r-axis cannot contain any interior vertical points
and thus is globally given by the graph of a function u(x) satisfying (2.6) on an
open interval I away from its endpoints. Let E denote the surface of revolution
determined by y. Then E is smooth and embedded and satisfies the self-shrinker
equation (2.1). Lemma 2.3.4 gives that u'(x)x - u(x) < 0, for all x E I. This is in
turn equivalent to the positivity of the mean curvature of E with respect to the
downward pointing unit normal (with respect to the axis of rotation). Huisken's
classification of mean convex self-shrinkers [Hu90] then implies that E is either
the round sphere of radius V2~i, or the cylinder of radius y2(n i).
If y is closed, then Proposition 2.4.6 gives that it has at most two vertical points,
and Lemma 2.4.3 says that each is in a different quadrant of H+. This concludes
the proof.
2.5 Appendix
We include for completeness a proof of the smoothness of fixed points that we used
in Lemma 2.3.10.
Proof of Lemma 2.3.10. Let o- be fixed, and let xa+h,x, be fixed points for (D, and
Ga+h- Then
IX+h~Xo' = a+h(X,+h)~ Do(Xe I
< |*a+h(Xa+h)~ aI(Xa+h)I+ I,(a+h)~Day(Xoy)I
2 2(ax+h) h+TIx,+h- xa|+o(h).
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This gives that the xe are at least Lipshitz continuous functions of a. To show
differentiability, we again write
X+h~Xo = a+h(Xo-+h~-(XO-)
= GD+h(xo+h) -((Xo-+h) + ( -+h)~ o(Xo)
= D-, (xo+h-xo )+ O(xo+h ~ Xo 2) + (Da+h (Xo-+h) -( Xo-+h)-
Rearranging terms, we see that
(I - Dx,(a - O(\xo+h - Xo)) (Xa+h - X -)= D+h(Xa+h) - (Xo+h)-
Dividing by h above and sending h -* 0, we get
dx ) -I ddcr = (I - Dx,)a (o--,x'). (2.48)
Note that the operator A = I - Dx,(D, is invertible, since the fact that cor is a con-
traction gives IDx|II < 1.
Note that the formula for the derivative (2.48) gives that the fixed points x,
depend smoothly on the parameter o-, since the right hand side of a may be differ-
entiated in a if the mappings (D. are smooth. 0
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Chapter 3
Non-Compact Complete Embedded
Mean Curvature Flow Self-Shrinkers
With Asymptotically Conical Ends
We give the first rigorous construction of complete, embedded self-shrinking hy-
persurfaces under mean curvature flow, since Angenent's torus in 1989. The sur-
faces exist for any sufficiently large prescribed genus g, and are non-compact with
one end. Each has 4g + 4 symmetries and comes from desingularizing the intersec-
tion of the plane and sphere through a great circle, a configuration with very high
symmetry.
Each is at infinity asymptotic to the cone in JR3 over a 2n/(g+ 1)-periodic graph
on an equator of the unit sphere S 2 C 1R3, with the shape of a periodically "wob-
bling sheet". This is a dramatic instability phenomenon, with changes of asymp-
totics that break much more symmetry than seen in minimal surface constructions.
The core of the proof is a detailed understanding of the linearized problem in a
setting with unbounded geometry, leading to special PDEs of Ornstein-Uhlenbeck
type with fast growth on coefficients of the gradient terms. This involves identify-
ing new, adequate weighted H6lder spaces of asymptotically conical functions in
which the operators invert, via a Liouville-type result with precise asymptotics.
3.1 Introduction
In studying the flow of a hypersurface by mean curvature in Euclidean n-space
as well as in general ambient Riemannian n-manifolds (Mn,g), n 3, the basic
"atoms" of singularity theory are the self-similar surfaces in IR", viz. solitons mov-
ing by an ambient conformal Killing field, and of these the self-shrinkers are the
most important. Taking center stage when identified by Huisken in 1988 (and
the compact H 0 case classified: Round spheres; see [Hu90]) as the surfaces for
which equality holds in his celebrated monotonicity formula, the self-shrinkers
arise as blow-up limits when assuming natural curvature bounds.
It is notable that even when n = 3 only a few complete, embedded self-shrinking
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surfaces in JR3 are to this date rigorously known: Flat planes, round cylinders,
round spheres and a (not round-profile) torus of revolution discovered by An-
genent in [An89] (this list exhausts the rotationally symmetric examples, although
the uniqueness of the torus is still open; see [KMol 1]). Note also that several re-
sults involving self-shrinkers in some generality have appeared, most prominently
a smooth compactness theorem (for closed, fixed genus surfaces [CM7]) and a the-
ory of generic singularities of Colding-Minicozzi, including classification of all
H > 0 complete hypersurfaces (see [CM8] and [DXl 1]). See also [LS] and [Wall]
for other uniqueness results.
The self-shrinker equation is a nonlinear partial differential equation of mean
curvature type, indeed the self-shrinkers are minimal with respect to a certain
Gaussian metric on Euclidean space, and as such the current status of known ex-
amples can be likened to the situation before Scherk's, Riemann's and Enneper's
minimal surface examples, when only rotationally symmetric surfaces were known.
In recent years, several authors ([Tr96], [Ka97], [Ka05], [Kal 1]) have, via singular
perturbation techniques, greatly expanded upon the list of rigorously known min-
imal surfaces in JR3 . Since the local considerations involved in the constructions
would work in some generality (see [Ka05] and [Ka 11]), it has long been expected
that such constructions could work for self-similar surfaces under mean curvature
flow, and indeed there are constructions for the self-translating case in the inter-
esting work by X.H. Nguyen (see [Ng09]-[NglO]).
The existence of self-shrinkers with the topology we consider in this paper
was conjectured by Tom Ilmanen in 1995 (from numerics, using Brakke's surface
evolver; see [1195]), while their asymptotic geometry was not clear at that point.
Our main theorem is the following:
Theorem 3.1.1. For every large enough integer g there exists a complete, embedded,
orientable, smooth surface Yg c VR, with the properties:
(i) 1g is a mean curvature self-shrinker of genus g.
(ii) Lg is invariant under the dihedral symmetry group with 4g +4 elements.
(iii) Xg has one non-compact end, and separates JR3 into two connected components.
(iv) The end is outside some Euclidean ball a graph over a plane, asymptotic to the
cone on a non-zero vertical smooth (4g+ 4)-symmetric graph over a great circle in
S2 (hence the visual appearance of a "wobbling sheet").
(v) Inside any fixed ambient ball BR(0) C ]R3 , the sequence {1 g} converges in Haus-
dorff sense to the union S2 u P, where P is a plane through the origin in JR3. In
fact, the bounds
dH[YgnBR(0),(S2UP)fnBR(0)I C-, (3.1)
g
on the Hausdorff distance dH hold for some constant C > 0. The convergence is
furthermore locally smooth away from the intersection circle.
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Figure 3-1: Tom Ilmanen's conjectural shrinker of genus 8 with 18 Scherk handles.
Corollary 3.1.2. Euclidean flat cylinders over Fg are shrinkers. So, in any fixed dimen-
sion n > 2 we obtain self-shrinking hypersurfaces En = E gxRn- 2 C IR"n1, with arbitrary
large first Betti number b1(Eg X Kn-2) = b, (Eg) = g.
The general approach of this article is the same as that of [Ka97], which follows
the general methodology developed in [Ka95]. Our construction is analogous to a
specific instance of the main theorem in [Ka97], the case of a catenoid intersecting
a plane through its waist, which is simpler than the general case because of the
extra symmetry. On the other hand, we must contend with major analytic diffi-
culties arising from the unbounded nature of the self-shrinker equation, which do
not arise in minimal and constant mean curvature constructions.
To look further into the analytical difficulties faced here, it is instructive to use
the mentioned characterization of self-shrinkers (which shrink towards the origin,
with scaling factor ;2-(1- t)): Minimal surfaces S C IR3 w.r.t. the conformal metric
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gij = e-Ixl2 /46;., where |x| is the distance to the origin and bij is the Euclidean stan-
dard metric. All previous desingularization constructions - and indeed much of
geometric analysis - rely on some kind of reasonably bounded geometry such as for
example geodesic completeness, curvature bounds, or even stronger assumptions
such as asymptotic flatness. We must however here face that the metric is geodesi-
cally incomplete (non-extendible: the distance to infinity is finite) and the Ricci
curvature of a plane through the origin in the unit normal direction, respectively
the Gauss curvature of the induced metric on such a plane, are (see Appendix C):
Ric(V" v') = eixi2/ 4(1 _ 12 /16) -> -oo, for lxi -+ oo,
K(I 2,g) = e X12/4 - +00, for |x| -> oo.
It should hence come as no surprise that the analysis we need to perform could
not follow from any very general principle, and in fact this paper also gives the first
successful example of a construction for such an unbounded geometry. Our new
(anisotropically) weighted H6lder spaces and accompanying Liouville-type result
and global Schauder-type estimates for the exterior linear problem of Ornstein-
Uhlenbeck type, that are pivotal to the completion of the construction, arise from
homogeneity properties of the linearized operator, which in turn lend their origin
to the parabolic self-similar nature: It is the sum of homogeneous operators, with
a homogeneity zero term which annihilates cones. We consider the problem of
solving the equation for homogeneous functions and find good (sharp) choices for
weighted H6lder norms, and then proceed for general functions with those very
same spaces.
Note that the global Schauder estimates have no obvious extensions to general
Laplace-type operators under the same growth rates on the coefficients, and there
are counterexamples by Priola for a very similar equation (see [Pr]).
It is fruitful to compare our construction with that of desingularizing, in the
H = 0 case, the intersection of a catenoid with a plane through the waist, leading
to the Costa-Hoffmann-Meeks surfaces (of high genus). In that construction the
plane remains flat, and one automatically gets improved power of decay of the
constructed minimal surfaces back to the original plane, namely the decay rate
is 1/|xlg+l as lxi -+ oo. In our construction no such improvement shows up, the
self-shrinkers constructed have regardless of g the (likely sharp) asymptotics:
o(6)|x| + O(Ix|-1), xi -* 00. (3.2)
Another difference from the previously known constructions for minimal surfaces
is that the surfaces we construct must be entropy unstable (since by [CM8] the
only stables ones are of the form Sn-k x IRk, k = 0,..., n), and this is another way of
viewing some of the complications that arise here. However, it is from the desin-
gularization viewpoint not presence of the instability per se that is the problem, it
is the severe way in which it happens, witnessed by Equation (3.2): Imposing ever
so much dihedral symmetry never renders it negligible.
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Finally, we will mention that X.H. Nguyen via nonlinear parabolic methods
has studied a related, truncated nonlinear exterior problem for the self-shrinker
equation and obtained existence results (see [Ng06]-[NgO7]). Also, L. Wang has
announced interesting existence and uniqueness result for exterior graphs with
prescribed cones at infinity (see [Wall]), which provides separate evidence of the
dramatic change of asymptotics of the non-compact ends, i.e. that our examples
are not asymptotic to planes.
After this work was completed, we learned of a preprint by X.H. Nguyen [Ng 11]
which announces results very similar to ours.
3.2 Overview of the paper
The basic philosophy of the desingularization procedure is as follows: Consider
the initial configuration of a plane intersecting a sphere through a great circle.
For each r with C1 = k E N a positive integer, define a one parameter family of
surfaces M[r, 0] that serve as approximate solutions to the self-shrinker equation.
The surfaces M[r, 0] are invariant under the action of the dihedral group with 4k
elements, and under various normalizations converge either to the initial configu-
ration or to Scherk's singly-periodic surface - as the parameters r and 0 tend to
zero.
On each of these surfaces, we consider graphs of small functions u, and produce
via an incarnation of Newton's method, here Schauder's fixed point theorem, a pair
(0*, u*) such that the graph over M[r, 0*] by u* solves the self-shrinker equation
exactly. Naturally, to apply the Schauder fixed point theorem, one needs to first
understand the linearized equation on these surfaces, and to do this one needs to
understand the linearized equation on the limits under both normalizations; that
is to say on the initial configuration and on Scherk's surface. That is, we need to
solve the equation Lu = E on the initial surface M[r, 0] with reasonable estimates,
where L is the linearized operator for the self-shrinker equation (note that the
study of this operator played an important role in [CM7]-[CM9]) and the function
E is the initial error in the self-shrinker equation on M[r, 0].
On the pieces of the initial configuration (that is, the surfaces with bound-
ary determined by the intersection circle), we prove that the linearized equation
is always solvable with Dirichlet boundary conditions (and here we are, on the
outer plane, forced to allow a dramatic change of asymptotics to include conical
functions that are oscillatory in the angular variable). Near the intersection circle,
the linearized equation turns out to be a perturbation of the stability operator on
Scherk's surface.
The linearized equation on Scherk's surface is not solvable, with appropriate
bounds on the norm of the inverse, in any bounded function space, in general, due
to the persistence of a one-dimensional kernel spanned by a translational Killing
field. But as long as the inhomogeneous term E is "orthogonal" to this kernel, we
can solve the equation in a weighted H6lder space with exponential decay. The de-
cay then allows a solution to be patched up globally to a solution on the entire ini-
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tial surface. The role of the parameter 0 in the surfaces M[r, 0 is then to arrange
for the initial error term E to be orthogonal to the kernel. As 0 changes, two of
the pieces of M[r, 0] move within a family of perturbed cap-shaped self-shrinkers
near the round spherical caps. Note therefore that the role of the chosen O* in this
problem is of a more technical nature (unlike for example the case of catenoidal
ends for the H = 0 constructions in [Ka97], where it entails an important global
change of asymptotics in itself).
The paper is structured as follows:
Section 3 sets notation and conventions for frequently used basic objects, while
Section 4 discusses basic properties of the self-shrinker equation and its lineariza-
tion.
In Section 5, the initial surfaces M[r, 0] are introduced, and their basic proper-
ties - smoothness in parameters, symmetries - are established.
Section 6 gives necessary estimates for the mean curvature of the desingulariz-
ing surfaces E[r, 0] and its variation under the 0 parameter.
In Section 7, the linearized operator L on the curled up Scherk belt I[r, 0] is
studied. We prove that the operator is invertible as a map between H6lder spaces
with decay, modulo a one-dimensional cokernel, and we show that this cokernel
can indeed be geometrically generated by varying the 0 parameter.
In Section 8, we study the exterior Ornstein-Uhlenbeck problem and identify
the correct weighted H6lder cone spaces which have all desired properties (such
as a compact inclusion hierarchy), and in which we invert the linearized operator.
In Section 9, the patching up of solutions of the linear problem on the various
pieces of the initial surfaces M[r, 0] to a global solution is undertaken.
In Section 10, we verify the important fact that the nonlinear part of the prob-
lem closes up in the norms from Section 8, that is we prove the quadratic improve-
ment required for Newton's method to be applicable.
Finally, in Section 11 we then complete the argument by setting up and car-
rying out the Schauder fixed point procedure. The Appendix at the end records
various computations which were needed throughout.
3.3 Notation and Conventions
Throughout JR3 will denote Euclidean 3-space, X will denote a point in JR3 , (x, y, z)
the Cartesian coordinates of the point, and {e, ea,, iez} the associated standard basis,
so that Y = (x, y, z) = xe* + ye,+zez. We denote by Pxy, Py, and Pxz the xy-, yz-, and
xz-coordinate planes respectively.
We adopt the convention in this article that for a surface S, all associated ge-
ometric objects and quantities will bear "S" as a subscript, with the exception of
Scherk's singly-periodic surface Eo and the surfaces [r, 0] defined in Section 3.5
. Objects associated with Eo will at times simply bear the subscript "0". In most
cases, the surfaces E['r, 0] will appear with the r and 0 arguments suppressed - so,
for example, as simply I - and their associated quantities will be identified without
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subscript. The reader should take care to distinguish subscripts from superscripts,
as "0" will appear throughout the article as superscript as well.
We denote by is the Gauss map of an oriented surface S. Given a functionf : S -* I on a surface S, we use the shorthand {S : f 0} to denote the set {p e S :
f(p) 01 c S, and likewise for ">". Note that under appropriate assumptions onf, {S : f 01 is a smooth surface with smooth (possibly empty) boundary, and we
view {S : f 01 as inheriting all geometric quantities from S - i.e. first and second
fundamental forms - via the inclusion mapping. Also, for a function f, we denote
by Sf the normal graph of f over S. Note that when f and S are class Ck,a and f
is sufficiently small, then Sf is a Ck-l,a surface naturally parametrized by S.
Geometric objects defined on any of the surfaces E given in Section 3.5 may be
viewed as objects on EO via the map Z: EO -> E.
We denote by H+ the upper half plane {(s, z) : s > 01 and by C its quotient (a
cylinder) under the action z i-+ z + 2n. Throughout this article, we fix a smooth,
non-decreasing function Po : IR -* R which vanishes on (-oo, 1/3) and has PO 1
on (2/3, oo). Also, we let ip[a, b]: R -> [0,1] be
4[a,b](s):= po -,
so that zp[a, b] transitions from 0 at a to 1 at b.
We will for the compact pieces in our construction work in the usual weighted
H6lder spaces Cka(S,gS,f) on Riemannian surfaces (S,gs), defined by finiteness
of the corresponding norms
U: Ck,a(S,gs,f) :=sup f u: Cka(S n B(x),gs) , (3.3)
with weight function f : S -> JR, where gs is the metric for which the usual Ck,a_
norm is taken and B(x) the geodesic ball of radius 1 centered at x. When the
metric is understood, we sometimes drop it from the notation writing Ck,a(S, f)
Cka(S, gs, f ).
3.4 The Self-Shrinker Equation
Recall that the PDE to be satisfied for a smooth oriented surface S C ]R3 to be a
self-shrinker (shrinking towards the origin with singular time T = 1) is
Hs(X) - f -Vs(X) = 0, (3.4)
for each X E S, where'by convention Hs = E Ki is the sum of the signed principal
curvatures w.r.t. the chosen normal V's (i.e. H = 2 for the sphere with outward
pointing v). Such surfaces shrink by homothety towards the origin under flow
by the (orientation-independent) mean curvature vector H = -Hv, by the factor
V2(i -/t). In particular, we have normalized Equation (3.4) so that T = 1 is the
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singular time.
The surface 5 obtained by dilating a self-shrinker S about the origin by a factor
of r- 1 satisfies the corresponding rescaled equation
HX() -2 -g Xg() = 0. (3.5)
For a smooth normal variation Xt determined by a function u via Xt = X0 + tuitg,
where Xo parametrizes S, the pointwise linear change in (minus) the quantity on
the left hands side in (3.5) is given by the stability operator (see the Appendix, and
also [CM7]-[CM8] for more properties of this operator)
£ u = Agu +|Ag 1 u - { Vgu-u (3.6)
Because at times we want to treat Equation (3.5) as a perturbation of the mean
curvature equation, we isolate the part of the linear change due to varying the
mean curvature of S and set
LO =As+As| 2 . (3.7)
Note that Equation (3.4) and its dilated version (3.5) are invariant under the or-
thogonal group 0(3).
3.5 The Initial Surfaces
In this section we describe in detail the construction of the initial surfaces M[x, 6],
depending on parameters T and 6 which we assume satisfy
0 < <i p 101:| be,
throughout for appropriate constants that will later be chosen. The surfaces are
approximate solutions to Equation (3.4), and by means of a fixed point argument
we will for each small enough r produce a function on them (for appropriately
chosen 0) whose graph satisfies Equation (3.4) exactly. The basic ingredients are
the singly periodic Scherk's singly-periodic surface Y- and a family of half surfaces
K[6] that are rotationally symmetric (about the y-axis) perturbations of the round
hemisphere of radius 2. The crucial properties of the half-surfaces KC[6] are that
they satisfy Equation (3.4) exactly, intersect the plane P = Pxz at the angle C/2 - 0
and when 0 vanishes agree with the hemisphere S2 (2) n {y > 0}.
Let C[O] denote the configuration consisting of the plane P together with K[6]
and a copy of K[e] reflected through P and let c[6] denote their circle of intersec-
tion. For each r with r 1 an integer, the surfaces M['r, 6] outside of a neighborhood
of c[0] of uniformly fixed radius will agree with C[6]. Inside this neighborhood
they will consist, loosely speaking, of r1 fundamental domains of E0, rescaled by
a factor of r that have been "curled" and appropriately smoothed out to replace
the singular intersection circle in the configuration. The analysis is simplified by
identifying the symmetries preserved by this procedure and then imposing these
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from the beginning.
Definition 3.5.1. Let G, be the subgroup generated by W,, 6 E 0(3), where:
(1) WT is the rotation about the y-axis by a positive angle nx followed by the reflection
y I-+ -y.
(2) ,, is the reflection through a plane PT, which is {z = 01 rotated an angle of (mn/2)r
around the y-axis.
Denote also by aT = w the rotation about the y-axis by a positive angle 2nr.
We will construct the surfaces M[r, 0] so that they are invariant under G, with
oT orientation preserving and we orientation reversing. We assume implicitly that
r-1 is a positive integer. These symmetries will be reflected in the analysis by
working with functions on M[r,0] that are invariant under or and and anti-
invariant under Wr. As the parameter r -+ 0, the surfaces M[T, 0] converge, under
an appropriate renormalization, to a surface E[6], singly periodic in the direction
of the z-axis and invariant under the action of a group Go, as follows:
Definition 3.5.2. Let Go be the group generated by the Euclidean isometries wo and
go, where:
(1) wo is the translation z '-+ z + 7 followed by the reflection y F-4 -y.
(2) to is the reflection through the plane {z = n/2}.
Denote also by o = wo the translation z '-+ z + 2n.
The geometrically correct notion of symmetric functions is as in the next defi-
nition, the point being to ensure that normal graphs (using the fixed unit normal
giving the orientation) over the symmetric surface inherit the symmetries.
Definition 3.5.3. Let S be an oriented surface invariant under G, (resp. GO). By the
G,-equivariant (resp. Go-invariant) functions we will mean all f : S -> IR such that
f*f = (is, Pis f, VP E G, (resp. Go).
Now, recall Scherk's minimal surface Eo (cf. [Ka97] p. 101-106) with angle j
between the asymptotic planes:
Eo = {(x, y, z) C IR3 sinh x sinh y-sin z = 01. (3.8)
In addition to Go, the isometries of Zo include reflection in the planes {x = y} and
{x = -y). The regions Eo n {±x > 01 and Xo n {±y > 0} are graphs over Pxz and Pyz
respectively, and the symmetries of Xo give that it is globally determined by the
graph of a single function f : H+ - IR. (3.9)
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where H+ = {(s,z)|s > 01. That is, in the half space I = {(x,y, z)|x > 01) we have
Eo n I = {(x,f(x, z), z)}
with function f(s, z) satisfying the estimate
IIf : C5 ({H+: s 2 ) 1, ej) C. (3.10)
A simple rephrasing of this estimate is as follows: Let Proj l.y.01 : R3 * X . y =
01 = Pxz U Pyz denote the nearest point projection to this closed set. Then Proj{ .y=ol
is well defined away from the planes {x = ±y} and its restriction to Xo satisfies
the estimate IProj{x.y=o-1-Id|I : C5 ({H+ : s 1},e-s)|I 5 C. On Io we define the
function s by
s((x,y, z)) = max{|x,y|}. (3.11)
Note that since Yo is minimal, Io/(o) is conformal under the Gauss map io
with conformal factor I|Ayol 2 to the punctured sphere tS2 : x 0)\(± 1, 0,0), (0, ±1,0).
Let co and ,3 denote the Euclidean isometries given by (x, y, z) F4 (-x, y, -z)
and (xy,z) '-4 (x,y,-z), respectively. By computing the gradient of the function
defining Y- we obtain the intertwining relations
e o wo() = wo V(Z), (3.12)
y o xo() = * o vy(Z).
Thus, functions on Eo that are invariant under o and anti-invariant under
wo (i.e. Go-equivariant) push forward under the Gauss map to functions that are
invariant under G and anti-invariant with respect to the inversion w0. Since the
Gauss map will be the fundamental tool in understanding the linear operator Lro
on Y- we record the following lemma.
Lemma 3.5.4. The kernel of the operator As2 + 2 on the unit sphere in the space of L2_
functions that are invariant under * and anti-invariant under wC is one-dimensional,
spanned by the ambient coordinate function x.
Proposition 3.5.5. For 101 be with o sufficiently small, there is a smooth one pa-
rameter family of surfaces K[O], with the following properties:
(0) Each K[6] satisfies Equation (3.4).
(1) C[0] is the upper hemisphere of radius 2 and the surfaces K[6] are given as normal
graphs over K[0].
(2) The surfaces K[6] are invariant with respect to rotations about the y-axis.
(3) The boundary dK[0] is a circle in the plane Px of radius r[6], and the inward
pointing co-normal i to dK[6] at the x-axis satisfies
qlo -ex = sin(0).
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(4) There are conformal parametrizations
x[6] : C '-* K[O] \ {y-axis}
of the surfaces K[0], where C = H+/I{z F- z + 2n} is the flat cylinder of radius 1
such that:
(i) x[6O]({(s,z) : s = const.})) is a circle with center on the y-axis parallel to the
xz plane.
(ii) x[6](s = 0}) = dK[O].
(iii) The conformal factor is p2 2 (s,z) = x2 (s,z + z2 (s,z).
(iv) There are bounds
|VkK[eII, IVkx[]| C(k) (3.13)
where "-" denotes derivation in the 0 parameter.
Proof. See Appendix. 0
Definition 3.5.6. We denote by )C[r, 0] the surface K[6] dilated by the factor T-1 and
K[T,] : H+ -> C[T,6] the map given by
x[r,6](s, z) = T-1K[6](Ts, TZ).
Definition 3.5.7. Let p = [1/2,1 ]. Then define the maps B[,] : 1R3 -+ ]R3 and
Z[T,0 ] : R3 -* R3 by
B[T, 0](x, y, z) = r[0]J1- erx(cos vz, 0, sin rz) +r[|yeY,
and
Z[r, 0](x, y, z) = p(y)(K[T, e](y, z) + r[6]xit j,,9 1(y, z))+ (1 - p(y))B[T,6 0](x, y,z).
Proposition 3.5.8. The maps Z[t, 0] have the following properties:
(1) They depend smoothly on the parameters r and 6 with bounds
lVkz[r epi, v,[T,6]|5! Crk-1, k > 1.
(2) We have that
Z[6]:= lim Z[r,0] - T-ir[6]e* = r[6](ipRe +(1 - p)Id)
where Re E SO(3) is the rotation determined by
e-* cos e- - sine,
e~z F- ez
ey - cos Oey + sin 6ex,
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In particular Z[O] is globally the identity transformation.
Proof. Claim (1) follows directly from the estimates 3.13 recorded in Proposition
3.5.5. Part (2) can be seen by applying l'H6pital's rule. 0
We now are ready to define the "desingularizing" and "initial" surfaces, and to
set notation for various distinguished subsurfaces. For technical reasons, we work
with a family of cut-off Scherk surfaces that agree with the asymptotic planes Pxz
and Pyz outside of a cylinder around the line {x = y = 0} and of a fixed radius
proportional to r- 1. The reason for this is that the image of these cut-off surfaces
under the maps rZ[,r, 0], outside of a tubular neighborhood (of fixed radius inde-
pendent of r and 0) of the circle c[0], is thus contained in the initial configuration
C[O].
Proposition 3.5.9. We obtain "desingularizing" surfaces E[r, 0] as follows:
(1) For a constant 6, > 0 to be determined later, assume r 5 6, and define the immer-
sion <p, : Eo -> R3 by
cp,(X)= P[36,- 1 ,b4sT-']X+(1 -[36,T-,46,T-])Projx.y=o 1 (X),
where the cut-offfunction is evaluated at s = s(X).
(2) The surface [r,0] is
E[,6]:= Z[r,O] oqcp,({Eo :s 56,T-11
which with sufficiently small be, 6, > 0 is well-defined, smooth and embedded for
r < 6, and 101 be.
The set T := 0]E[r,0]: 46 <s 6s }, where the transition happens, consists of
four connected components each of which is by construction a subregion of either
a top/bottom spherical cap K[0] or of the plane P.
Considering the singular initial configuration C[0], the set C[O] \ T therefore
has 5 connected components. One is the central piece containing the curve c[6],
but this singular component is now discarded and replaced by the smooth desin-
gularizing surface E[r, 0] to obtain the initial surface:
Definition 3.5.10. The initial surface M[r,0] is the union of rY[,r,0] with the four
components of C[0] \ T that do not contain the singular curve c[0].
Since rE[r, 0] overlaps with C[0] in the set T, and we have excised the set con-
taining the singular curve c[0], the surfaces M[r, 0] are smooth. The constructed
surfaces are orientable, but notice the topology is such that if we orient, say, the
top sphere with outward pointing normal then the bottom sphere has inwards
pointing normal.
Proposition 3.5.11. For be, 6 , > 0 chosen sufficiently small, the surfaces M[r, 0] are
smooth, embedded, oriented and invariant under the action of GT.
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Remark 3.5.12. Note that when T -= k E N, we have replaced a great circle by 2k
Scherk handles. Hence, as computing the Euler characteristic reveals, the initial surface
M[r, 0] has topological genus g = k - 1 and 4k symmetries. Thus we have:
1
r =- and |G,1=4g+4. (3.12)
g+ 1
Definition 3.5.13. We define the function s on the surfaces E[r,6] and M[r,0] as
follows.
(1) On L[r, 0], we takes to be the push forward by Z[, 6].5, of the function s defined
on E0.
(2) s is then extended continuously to a constant on the remainder of M[T,60] D
E[',0].
Remark 3.5.14. The reader will note that the surfaces E[', 0] are by construction dif-
feomorphic to {Eo : s 5 56,-'} under the map Z['r, 0] o p,. We will, throughout this
article, identify functions, tensors, and operators on E['c, 0] with their pull-backs by
Z[ r, 01 o <p, and vice versa.
3.6 Geometric Quantities on the Initial Surfaces
Proposition 3.6.1. Let 0 < y < 1. Then on {[, 0]: s 1} we have:
- _Ir 2 * I : C2 ({E[r,0]:s : 1},e-Ys) I CT,
and
H,- 2Z i: C1 ({L[r,0]: s 1}, e-Ys) Cr.
for T > 0 sufficiently small.
Proof. In the following we let 6 = by denote the flat standard metric on the upper
half plane H+. Note that the surface E[r, 0] n {y 1} has the parametrization
p +:H: y 11 -IR 3 given by
p(s, z) = x[T, 0](s, z) + g[46,'-1 , 36,s-1 ](s)f(s, z)r[6]vi (s, z),
We will in the rest of this proof denote K = ic[r, 0]. When s 46,/r the estimates
are trivially satisfied since cp =c['r, ] in this region. For s belonging to the interval
[36,/v, 46s/r], we have that
2 X 4Y = -A/Cf -IJAI 2! + -f T (Vf .X - f ) 2 X Q f P
where = ip[46,T-1,36,i-1](s)f(s,z) and Qf and U, denote terms that are at least
quadratic in f and its derivatives. In this region, we may (since y < 1) arrange that
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e-' < ce-y' by taking r sufficiently small in terms of y. The estimate then follows
by observing that |Vkf s Ce-, k = 0,1,2, that p- 2 A6 = AK, and that both PK and
|AK12 are uniformly bounded in this region.
We now treat the case s 36, /,r as follows. Since {EO: y 1) is a graph over H+
which is itself minimal, and since dilations preserve minimality, we have from the
variation formula (3.71) in the Appendix the relation
Abf = roQf. (3.13)
We then estimate the error term on E = {E[r, 01: s < 36J,}, using that it is a graph
over K = K[r, 0], as follows:
Hy - T2X -i = -roeLf + QrOf + Ir -UrOf
= -roAKf - |AK|2 rof + {r2re V- VIJ -f + QrOf + -U Qf
= -|AI|2rof + jr2 r6 (X. VKf -f)_+ rV(Qf - p 2Q1)+ j2g - rf,
where in the last equality we have used (3.13).
Note that as a consequence of the estimates for Z[r, 0] recorded in (3.5.8) the
terms |AKI|2ref and }r2ro(Z- Vrf -f) appearing above and their variations by
0 satisfy the desired estimates, so it remains to estimate the terms R := rb(Qj -
P;-2 Qf). At T = 0 one has that R 0, and since one may verify that the map (T,0) -+
R(-) is C1 in the parameters r 0 and 0 as a map into C2(H+, 6, eys), we get the
claimed estimates by one-sided Taylor expansion. E
3.7 The Linearized Equation Away From the End
Definition 3.7.1. Set [01 = Z[6](Y0 ) and let the function Ryiig : 1[0] -+ IR denote
the variation under 0 of the mean curvature Hy101 of 4[], that is for all x0 E Y-
Azio]o Z[0](xo):= o oZ[](xo)I
Then the function w: [T, 0] -> JR is given by
w[r, 0] = A 1 o Z[0] o (Z o p,)-I [, ].
where we are viewing Z[T, 0 ] o <, as a diffeomorphism of {O : s 56,/} onto [r, 0].
Lemma 3.7.2. The function w has the following properties:
(1) w is supported on { E[r,0 ] : s 1).
(2) The estimate
H- T2(X i) -w: C1(Y,g,e-7s) Cr,
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holds for all sufficiently small 6 and T.
(3) When r = 0 and 0 = 0 it holds
wo(x -v-)dpy = 8r.
fxo/() e
where wo = w[O,0].
Proof. (1) and (2) follow directly from Definition 3.7.1 and Proposition 3.6.1. To
see (3), set Sc = Io : s c}/(-o). We then we have
e*ii) = ut(e-ii 0 )+ as[(e -fi)(Vu.qi)-uq.V(e-ii)v
where V = Vro, 'is the co-normal at the boundary of Se, and u = -Z[]I -r,
so that Lyou = wo. The claim then follows by taking c to oo and noting that IV(ex
iiEO)(s,z)| 5 Ce- ,|-ey| 5 Ce-c, and |(Vu(sz)-2ey)| 5 Ce-s. Q
By Proposition 3.6.1, the quantity E = Hy - IT 2(X -iv') and its variations under
0 lie in the weighted H6lder spaces CoIa (,g,,eys). The symmetries of E give that
E is G,-equivariant, and that its pull-back to 10 by Z is Go-equivariant. For the re-
mainder of this article, all functions defined on 1[T,60] are assumed to be invariant
under the symmetry group GT.
Proposition 3.7.3. Given any E E Coa(,g,e-Ys), there is a constant b = bE and a
function v = VE such that
L£v = E -bw,
v = 0, on Y_,
|b|,||IV: C2,ag, ( g, -ys)||1:s C||E : CO,a -E g ys)
Moreover, the pair (vE, bE) depends continuously on the parameters r and 0 (see Remark
(3.5.14))
We prove first Proposition 3.7.3 in the limiting case r = 0, 0 = 0, and handle
the general case as a perturbation.
Proposition 3.7.4. Given any E E COa(X 0,ago, e-7), there is a constant b = bE and a
function v = VE such that
Cyo v = E -bwo, (3.14)
and such that
Ib|,||V: C2,a E e-ys)|| C||E: CO,a(Eo,go,e-Ys)||
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Proof. Let E E COa(YO,e-Ys) be a given Go-equivariant function, and assume for
the moment that E is supported on {EO : s a) where a > 1 is a large constant.
Recall that the Gauss map
vy_.: yo -> S 2
is a conformal covering which descends to a diffeomorphism from EO/o-o onto the
punctured sphere S2 \ {(±1, 0, 0), (0,±1,0)}, with the four punctures corresponding
to the four asymptotic ends of Eo. The function R = vrO*(E/|Aro l2) e L2 (S2 ,g2) is
then well-defined and satisfies
||E|U(S2) C||E||Co,a(oe-ys)
where the constant C depends on a. It is easily verified that since E is Go-equivariant,
the function P satisfies the identities (3.12), which then give that P is L 2 orthog-
onal to the functions y and z on S2 from Lemma 3.5.4. Now, (3) in Lemma 3.7.2
gives that
S 8x = ,
S2
where zP = VE 0 (wO|A| 12). Thus, we may find a constant b such that E - bW is L 2 _
orthogonal to x. We then get a function v : S 2 + IR satisfying
(AS2+2)v = R -0
and the identities (3.12), from which we conclude that v(1, 0, 0) = -v(-1, 0,0), while
v(0, ±1, 0) = 0. Define then the Go-equivariant function u : J - R by
u = iO(v -v(1,0,0)x).
We then get immediately that u satisfies
u = E - bwo.
That u has the appropriate decay, i.e. lies in the space C 2;a(EO,gO e-ys), follows
by observing that the operator L£, is asymptotically a perturbation of the Laplace
operator on the flat cylinder C, for which the decay estimates hold. To conclude
the proof, note that we may reduce to the case that E is supported in {o : s:5 a} as
follows: Recall that each component of {Io : s a} is given by the graph of a small
function f :H+ -+ R with f satisfying (3.10). For a sufficiently large, the operator
LrO on { : s a - 1) is then a perturbation of the Laplace operator AH+ on the
flat half cylinder H+. Proposition 3.15.1 then gives a function u' on {Jo : s > a)
satisfying
yO u' = E,
U' = C, on d{IO:s a-1}.
for a constant c with Icl Ci|E|. Define the smooth cutoff function i, = ip[a - 1, a].
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We then get that iPu' is defined on all of E0 and satisfies
LEO(pu')= PE + E
where E is an error term introduced by smoothing out u' on the boundary of {EO:
s ;_ a - 1}. The function F = (1 - p)E - E is then supported on {E0 : s a}. This
concludes the proof. 0
Remark 3.7.5. The reader will note that the highly symmetric nature of our construc-
tion, in contrast with the general situation and in particular the construction in [Ka97],
allow us to obtain a solution with the appropriate decay with a single parameter.
In particular, the function v satisfying the equivalent problem on the sphere has
opposite values at (±1,0,0), which allows simultaneous cancellation of both values by a
single multiple of the kernel element x.
Corollary 3.7.6. Given
E E Co,a({Eo :5s 56,rl},g,e-Ys),
there is a constant b E IR and a function
v E Co,a({Io : s< 56_r-1},go,e-Ys)
such that
LrOv = E-bwoon{o :s 56,r-1}
v = 0ond {E 0:s 556,r~1}
with the bounds
||v: C2,a({Io :5s 56r-1},go,e-7s)||5 C||E: Co,a({yo : s 56sr-1) e-7sM
and
Ibl C||E: C0,a({Io : s 5 56sr-1},go,e-Ys).
Proof. First, we apply Proposition 3.7.4 to obtain a function v, satisfying (3.14).
Now, note that for a large constant a > 0, the operator EyO = Aro + lArOl2 on {Eo :
a s s 56r-1 I is a perturbation of the Laplacian on a long cylinder. This allows us
(see Proposition 3.15.1) to solve the following Dirichlet problem, with da and dT
denoting the boundary components of {EO: a s5 56sr-1} in the obvious way:
1rov2 = 0 (3.15)
V2 = v1 +c 1 on d3
V2 0 on da
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with the bounds
Ic 1, 11v2 : C2,a({Eo : a <s 5 6s- 1},go)II CIIvi : C2,a
Ce~5y7sT-l |E: Coa({Io :!s 5 56,r-1},gO,e-Y)jj.
The function v = vi - Ota, a + 1 ](v2 - c1) then solves
Lyev = E-bwo+EonIo:s556,,r-1 }
v = 0ondj{o:s 56,r-1}.
for an error term E and has the required bounds on the norm, and by taking r
sufficiently small and using that |AyO 12 < Ce- (a consequence of (3.10)) we get that
||E: Co,'({YO: s:5 56 -1},go,e-73)|| 1/21E: Co,a({o: s:5 56r-1 g e-7 .
We then iterate this process to obtain an exact solution. E
We now prove Proposition 3.7.3 in full generality.
Proof. Recall that Z o p, : {Eo : s 56,/H -> E is a diffeomorphism. By referring to
the derivative bounds on the maps Z[r,6] recorded in Proposition 3.5.8 it is clear
that we can arrange so that
||gx - (Z o <pr)*g C2,a(,
by choosing the constant bs sufficiently small for arbitrary positive e. Now, by
choosing a sufficiently large and r sufficiently small, we can arrange that
(Z o cp,)*|Ay|2, |Ay|2 < C (3.16)
on {Io : a < s<5 56&/lr. It follows that the operator norm of (Z o p,)*Ly - Fr :
C2,ao) -+ COa(yo) can be made arbitrarily small. The proposition then follows
by formally treating (Z o p,)*LC as a perturbation of Lro.
Lemma 3.7.7. For any y E (0,1) there exists C = C(y) such that
HY- _1r2X- -*-w:C ,ayg,-YsH )2 X iY-Ow:Co"a(X-'gxe~s
s C(T +1012),
where Hy is the mean curvature of E.
Proof. This is a consequence of the smooth dependence of the surfaces E on the
parameters 0, r and the definition of w. 0
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3.8 An Exterior Linear Problem of Ornstein-Uhlenbeck
Type
On a flat plane P through the origin, with the induced standard Euclidean metric,
the Dirichlet problem for the linearized operator Ep in (3.6) at unit scale becomes:{ Epu=Au-.!(.Vu-u)=E,
un= . 2( (3.17)
for u : 0 -> IR, where the domain 0 = R2 \BR(O) is the exterior of a disk with radius
R ~ 2. The Laplacian and gradient are taken with respect to the standard Euclidean
metric on the plane. The function E is implicitly assumed to be G,-equivariant.
The operator Lp is of Ornstein-Uhlenbeck type (such operators are related to
Brownian motion and number operators in quantum mechanics). It is of course
clear that the local theory for this equation is classic, using for example standard
Schauder estimates. On the non-compact exterior domain however, with such fast
growth on the gradient term, there is generally no reasonable global elliptic the-
ory available (see for example the counterexamples [Pr]) and it is not a priori clear
even what spaces to study the problem in. There exists in fact a vast literature
on Ornstein-Uhlenbeck operators for various restrictive assumptions on the coef-
ficients and corresponding choices of function spaces (see for example [CV87] and
[DL95]), but since remarkably there is nothing in the literature that is adequate
for our construction, we must develop our theory from scratch.
Firstly, note that the connection with the stability operator as a minimal surface
in the Gaussian metric (see (3.74) in the Appendix), is via the following conjuga-
tion identity,
Epu = Au - !( -V - 1)u = e|2IX(A - + 1 e)&x1218u, (3.18)
where the exponential functions act by multiplication.
The operator in the parentheses in (3.18) is of course nothing but the Hamilton
operator for the two-dimensional quantum harmonic oscillator, plus a constant.
Rescaling coordinates, it has the expression
14 = iA - ilx2+2. (3.19)
This connection to the harmonic oscillator turns out to be about as misleading
as it is helpful, for as we will see below, it is certainly not a natural point of depar-
ture for our applications, because of the involved conjugation with the Gaussian
densities.
We get however from (3.18) the following elementary lemma. The notation
H(R 2) refers to the Sobolev space of functions with s derivatives in L2(]R2).
Lemma 3.8.1. Given G,-equivariant E E eIX12 /8L2(IR2) and assuming 'r -1, there is a
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unique G,-equivariant u e eIx12 /H2(1R2) such that £pu = E.
Furthermore, there is a uniform constant C > 0 such that
sup lu(x)| C( sup(1+|x)IE(x)|)(1+lxi), (3.20)
xeIR 2  ' XER2 )
for all E E C0(R2) s.t. sUPXeR2(1+ lx|)IE(x)|< oo (hence E E eIX12/8 L2(1R2)).
The same statements hold if we replace R2 by ) = R2 \ BR(O) and add the condition
u~dQ = 0.
Proof. Since the L2 -eigenvalues of N are A(n, 1,n2)($4) = n1 + n2 + 1, for n; 0, and the
well-known L 2-basis for H consists of Hermite functions, the eIX12 8L2(J2)-kernel
of £p thus corresponds to the first excited eigenmodes,
kerL p = span{x 1,x 2},
which thus disappears under the assumption of G,-equivariance (given we in-
sert at least 2T- 1 = 2k 2 handles). Hence there is a well-defined inverse map
, : L2(]R2) --+ H 2(2), which by isometry invariance of LP preserves the imposed
symmetries.
If we consider the disk Bgj-(0) = {|x12 < 171, then if V E H2 (] 2 ) satisfies Hv 0
and v 0 on dBq-7(0), we conclude the simple maximum principle result that
v 5 0 on 0 = 1 2 \BV1 -7(0). This is standard, but we briefly sketch the proof. Namely,
let w := max(0, v) so that
wAv (IxI 2 - 2)w 2 > 0 (3.21)
Then by Green's first identity, which is justified since V e H 2(R2 ) and w E H1 (]R2),
-
IVw2 > 0, (3.22)JR2 \B V-7(0)
where we used widB (0) = 0. Thus w = 0 which proves the claim.
We now take, for numbers A, B > 0 to be determined below, the test functions
v(x1,x 2):= e-IX1218u -Ax 1 + .
We consider a fundamental domain 6 e [-n/k, n/k] positioned inside the support
of the test functions and compute:
\X1x22 cos() /|xHvE-IR2x Ie x)I) 1 )x1
e-1I 2/8 B- 2 sup(1 + lx)E(x)| ,
exe2 w) |x|2
where we have used that k 23, so that cos(nr/k) : }. Thus we get that picking
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B:= 2supxe2( 1+ |x|)E(x)l ensures Iv > 0 (on the fundamental domain). By pick-
ing A large depending linearly on B and on |IuIdB ||o , we arrange v 5 0 on (a fun-
damental domain of) dBjj- 7 , and hence the result follows by the above maximum
principle combined with the estimate
I|u~dB II < C0 le-X1218 UIIH2(B5(0)) CleIX12/8E(x)IL2(g2)
< C exIX' dx 1/2sup (1 + \x)|E(x)|,
R2 (1 +x|)2 XR 2
using the Sobolev inequality on the larger disk B 5(0). Hence the estimate (3.20)
follows. The argument in the case with Q instead of ]R2 is similar. 0
However nice such simple lemmas may appear, the truth is that the spaces
elx 2/8L2(O) are not well-suited for our geometric analysis purposes, in particular
they do not have any good compact embedding properties, because of the Gaussian
(and linear) growth involved. What we would like is to separate out the conical
asymptotics and obtain sharp, uniform control in adequate weighted spaces, with
second order derivative bounds, in such a way that we can proceed with our geo-
metric construction. To accomplish this, we first introduce in the next section the
appropriate new cone spaces.
3.8.1 Holder Cone Spaces for the Exterior Problem
In this section we define the weighted Holder spaces suitable for working with
homogeneous functions. Note that these are different from the standard spaces
considered in Equation (3.3), although they could be naturally rephrased as such
with a different metric (in fact the pull-back metric under the projection from any
fixed symmetric cone) on the plane.
Definition 3.8.2 (Homogeneously weighted H6lder spaces). We define the appro-
priate weighted spaces of Hulder functions for decay rate k E N,
C0,a -(, Ix) = {f E C (O) |f : C ",a -1 < ),
with norms
||f : C *',a -k )|| :=k~ ( ~,ka+sp X)I
xefi
where the weighted H6lder coefficients of decay rate -k - a are defined as:
1 If x)- f (y)
[flO,a,-k-a:= SUp xI-k-a +1y-k-a |x-fya
We then let:
C 2,am(0,| JX_) := (f E C 2a(D) : Dgf E C 0,m(Q,|Jx|~) |#| 5 2),
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where A ranges over all multiindices, with norm given by
||f : Cham(, I 2 := ||DpfA: C)o7m( l 2. (3.23)
|0i1:2
Definition 3.8.3. The anisotropically homogeneously weighted Hilder spaces are the
following:
C,2a(O,IXjl): if E C 2,a x 1  Z Cf~ Oa (0,-
C -1): {f E ham(Q,lx IX): X -Vf E Com
with norms
||f:C a ( -,12 :=||f: C' (0,IX 1 A|| 2 +||X -Vf : Co'(0,a I 2
The definition of the homogeneously weighted spaces are motivated partly by
the following lemma. Note also that Co (0,1xlik) C ex12/8L2()
Lemma 3.8.4. Let h(x) = c(x)|xIk be homogeneous of degree k E Z, where c E C 2,a(S1),
then
(V )'h e C(, xk-i), I = 0,1, 2, with( V)'h E OOM(3 
.24 )||(Vh) | q a -1 :!||Ic||ci,a(si )-
When k = 1, then we have the property
Lph E C,am(0,\xl-)
Furthermore £ p: Cla(0, jx-1) -* Coam(0, |x|- 1) is a bounded operator.
Proof. The first claim for homogeneous functions h is elementary from the defini-
tions, using scaling.
When k = 1, £ph = Ah - -(X - V - 1)h = Ah is a sum of homogeneous functions,
namely one of degree -1 and one of degree -2, and the second and third result
also follow.
Definition 3.8.5. The (anisotropic homogeneous) Hdlder cone space offunctions asymp-
totic to graphical cones over the plane, are:
CSO,(,a I-1):= C,'am(0, lx| 1), (3.25)
CS2,a (, X-1):= C 2,a(d) x Caa(0, Ix-1), (3.26)
the latter equipped with the product norm
II(c,f) CS2,a(0,IXI)I 2 :=IIcI|2,a(s1) + If : C a-1 lXV 1 )112.
Remark 3.8.6.
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(i) The pairs (c,f) injectively model graphs u : 0 -+ IR as follows,
U = u(c,f)(r, 0) :=c()r + f(r, 0), (3.27)
in polar coordinates, and by abuse of notation we write u = (c, f).
(ii) An important consequence in this context, is that our linearized operator in (3.17)
induces a well-defined bounded map (c,f) '-* Lp(u(e,5),
Ip : CS2,a(Q, IxI-1) _+ CSO,a( X-1) = Co,a(0, lxl '), (3.28)
as opposed to second order operators generally (e.g. A + 1).
Proposition 3.8.7. The spaces Cmka p ), Ca -1) and CS 2,a -1) are
Banach, and the natural inclusions for 0 < a < a' < 1,
Cha x-1) C-> Co(,a I-1), (3.29)
C ;a'( I-1) c_+ Cka ,I -1), (3.30)
CS 2,a'(, x1-1) c_+ CS 2,a Ix-1), (3.31)
are compact.
Proof. It is a standard exercise to verify that these spaces are complete with the
norms we have defined.
Since Q is non-compact, it is for the compactness of the embeddings (3.29)-
(3.31) to be true crucial that: (A) We have arranged that the weight functions on
all derivatives are decaying, and (B) Cones are modeled by functions on a compact
curve in S 2 , here on dO = S1. Note that it is an important special feature of the
operator Le that the property (B) can be brought into play (see the Liouville result
in Proposition 3.8.9).
Namely, for any bounded domain D cc R" the embeddings CkAa'(D) c-+ Ck,a (D),
of the usual H6lder spaces, are compact if 0 < a < a' < 1, as follows from the
Arzeli-Ascoli theorem. This fact along with a standard cut-off argument and the
property (A) shows that the embeddings in (3.29) and (3.30) are compact.
From the compactness of (3.30) and the property (B), i.e. compactness of
Ck,a' (d) c-+ Cka(d),
it now finally follows that also the product
C2,a'(dD) x Ca'(Q, Ix-') c-+ C2,a(d) x Cja (0,Ix-1) (3.32)
is indeed a compact embedding hierarchy, completing the proof of (3.31). 0
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3.8.2 Homogeneously Weighted H6lder Estimates
In this section we prove the second derivative Schauder estimates in the weighted
H6lder spaces. Recall that we take 0 = ]R2 \ B (0) to be a domain exterior to a disk.
O,a -1IX1 2 /82 C, sasltoProposition 3.8.8. If E E Chom(Q,|x ) and v E ex18H2(0) n C is a solution
topv=-Av -{-V-1)v=E,then
Dx,x, VE C o,am
and if vido = 0 there is a constant C = C(a) > 0 such that
||DxiX3vi|C,;m(OIxl~1) CIE|c",ma (,-l (3.33)
Proof. There are several routes one may take to prove such a result, for example
the resolvents can be found in the form of contour integrals by summing up the
eigenfunctions via Mehler's formula.
However, using the well-known connection to parabolic equations (and whence
this problem came, of course) is less involved. Namely, the equation
Ipu = Au - !(X -V - 1)u = E,
is the elliptic equation describing a backwards self-similar solution to the flat space
heat equation, but with a modified source term.
It is convenient to consider a fixed extension map v i-+ i e Cag(]R2) with the
property
JjfjC2,a(BR,(0)) :5CjjC2,a(BR+1(0)\BR(0)), (3-34)
where the constant is independent of v. Then letting E =Cp we see that E E
CO,a(IR2, Ix|-1) and
||EI|c","m(C-lIx-) + CIIVIIc2,a(BR+1(0)\BR (0))
||E||c";"m(Oa 1-x- )+ C [|E|cO""(BR+1 (0)\BR(O)) + sup(1+|x|)E(x)I]
xECO
SC| c;,m(O,lxj-1)'
where in the second to last estimate we used Schauder estimates (such as Theorem
10.2.1-10.2.2 in [Jo02]), using the fact that VidBR = 0 and the bounds on v from the
second part of Lemma 3.20. Now, since also automatically
||D,jj,,v|c, "(0,\xi-1) : ||Dx,xj1V||ch'"(&2a -1), ( 3.35 )
we see that it is enough to prove the estimate (3.33) for 0 and P, so we assume
without loss of generality that v and E are defined on R2.
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The elliptic equation is now, as mentioned above, easily rewritten to the condi-
tion
V(x,t):= V1 -tU ( N )X (3.36)
solves the following heat equation
dtv-Av=F(x,t), (t,x)E (0,1) x R 2, (3.37)
v(x,0) = u(x), X E R2,
where the correspondingly transformed source term now reads:
F(x, t):= - (3.38)
Now, recall the heat kernel in Euclidean space,
(x-y,t-s): An )6( -s)
Note that we have the following representation formula which allows us to use
standard methods of proof (e.g. the standard, non-weighted Schauder theory for
the heat equation. See for example [La])
D)x V(x' t)= fI2Dxj Q(x - y, t)u (y)d y339
- JJ- Dxxj(x - y,t - s) F(xs)- F(y,s) dyds,
where
Dxx,.,(x -y,t - s) = Xii)(xj -Yj) 2 (ts) (x -y,t -s), (3.40)
and we have subtracted a term which is zero. The expression is well-defined when
F is H6lder in the x-variable, and justified by inserting a cut-off Xh(t), supported
away from t = 1, then differentiating under the integral and finally letting h ->* 0.
Note from (3.40) the useful inequality (for constants A, B > 0):
|Dxxj(D(x -y, t - s)| 5 A(t - s)-2e-BL (3.41)
and note also that since E E COam
s E|c"l) _
IF~xs)-ly~)1:- OMy~aIXI1-a+ y-a)
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from the way in which we have defined C' (I).
Let us first prove that with E E CO'" 1) we have
sup (1+|x|)|Dxjxju(x)| 5 CI|E|CO"m(Xii 1) (3.42)
xelR 2 \BR(O)
Note that by virtue of the scaling in the definition of v, it suffices for (3.42) to
establish that
sup sup ID .,.v(x, t)1|5 CIIEI|ch0oam
te(tR,1) xl=1 horn
where tR 1-s. Let us fix R = 2, such that tR = Z. We see that for |xi= 1 we
have from Equation (3.39)
|Dxx, t}| C||EC (IXI-1) e 2(1 + |y|)dy
+ C'|Ec aJxya(x-l-a + lY-a)( -2 -BIyds
= C"||E|cho am
where we used Iu(x-y)| 5 CIIEIIcoam(Ixi~)(1+yl) as well as (3.41) to estimate the first
term, and where of course the integral
J |y£2 
-(1 -s)2-B=dyds <o, for anya >0.
J0 J.2
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Again, by the scaling in (3.36) and our definition of the weighted spaces, the
desired estimate for the H6lder coefficients will follow if we can show that
sup sup |D,,,.v(x,t)-Dxxjv(x0 ,t) 5 C|IEIcOa (Ix1) Ix - x0|a.
tE(tRO) IxoI5 xI=1
Hence we compute for Ixo|5 xI5 1:
D v(x,t) - Dx.j v(x 0 , t) =
£2, (Dx Qci(x - y, t) - DxaxofP(x 0 - y,t))u( )dy
+ f~t fj x Dx(x - y,t - s) F(y,s) - F(x, s)]dyds
SfJ-y 2 -xl DxooQ(xo-y,t -s) F(y,s)-F(xO,s) dyds
+Jf D (x -y,t -s)-D o oQ(x0 - y,t -s) F(y,s)- F(xs) dyds
+ 0 |jx-yl>2|x-xol
+ D o o(x0-y,t -s) F(xs)-F(x0, s)]dyds
0Lxy>2|xxoI L
=:I1+...+15.
(3.43)
In this expression, the first term is estimated using the mean value principle, such
that for
|D (x - y,t) - DyoD(x0 - y,t)| : |y + 5| ( +,vyt) : C'e -B' _ 0a
for some point on the line between the points xO and x, so 1| I s 2, and some
constants B', C'= C(tR) independent of lxi, |x01 s 1. Hence one gets the estimate
|I I :! CIx -x |a||E||c (xi -) t (|yI+ 2)dy. (3.44)
The terms 12 and 13 are of course symmetric in x ++ x0 and have similar esti-
mates. For 12 we get:
i- t-S)-2-B aX
s C||E|hoI a XX -:5orn(IXI)o -x yi-2+a (3.45)I~x-L yI 2jx-xjIX
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For the term 14 we use the estimate
|Dx~J (x - y, t) - Do o(x0 _ y,t)| 5 c ~x -x0|(t -s)-5/2 -B
which holds whenever jx - yj 21x - x0j. Hence we see
|I41:5 C||E||chO* (Il-l) X - X0| (t - s)-5/2e - ald yds
M 14x-yl>2|x-x1 (3.46)
:5 C||E|| 4a (j_1,|x-x ja.
For the last term, we rewrite it as
'dQ(x0 - Y, t -s)
15 f Ly=2-xX xOd 0 [F(xs) - F(xos)](e- -)dM(y)ds,
x
where el- the ith unit vector in JR2, dM(y) is the line element and V the outward
pointing unit normal to the disk of radius 21x - x1. Since
d@(x 0 - y,t - s) x --yj -1
=- e 4(t-s) (3.47)
dx0  8nr(t-s) 2
I
we finally get
111Cfl'oa i~ 4(t-s)|IS| |E|c;(\x[- )Ix - x 4 -2 dM(y)ds
=CIIEIho,~r ( xxOr.
= C|E|c0;m(ixl~')xx
Using the second derivative bound we can now proceed to our final proposition
of this section, which is a Liouville-type structure theorem in that we prove solu-
tions are homogeneous degree one polynomials in x plus a remainder belonging
to the space C2af 1x). This detailed analysis of the solutions - completing our
separation of the conical part - is exactly what will make our construction work.
Theorem 3.8.9 (Liouville-type result). There is a constant C > 0 s.t. for any G,-
equivariant E e C (0, 1 1) there exists a unique G,-equivariant u = (c,f) e CS2 ,a -1
such that
£p[c(0) -xi + f(x)] = Ipu = E,
where u = u(cf) and u = 0 on dO. Furthermore we have the estimate
||(c,f): CS2,a(,1x |)I 5 CIE : CO(0,aIx|~1})|. (3.48)
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Proof. Let u E C (Q) be a solution to Lu = E. It follows from the weighted H6lder
estimates in Proposition 3.8.8 that
OOa -DxhxmuOJC Ll-), (3.49)
and hence we have Au E Chom , (x-1) and hence w := -X - Vu + u = E - Au E
C '(0,|x|-). Solving for u in polar coordinates (lxi = r), we get after imposing
initial conditions ulad = 0 that (normalize here for simplicity the radius R of dO
to 1):
u(r,0) = c(6)r + vo, (3.50)
**__s,6 u(r,0)
c():= - W( )ds = lim r, (3.51)
1 S2 r->)oo r
vo(x):= r w(s )ds. (3.52)
By (3.49) and (3.50), and the lemma for homogeneous functions (3.24), we see that
also Dxxjvo E Ci( -1)
Now, -Z-VvO+vo = -Z-Vu+u = wE C (,IxL') from above. It follows easily
from the formula (3.52) for vo that vO E C (1, xl-1), and hence we see that also
S-Vve C, (,|x1 ).
It remains to show that the full gradient satisfies
VVo E Clo(0, 1I), (3.53)
Note for this, that
Avo = E - A(c(6)IxI)+ E - oE Ch(0,IX-1). (3.54)
Equation (3.53) follows now easily from this with vo E C (0, Ix-1), by stan-
dard use of the Green's function for the ordinary flat Laplacian on the plane (see
for example the estimate (10.1.30) in [Jo02]).
Hence we have shown that there is the desired Liouville decomposition, and
the corresponding estimates follow. 0
3.9 Linearized Equation on the Initial Surface M[t, 0]
We let a:= 81 log ri and then Nj.,N are used to denote the connected components
of {M[r, 0]: s > a}. Let also S:= H(E), where we denote by H the homothety by a
factor of r.
k aDefinition 3.9.1. Let v E Cc (M). We identify v with its restrictions to E, , and
NV. Then for k = 0, 2 we define the norm |IvIIXSk, to be the maximum of the following
quantities, where bo = e-56,/T and b2 = e-56,0.
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(1) ci-k|\v o H||ck,-r(x eYs,gY), and
(2) b 1 ||v||CSk,"(N+\S,\xl. ), as given in Definition 3.8.5.
(3) b- 1 | |V||Ck,"a(N\S,gy), and bk'||v||Cka(N-\S,gg*)-
We let be XSka(M) be the space of functions v for which |v I|XSk,a < 00.
Lemma 3.9.2. Let Nfi stand for any of the ends A/f, NA. Then for 'r > 0 sufficiently
small the Dirichlet operator, for zero initial value on d Ni,
L~i : XSo a(Ni) -+ XSOa(N)
is invertible, with operator norm of the inverse bounded uniformly in r > 0.
Proof. For the exterior flat domain, this is what was proved in Section 8. For the
flat disk and round spherical cap, we check the invertibility by computing the
Dirichlet spectrum of the stability operator L on these surfaces, using a perturba-
tion argument to extend the property to the 0-family of spherical caps (by possibly
taking be smaller). These spectrum computations can be found in the Appendix.
Note however that we are considering the region of T['c, 0], very near the re-
moved circle, and here the initial surface M[r,0] and hence the ends N, do not
exactly coincide with the subsets of the configuration C[6]. The difference is on
each piece a small normal graph with compact support, coming from the function
f (s, z) describing Scherk's surface as a graph over its four asymptotic planes. But
by construction and the estimates (3.10) we verify that the cut-off a = 8log - is
appropriately large, since for the two induced metrics in question,
||gxV -gc[e]: C3({ry[T,6] :s a},gc-21 )|| C 7e-2 = CT 6 ,
and similarly for the induced second fundamental forms Al2 , and hence the lemma
follows for small enough 'c > 0 by a perturbation within the compact domain
r['c, 0]: s a}, for the quantities used in the definition of 4. 0
Note that the property (3.28) extends so that also LM, the linearized operator
of H - (X, v) over M, is a bounded map from the H6lder cone space.
Definition 3.9.3. Let E : [-60, b0] -> C**(M) be given by
O(e) = -X*(Ow),
where 0 E [-6o,6o].
Theorem 3.9.4. Given E E XSOa(M), there exist VE E XS 2,a(M) and OE E hR, such
that
,CM V= E + 0(0E),
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and
IVE IIXS2,a CIIEIIXSO,a, IOE| I CIIE|IXo,a,
Proof. Let the cut-off functions := ip[56,/r, 56,/,r-1]os as well as I)':= P[a, a+1]os
be given on M, and let a = 81log T1.
The starting point of our iteration is E0 := E. Applying Proposition 3.7.3 to
E = E[r,O] = H-1(S) with the cut-off source term E' := r(iPEn_1) o H. From the
corresponding VE we get v T K(vE) and we let the On:= OE'- By construction we
have thus on S that
LMv = ,En_1 + E(en).
We now feed the new source term E" = (1 -4 2)E_ 1 -[M, IP]v into the equation
on the union of the ends Nb:= NAyf u.-uA+ (here the commutator is by definition
[LM, p]f:= LM(p)f - 0(LMf)), and obtain a solution VE" which we call v',
LMV' = (1.- p2)En_1 - [LM, p]v.
We then finally define
Vn := Pv + p'v'.
By considering the supports of 4, p' and [LM, ip], we see that
LMVn = En_1 + [LM, 4,']v' + E(on). (3.55)
We then also define the new source term En = -[LM, O']v'. Again, we use the
fact that [CM, 4'] is supported on [,a + 1], use Lemma 3.9.2, and estimate (for T
sufficiently small),
IEnIIXSO,a = r||En o H: Co,a -ysyg
5 Tey (2+ 1||1[LM, 0']V' o H : Co,a(yEaa+1],gy_)||
Cr-PoeY(!+)I|v'o a : a+],g)
Cz-Poe7(a+1)ei ( - ,2)E_ 1 - [LM, 4]VIISo,a,
where we used in the third line the uniform control of the geometry of E in the
strips s E [a,a+ 1], and in the third line the Definition 3.9.1, and the fact that the
term considered in the last line has support in s E [5s -1, -6], we thus get
||En||xso,a :5 CT-Poey(a+1)e,-5 -1)||E-_1||XSO~a
Ce- IEnIgXSo,a.
We define VE =1 vn and OE On. The first sum converges in the
Banach space XS 2 ,a(M), the second converges to some real number which is the
OE, with the desired estimates. The function vE then satisfies LMVE = E + e(OE)-
0
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Definition 3.9.5. Let S be a smooth surface (possibly with boundary). For a function
v E C2,a(S)for which S, is a C2,a-surface, we define on S:
_Fs(v) :=Hs, - I{$, Vs,)
and denote.Fs:= Is(O).
Corollary 3.9.6. There are vy E XS2,a(M) and 6F such that
LMvy = FM + E(o6)w,
0T - 1 Cr, IvyiIXS2,a Cr,
where M = M[r, 0].
3.10 The Nonlinear Terms in Holder Cone Spaces
Proposition 3.10.1. Given v E XS 2,a(M) with |IVIIXS2,a smaller than a suitable con-
stant, we have that the graph M, over M, is a smooth immersion and moreover
FM(v) -. FM - CMv E XSOa(M),
with the quadratic improvement bounds:
IIFM(v) - FM - MvIIXso,a CIIvI|,2,. (3.56)
Proof. We first deal with the argument needed on the exterior plane 0 = R2\BR(O).
Note that i= i and the terms for the equation (3.4) read
Hess v(Vv, Vv) + pv
(1 + IVVI 2)3/2  \1+|Vl2 (3V5V)
where Lp is again the linearized operator from (3.17).
Thus we see that for the exterior plane 0 we have
Hess v(Vv, Vv) +[(1+IVV12)-1/2 
_ 1]APV(1 + IVV2)3/2
TI + T2-
Let us first estimate the weighted sup-norm. By the Bernoulli inequalities we
have the quadratic bounds:
I(1 + |Vvl2)-1/2 _ 1 I |VvI2
I(1 + IVv 2)-3/ 2 - V2 (3.58)
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We can now estimate the supremum part of the weighted norms:
|xII (Fo(v) - Foa(0) - LOv)(x)| 5| xIHessv||Vv| 2 + I\x||VvI 2ILpv|
1 ||'v\\ 2,A + {||V||12,a = ||v||S2,a,
on the exterior of the disk, where we used again the crucial mapping property
(3.28) on the H6lder cone spaces.
Similar but slightly more involved computations now show that the H6lder
coefficients in the norm are also estimated as claimed. For example it follows by
(3.58) that
1(1 + Vv(x)12)-11 2 - (1 + IVv(y) 2)-" 2 1 |Vv(x)I+ Vv(y)l IVv(x) - Vv(y)j
Ix - ya ~ 2(1+|Vv(y)12) 3/ 2  Ixyla
[lx|a + Iy-a] IIVI 2-
It follows easily that
T2:= 1  - 1jEp E CO,a(,|x| ), (3.59)
since by assumption Lpv E C0,m(0, 1xL 1) and also Vv E C (0, 0). We get the
corresponding higher order bounds as follows. Assume without loss of generality
that lxi ;_ yI, which is reflected in how we distribute terms, and recall the estimates
(3.24) in Lemma 3.8.4:
|T2 (x) - T2(Y) 1(1 +IVV(x) 2)-12 -(1 + IVV(y)2)-1/21
-Ix-yja (rpv)(x)|
+.|VvV| 2 (Cpv)(x) - (Lpv)(y)|
Ix - yja
S[|x|-a + |y|-al||V2 ||OLSxj p-h )CS~an~lx-l) lXI
+.I [1IxK-a + lylla]a IIVI1~2,aOX..)ICVIO-,, cs2,agje 1
+ [x-1-a + jy--a] |V1|2 a -|pc",-
2 |x -- a -- |vl 2,a Oj~ -q.
As for the term T1, we write Hessv(Vv,Vv) = Yj(Dxxjv)(Dxv)(Dxjv). We again
have an estimate
j(1 +VV(x)| 2 )- 3 2 _ (1 +IVV(y)1 2 )-3 21 3 |Vv(x)|+lVv(y)l IVv(x) - Vv(y)
Ix-ya - 2 (1 +|Vv(y)1 2)5 / 2  X y~a
3 [|x | a + ly L- a ] IIV I|1 2 ,a - -
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We find by the above, since we may again assume lxi lyl>
|T1(x,) - T1(y)
Ix - yja -
|(Dx,.j v)(x) - (Dx, x v)(y)| |Vv(y)1 2
Ix - yia (1 + IVv(y)12)3 /2
IVv(x) - Vv(y)| IVv(y)
+ l (Dxj )()| | I Ix _ya (1 +|VV(y}|2)3/2
+ I(Dxi~iv)(x)| IVv(x) - Vv(y)| |Vv(x)|
Ix y1a (1 + IVV(y)23/2
(1 + IVV(x)12 )-3/ 2 - (1 +|V(y)|2)-3/2
+|I(Dxv)(x)||Vv(x)X Ia
< [|x|-I- " + |1.\-1- "||] | s v||cs1 2 -(< [ix~~  vla] IVIICS2,a(O,IXI-1)I hCS2,a([2IX....)
+ 2|x| 1 || V||CS2,"(OxI-') [IXIa + |yV-a] Iv||CS2cr (,XI-1 |iv||1CS2,a -,1)
+ 3|x|-1| |V|CS2,a(O,\xh1 )|vCS2,a(,X x|-a + y|a| S2| a (OIXI-)
<3 [IxI-1-a +|y~ (I|v||S2,( -1 +|v|| IS2,a ( - -)
Collecting these estimates, we have shown:
IIF(v) - Y(0) - LO : Co"' , I 1)|I C(||S 2,a(Ov||2 ) +||V| '2,a ( -)
Picking now r > 0 small enough in terms of 6s to ensure bo > 1 (and hence also
b2 > 1) in the Definition 3.9.1 of XS 2,a(M), we see that taking |IVIIXS2'a(M) 1, we
finally obtain:
||.Fa(v)- Fa(0)- Lav : XSOa(M)|| CIv: XS2,a(M)||2. (3.60)
For the core piece E[16, T], the argument follows closely the one in [Ka97].
Namely, using the uniform control on the geometry ||A: C3(_,g)II C and IT2X -
V: C0(1)| 5 r with the expression for the quadratic term in Equation (3.72), one
obtains again that when |f : C2,a(g,g7, e-ys + b2)11 is small enough,
||.Fi( f) - Fj - r 2 Li f : Coa (E,gE,e-ys
< C|| f : C2,a (E g, 7,ys + b2)||12.
For the central disk and the top and bottom spherical caps the proofs are again
the same, by uniform control of the geometry and (3.72). 0
3.11 Fixed Point Argument: Existence of the Self-Shrinkers
We consider for any fixed 0 < a'< a < 1 the corresponding Banach space
XS2,a'= ,X S2,a' (M[T, 0]),
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from the family that we previously studied, and take the subsets
= {(, u) e [-60, be] x XS 2,a':| s Cr, IUIIXS2,a s C}.
We state the following lemma (as in [Ka97]), whose easy proof we omit.
Lemma 3.11.1. There is for 0 e [-60,60] a smooth family of diffeomorphisms
De : M[r,0] - M[r,0], with
||fi o Do' lIXS2,a :5 ClifiljXS2,a, ||Jf2 o DolI XS2,2 s5 C|| f2||xIs2,a, (3.61)
for all fi E C2,a(M[r, 0]) and f 2 E C2,a (M[T, 01).
The problem stated in Theorem 3.9.4 is then continuous in T and 0 in the sense
that, for fixed E E XSOa(M[r, 0]), the pair
(VEoD-1 o Do, 6EoD-1) e XS 2,a(M[T, 01) x IR
depends continuously on T and 0.
We define the map 3: % -> [-60, 69] x XS 2 ,a' as follows: Let (0, u) E % and let
v := u o L - vy, where vy comes from an application of Corollary 3.9.6, and the
function F = 7M[,,o](0) as before is defined on M[r, 01. We thus have
||VI|xS2,a C(C + 1)T.
Now, we use Proposition 3.10.1 to get that M, is well-defined, and
|M _FM - SMV|| 5 C(C + 1)2 2
Inserting therefore E = FM(v) -. F - £Mv into Theorem 3.9.4 gives a vE and 6E-
We obtain, for some appropriate constant C0 that:
.FM(v) = CM(u o D.1 + VE) - (Oy + OE), (3.62)
10 - O -OE 1 C0( + (C + 1)2), (363)
lIVE jxS2,a 5 2CO(C + 1)2 c2. (3.64)
Then the definition of 3 is taken to be
3(0, u) = (- -0 E, -VE D o (3-65)
Thus, by assuming C large enough and r > 0 small enough, we arrange that
J() C E. By the properties of our weighted spaces in Proposition 3.8.7 and a'<
a, E is a compact subset of [-be, be] x XS2 ,a and is also convex. The map 3 is
continuous by Definition 3.11.1 and Proposition 3.9.4. Finally, by Schauder's fixed
point theorem, we get existence of the desired fixed point (0*, u*) E E, and we see
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that the corresponding M[r,0*], is an immersed self-shrinker. The rest of the
proof of the main theorem now follows easily.
For example, embeddedness is assured by our setup: By construction, there is
some fixed ball BR, such that the end of every Eg is graphical outside that ball,
and hence embedded. Now, above one could pick C = 2CO independent of r, one
concludes for allr > 0 small enough in terms of this that lu*IIXSO,a Cr 2, and since
also by construction the normal injectivity radius of a compact piece the initial
surface, say BR+1 (0), can be assumed bounded below as inj1 (M[r, 0] n BRO+1(0)) >
cr, for some c > 0, it follows that (for possibly even smaller r > 0) the constructed
surfaces Y-g are embedded. The Hausdorff convergence statement (v) in Theorem
3.1.1 also follows immediately from the definitions of the norms.
It also follows easily that each surface 1g is geodesically complete. Namely, a
curve that leaves every compact set must have infinite length, as follows by pro-
jecting it onto the plane and estimating the arc length from below, again since the
ends are graphical outside some ball.
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3.12 Appendix 3.A: The Building Blocks of the Initial
Surfaces
The proof of Proposition 3.5.5 follows from the following lemma.
Lemma 3.12.1. There exist 6, o, el > 0 such that there is a smooth map h '-+ Ph for
h E (2 -6,2+6) such that
- For each h, the function Ph is a generates a curve contained in the set {(x, 0, z):
x, z > 0}.
- po(p) = 2, with p = arctan(x/z) , and Ph(0) = 2 + h, p'(0) = 0.
- The following are orientation-reversing diffeomorphisms:
(1) h - ph(): (2-6,2+6)-+(2-co,2+e0),
(2) hi->p (n/2):(2-6,2+6)-+(-eiei).
- The graph (Ph(<p), p), p E (0, 7r/2), in the xz-plane gives by revolution a self-
shrinker.
Proof of Lemma 3.12.1. A curve (p,p), p = arctan(x/z) in the xz-plane generated by
a function p(p) that generates a smooth solution to the self-shrinker equation (3.4)
satisfies:
p"(p)= p2 + 2(p') 2 + 1 p 2 + (p')2). (3.66)
p1 2 p tan T'pI
The Taylor-expansion in the Banach space of C 2 functions of the solution in the
h-parameter is
ph(<)=2+ (h - 2)w 1 (p) + 2 W2 (p) + o((h - 2)3),
where w; are smooth functions. The w; satisfy the conditions wi (0) = 1 and w'(0)=
0 (and w2 (0) = ,w(0) = 0 and similarly for higher corrections), and as is easily
computed w 1 satisfies the linear equation
1
w,'+ t wa + 4w 1 = 0, (3.67)
tan P
while w 2 satisfies a linear equation where the wi enters into the coefficients.
The claims (1) and (2) follow from the following two properties
w1() < 0, (3.68)
W, (A) < 0, (3.69)
for the solution to (3.67) having wi (0) = 1 and w'(0)= 0.
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In fact since if we subsitute x = cos(p) in the equation (3.67) to obtain Legen-
dre's differential equation, the explicit general solution to this initial value prob-
lem is of course well-understood, namely
W1 <p) = C1P(cosp) + C2 Q;(cosqP),
where P and Q; are respectively the Legendre functions of the first and second
kind, and I = (VIi- 1)/2 is the positive solution to 1(1 + 1)= 4. Here we see C2 = 0,
since Q;(coscp) has a pole at p = 0, and C1 = 1 since P(1) = 1. Thus the properties
are easily verified and the lemma follows. 0
Proof of Proposition 3.5.5. Given Ph constructed above, set 0 = tanlp (7t/2)}. We
then take K6 to be the surface immersed by the map Ke given by
KO(s, z) = r(qp(s))(cos z, sinz, 0) + (0, 0, z(p(s)))
where r(cp) = Ph(P) sin(p), z(p) = Ph cos(p), and the map s -> p(s) satisfying
r+ x
s r ,X s(7n/2)= 0.r(cp)
That (0)-(3) are satisfied by the family Ke are clear by construction. Likewise, once
it is checked that s(p) is a conformal parameter, (4)i - iv are easy to verify. 0
3.13 Appendix 3.B: Variation Formulae
Let X: M -+ R3 be a C2-immersion of a surface. We denote by Z* : M -* R3 the
surface ZU = X+ ui. Then denoting by H, and i't, etc. the quantities for Z, we get
(see [Ka97] and [Ng09])
i_=+-Vu+Q), (3.70)
H= H - (Au +|A| 2 u)+ QU, (3.71)
H-u - 2,- H - r2Z- (3.72)2 UVU 2
- [Au + IA12 u - ir2(Z - Vu - u)]
+ QU + 1,r 2y. "
where the quantities Qu and Qu are quadratic.
3.14 Appendix 3.C: Stability Operators
Let M 2 c-+ N := (R3, h = e2 'ho) be an immersion into a conformally changed Eu-
clidean space, where co: N -+ JR. Here ho will denote the standard metric ho = bij.
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Denote by go and g the metrics induced on M 2 from respectively ho and g by the
immersion.
Here we have the conventions:
Af = div(Vf) = tr(Viadf),
R(X, Y)Z =VyVxZ - VxVyZ + Vjx,yjZ
Ric(X, Y) tr(Z F-> R(X, Z)Y),
so that the Ricci curvature of the standard round sphere is positive.
Then we have the following Lemma.
Lemma 3.14.1. Assume M 2 is an oriented minimal surface in N. Then the stability
operator of M 2 is the operator on functions on M 2 given by:
Lg = Ag + Ah1 + Rich( tV)
= e~2 [Ag. + e-2 |Ah0 -Hessh 0 0(,')w+ (Y'-w) 2 -Ah( - IIVho hoj
where i% is the unit normal vector w.r.t the metric ho.
From this formula, we get the stability operators:
Proposition 3.14.2.
(i) The stability operator of the sphere S 2 of radius 2 in 1R3 as a minimal surface in
the metric g = e* 6 is:
L = e(AS + 1). (3.73)
In particular ker(L) = {0) on S , as well as on the hemispheres of radius 2 with
Dirichlet boundary conditions.
(ii) The stability operator on a flat plane through the origin is
L = eh A,&2 - + 1 , (3.74)
where A]R2 is the usual flat Laplacian in (J 2,i ,j). In particular, on both the disk
of radius 2, and of radius 2, ker(L) = {0) when we impose Dirichlet boundary
conditions.
Proof. Recall that by definition A(X, Y) = 9,i - VxY, where - means a smooth
extension to a neighborhood in N, and
Al2 = gijgkl 1 a =eig g4w ka1|A|2 kaika e- *5gklaika; .
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We also recall the conformal changes of the Levi-Civitas:
V i=vVh0 + (.O)Y + (i.o)X - ho(X, y)Vho O (3.75)
V9 Y =V0Y + (X.)Y + (Y.O)X -go(X, Y)V90Co. (3.76)
This gives that
Ah(X, Y) = Aho(X, Y) - go(X, Y){ Vho - VOCO (3.77)
The Ricci curvature changes in dimension n = 3 when ho = 6 according to:
Rich =Richo _(n - 2)[Vho do- dco ®d o] + -Aho _ (n - 2)IIVhowOI]ho,
=-Hessho o+d oodco- AhowO+IVhowoIl ho.
Here we have used that for ho = 6 we have
Vho d co = Hess o,
and that it= e-vo is the new unit normal.
Recall also that in 2 dimensions the Laplacian is conformally covariant:
Ag = e-2wAg0. (3.78)
Using these formulae, the Lemma follows.
To prove the proposition, we need o = -1-2. Thus we have8
1 1
Vhow= -x, Hess o(d, d5) =--6,4 1) 41)
Aw = -3 IIVR3 ll2 = lix|24-0I 16
And we get on ]R3 that
(Rich)ij =- Hessho O(di, dj) + (dio)(djo) - [AIR3W + I3VR wII2]6ij
1 1 3 |x|2 X2
= bij+ x x + 6'j 1 bij = bij+ -bi
Thus we get
R|ex2 IX. v12 IX12Rich$ -e-2 1+ 16 16 , (3.79)
so that on the round sphere of radius 2,
Rich( V) = e2 . (3.80)
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Now, we pull back the induced metric g2 on S2 of radius 2 by the map c1(x)=
2x taking S1 -+ to get the isometry (SDc*g 2) (Sg 2). Then note that for
X,Y E TS2 we have cI*g 2(X,Y) = gm3(d@(X),dI(Y)) = 4gm3(X,Y) = 4g1. Thus by
the covariance in Equation (3.78), the spectrum of the operator L is the same as
that of As2 + 4 on the sphere of radius 1.
Now, since the eigenvalues of A on the unit sphere S 2 = S2 are
Ak = -k(k + 1),
we see that AS2 + 4 is invertible on the sphere. The eigenvalues for the Dirichlet
problem for A on the hemispheres are the same, but with smaller multiplicity (and
in particular 0 is not an eigenvalue). Thus As2 +4 is also invertible there.
Considering the plane (z = 0), one gets similarly A = 0, and
Rich(VV) = e -2 1 (3.81)
Recall that for the Dirichlet problem for the harmonic oscillator on the unit
disk, we have that Ak = -k 2, where k = 1,2,3,... are the integers. Thus Ak = -2 on
the disk of radius VF, while Ak = -L on the disk of radius 2. Thus in either case4
the corresponding stability operator L is invertible. 0
3.15 Appendix 3.D: Laplacians on Flat Cylinders
We here recall a simple analytical result on (Q,go) the flat cylinder 0 = H g/G
equipped with the standard metric go = ds2 + dz2, where G is the group generated
by (s, z) -+ (s, z + 2r), and I E (10, oo) is called the length of the cylinder. We have
dO = doud1 where do and d, are the boundary circles {s = 01 and {s = 1) respectively.
Let L on the flat cylinder (0,go) be given by
Lv =A v+A-Vv+B-v, (3.82)
where X is a C 2 Riemannian metric, A E C1 (0, 1R2 ) is a vector field, and B e C1(0).
We define
N():= {IIx -go: C2(0,go)||+||A: C1 (Q,go)||+||B: C1 (Q,go)||
Proposition 3.15.1. Given y E (0, 1) and e > 0, if N(L) is small enough in terms of a,
y and e, then there is a bounded linear map
R : C 2,a(do,go) x Co,a(0,go,e-ys) -* C2,a (0,go,e-ys)
such that for (f,E) in the domain of _R and v = _R(f, E), the following properties are
true, where the constants C depend only on a and y:
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1. Lv = E on C.
2. v = f - avgaaf + B(f,E) on do, where B(f,E) is a constant on do and avgaaf
denotes the average of f over do.
3. v =O on d3.
4. iv : C2,a(Qgo,e-Ys)B
< C|If - avgaaf : C2,a(do,go)\|+ C||E : Co,a(, 0 ,e-ys)l.
5. |B(f, E)|l ellf - avgdaf : C2,a(do,go)|j + C||E: CO,1a(,go, e-ys)ll.
6. If E vanishes, then
liv: CO(( )\| 5 211v: C0 (do)|I.
Moreover, the function v depends continuously on L.
Proof. For a metric X = (Xij) in local coordinates, we can write the Laplace operator
AX as
A = Xjdi j + x dj + Xkj idk (3.83)
where X-1 = (X'i) is the inverse matrix for (Xij), and where
i-= X (Xj + Xj,i - Xij) (3.84)
are the Christoffel symbols for the Riemannian connection for X. By (3.83) we have
that
|L -lAgoll s CNf(L)
where |I-Agol| denotes the operator norm of L-Ago as a map from C 2,a(Q go, eys)
to Coa(o,go, e-ys). Thus by taking N(C) sufficiently small we can arrange so that
|IL - Ago 1< 6 (3.85)
for any 6 > 0. Despite the presence of small L2 eigenvalues for the flat laplacian
Ago on a long cylinder we can still define a uniformly bounded inverse as follows:
Given a function E E Coa(,go,e-Ys), write E(s,z) = Eo(s,z) + eo(z), with eo(z) =
Ur f= E(s, cr)ds the radial average of E. Then for any function f e C 2,a(do) we can
solve
Ago Uo = E0
UO = f -avga 0f on do
U0 = 0 on di
with
IIUO : C2,a g ,-ys)||5 Cl|E 0 : Co,a (,ge-Ys)||+ ClIf - avgaaf : C2,a(do)lI.
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The radial part which projects onto the small eigenvalues is then directly inte-
grated by setting uo(z) = ' eo(t)dtds. We then have
L(Uo+uo) = E+(L-Ago)(Uo+uo):=E+E1
Uo+uo = coondo
UO+uo = Oondi
where E1 is defined by the equality above and satisfies
||E1 : Co,a ~g~ -ys)|| 61 b|UO + uo : C2,a (0 o -ysy11
< 6(Co + 1)I|E: Coa(Qge-ys)J
where Co denotes the operator norm of A- in the space of L2 functions with zero90
radial average. The process is then iterated to obtain a sequence {(Uk, Uk)) 1 satis-
fying
AgoUk = (L- Ago)(Uk-1 +Uk-1)-ek,
Uk = 0 on dC,
with
ek(z) = (C-Ag)(Uk-1 +uk+1)(s,o-)ds
and
Uk = ffek(t)d tds (3.86)
Choosing 6 so that 6Co = e'< 1, we then have that
IlUk: C2,a(Qgo,e-Ys)|,Iluk : C2 a(,go,e-ys)lI <C'k||E: Coa(Qgo,e-Ys)|| (3.87)
The alternating partial sums vk = (-1)'(Ui + ui) then converge to a function
v satisfying (1) -(6) above. The continuous dependence on L follows directly by
construction.
0
Remark 3.15.2. The reader will note that a similar proposition was first recorded in
[Ka97] and [Ka95], and is a fundamental part of the linear theory in both these articles.
The proposition recorded here differs from the previous versions in that we allow a much
broader class of perturbations at the expense of a uniqueness claim.
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Chapter 4
Closed Embedded Self-Shrinkers via
the Torus
We construct many closed, embedded mean curvature self-shrinking surfaces E2 C
R3 of high genus g = 2k, k E N.
Each of these shrinking solitons has isometry group equal to the dihedral group
on 2g elements, and comes from the "gluing", i.e. desingularizing of the singu-
lar union, of the two known closed embedded self-shrinkers in 1R3: The round
2-sphere S 2, and Angenent's self-shrinking 2-torus T2 of revolution. This uses
the results and methods N. Kapouleas developed for minimal surfaces in [Ka97]-
[Ka12].
4.1 Introduction
Recall that a smooth surface y 2  sR3 is a mean curvature self-shrinker if it satisfies
the corresponding nonlinear elliptic self-shrinking soliton PDE:
H(E) (X vY, XEy 2 Ci] 3  (4.1)
2
where H denotes the mean curvature, X the position vector and vr is a unit length
vector field normal to E2 - 1 3 .
While important as singularity models in mean curvature flow (see e.g. [Hu90]-
[Hu93] and [CM6]-[CM8]), the list of known closed, embedded surfaces satisfying
Equation (4.1) is short:
- The round 2-sphere S2 C R3,
- Angenent's (non-circular) 2-torus, in [An89].
Apart from these, there is numerical evidence for the existence of a self-shrinking
"fattened wire cube" in [Ch94].
There is a rigorous construction of closed, embedded, smooth mean curvature
self-shrinkers with high genus g, embedded in Euclidean space ]R3. The theorem
is the following:
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Main Theorem 4.1.1. For every large enough even integer g = 2k, k E N, there exists
a compact, embedded, orientable, smooth surface without boundary E2 C IR3, with the
properties:
(i) Eg is a mean curvature self-shrinker of genus g.
(ii) Eg is invariant under the dihedral symmetry group with 2g = 4k elements.
(iii) The sequence {Eg} converges in Hausdorff sense to the union S2 Uy 2, where T 2
is a rotationally symmetric self-shrinking torus in JR3. The convergence is locally
smooth away from the two intersection circles constituting S2 n T 2.
This paper consists of: (1) Brief account of the construction and its important
components, and (2) Proofs of the central explicit estimates of functions that for
some small 6,e- > 0 in an appropriate sense are 6-close to being eigenfunctions of
the stability operator (corresp. 6-Jacobi fields), on surfaces that are E-close to being
self-shrinkers (corresp. e-geodesics) near a candidate for the self-shrinking torus.
The implications of such estimates are: The existence of a self-shrinking torus
T2 (via existence of a smooth closed geodesic loop) with useful quantitative esti-
mates of its geometry. Hence it gives conclusions about, the Dirichlet and Neu-
mann problems of the stability operator L on this "quantitative torus", leading
to the main technical result below in Theorem 4.2.7 which is sufficient to prove
Theorem 4.1.1.
A thorough treatment of the background and details relating to this problem,
and the construction as developed for general compact minimal hypersurfaces in
3-manifolds by Nikolaos Kapouleas in [Ka97]-[KaO5] can be found in the recent
[Kal1], the contents of which will not be described here (it should be noted that
the highly symmetric special case enjoys significant simplifications compared to
the full theory). Note that also the references [Ng06]-[NgO7], and more recently
[KKMo10] and [Ng 11], were concerned with gluing problems for (non-compact)
self-shrinkers.
Self-shrinkers are minimal surfaces in Euclidean space with respect to a con-
formally changed Gaussian metric g:
E" C IRn+1 is a self-shrinker <= Hgj() = 0,
;= - (4.2)
exp (IX12/2n)
Recall the constructions by Nicos Kapouleas (in [Ka97]-[Kal 1]), concerning
desingularization of a finite collection of compact minimal surfaces in a general
ambient Riemannian 3-manifold (M3,g). The conditions for the construction to
work, in our situation, are the following where the collection is identified with
one immersed surface W with intersections along the (smooth) curve C, which can
have several connected components.
Conditions 4.1.1 ([Ka05]-[Ka11]).
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Figure 4-1: The closed, embedded self-similar "toruspheres" E2 C R3 of genus g
in Theorem 1. Showing: Immersed singular configuration, before handle insertion
along two intersection curves (MATLAB).
(I) There are no points of triple intersection, all intersections are transverse and C n
dW = 0 holds.
(Ni) The kernel for the linearized operator
L = A +[A1 2 + Ric(v, v) on W, (4.3)
with Dirichlet conditions on dW, is trivial (unbalancing condition).
(N2) The kernel for the linearized operator £ on i, with Dirichlet conditions on dWA,
is trivial (flexibility condition).
Instead of (Ni) one may substitute:
(Ni') The kernel for the linearized operator £ on W, with Neumann conditions on dW,
is trivial (unbalancing condition).
The Neumann version (NI') of the non-degeneracy conditions will be used for
the construction of the closed, embedded self-shrinkers where one solves the self-
shrinker equations for graphs with the Neumann conditions over the circle of
intersection of the torus and symmetry plane T2 n P, where T2 denotes a self-
shrinking torus. Then the closed surfaces are obtained via doubling them by re-
flection through this plane.
An important version of the above conditions, is the one obtained by imposing
symmetries, say under a (discrete) subgroup G C 0(3), throughout the construc-
tion. Indeed, one may then restrict to verifying the non-degeneracy conditions
(N1)-(N2) under the additional assumption of the symmetries in G.
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While some properties of the Jacobi fields can be deduced from the known
eigenvalues and -functions for the stability operator L (see e.g. [CM2]) one does
not obtain enough accurate information for our purposes. We show how to es-
timate the quantities using the (generalized) Bellman-Gr6nwall's inequalities for
second order Sturm-Liouville problems, and explicit test functions.
The care one needs to exercise when estimating the explicit constants, as well as
the number and complexity of the barriers and test functions one needs to choose,
becomes non-trivial owing to mainly two factors: 1) The large Lipshitz constants
of the PDE system (relative to the scale of the self-shrinking torus). The geometric
reason this happens is that the Gauf curvature in the metric on Angenent's upper
half-plane has a maximal value of around 30 along the candidate torus (with the
maximum occurring at the point nearest to the origin in 1R3), giving naive charac-
teristic conjugate distances of down to - -~ 0.5, while the circumference of the
torus is around - 7, in the metric. Hence the solutions to Jacobi's equation can be
expected to, and indeed does, oscillate several times around the circumference of
T2, in a non-uniform way and yet fail to "match up". Furthermore: 2) The location
of the conjugate points on S2 for the appropriate Jacobi equation is furthermore
very near to the singular curve C (i.e. the boundaries of the connected components
of M \ CC), which requires also requires tighter estimates.
Hence it takes work to strengten the estimates to a useful form. One device
to do this is what we call the "sesqui"-shooting problem in Definition 4.2.4, for
identifying the position of the torus, where "sesqui" refers to the fact that it is a
double shooting problem but with a compatibility condition linking the two: That
each pair of curves always meet at a simple, explicitly known solution. Here we
take the round cylinder of radius NFi as reference. Since the errors are exponential
in the integral of the Lipshitz constants, one may by virtue of the sesqui-shooting
roughly take the square-root of the errors, which allows us to obtain bounds with
explicit constants of the order of 101-102 instead of 104 .
Listing our explicit choices of test functions (f.ex. adequate piecewise polyno-
mial choices can easily be found using Taylor expansions at a few selected points)
to use with the key estimates in Section 4.2 is likely not in itself very enlighten-
ing for the reader at this point, and with further simplification of such yet to be
worked out, we postpone describing them in detail, being confident to later be
able to supply a collection for which the properties can be checked manually with
minimal time consumption.
4.2 E-Geodesics, 6-Jacobi Fields: A Quantitative Self-
Shrinking Torus T2
4.2.1 Existence of T 2, With Geometric Estimates
In order to later understand precisely the kernel of the stability operators, we need
to establish a detailed quantitative version of the existence of Angenent's torus.
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x 1
S4S
T 2
X2
0 1 2 3
Figure 4-2: The connected components of W = (S2 U T 2  2 T 2). The self-
intersecting initial surface is generated by rotation around the x1 -axis and reflec-
tion in the x2 -axis.
Towards the end of this section we will arrive at the basic, explicit estimates on the
location and geometric quantities of such a torus, but we will first work out the
explicit estimates for also the Jacobi equation before finalizing the choices in the
estimate, in order to require as little as possible of the test functions.
We note that much less complicated estimates would ensure the mere existence,
leading to a different proof of the self-shrinking "doughnut" existence result from
[An89], in the 3-dimensional case. But as explained, here we will need very precise
estimates of several aspects of the geometry of T 2 .
Proposition 4.2.1. Let egap = 10-3. There exists a closed, embedded, self-shrinking
torus of revolution T 2 with the following properties:
(1) The torus is (x 1 '-+ -x 1 )-symmetric.
(2) Ty2 intersects the x 2 -axis orthogonally at two heights a+ > a- > 0,
4034 5 + 41217 2 gap < 1217 +2 egap (4-4)
- < a- < + A. (4.5)16 98 16 98 (.5
(3) T 2 intersects the sphere S2 of radius 2 at two points p* = (±xs2,ys2), where:
p -9 Al III2 !5 5egap (4.6)
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Correspondingly, the angles z(± e,p*) from the x1-axis satisfy:
z( e.,p- | 10 20. (4.7)
Remark 4.2.2. Note that we do not assert or prove uniqueness of T 2 with these proper-
ties, even though this is expected to be true.
Proof. We first need to describe the double shooting problem, or rather "sesqui"-
shooting problem since we remove one parameter. For this we need an elementary
lemma, which can either be proved (in a weaker version) using the approximation
methods described later in this section, or by analysis directly of the ODE in (4.36).
Lemma 4.2.3. For each d E [0, V] let yd : [0, oo) -* 1R+ x IR be the geodesic starting at
(0,d) with initial derivative y'(0) = (1,0) and consider the first time t0 (d) such that yd
intersects the cylinder geodesic {x2 = F}. Then the function I : [0, Vi] -+ [0, V'i] given
by
I(d):= x1(y,(t0(d))),
is continuous and strictly increasing. It satisfies the bounds:
5
1 sup I'( s .
Definition 4.2.4 ("Sesqui"-Shooting Problem).
(i) Fix a > F.
(ii) Let ya : [0, ta] -> V+ x IR be the fully extended geodesic contained in {x1  0), with
initial conditions Ya(0) = (0,a) and y'(0) = (1,0).
(iii) By the maximum principle for (4.36), we have ya n {x2 = r2) # 0. Assume that
the first point of Ya crossing fi/ belongs to {0 < x1  -i, and denote the time it
happens by t0(a).
(iv) By the preceding Lemma, there exists a unique b(a) E [0, -V] and s0 (a) such that
for Yb on [0,sO] with Yb(O) = (0,b) and y'(0) = (1,0), we have
Ya(t*(a)) = yb(so(a)).
(iv) Define cJ(a) by
2* -(y'(to(a)) x y'(s0 (a))
|y'(t0(a))||y'(s1(a))|
or equivalently the oriented angle between the tangents of ya and Yb at the inter-
section point.
The following lemma is clear from the definition:
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Lemma 4.2.5. The function (D in Definition 4.2.4 is well-defined and continuous, on
the open connected set of values a > vi with the property that the first point of intersec-
tion of ya with {x2 = 'Th} belongs to {xI E (0, F)1.
The strategy for the proof of the proposition will now be to prove for two
different nearby pairs (a+, b+) and (a-, b-), that will be chosen such that they are
geodesics broken at the cylinder {x2 = V/i}, that:
0 (a+) > 0, (4.8)
0 (a~) < 0. (4.9)
Existence then follows, from the intermediate value theorem, of a pair (a0 , bo) such
that:
CD(a)= 0, (4.10)
a- < ao < a+, (4.11)
b- < b0 < b. (4.12)
The estimates leading to the proof of (4.8)-(4.9) will then lead to the estimates in
the proposition.
Consider now a curve (parametrized by any parameter t),
yMt)= (x0t,y(t)).
Then the equation for y to generate a self-shrinker by rotation reads:
x"y' -y"x' = YX'XY'- K]((x')2+(y')2
We need the following simple lemma:
Lemma 4.2.6. If we define the operator M 1 acting on C 2-functions u : I -> IR, for some
interval I C [0,oo], by
M 1(u,p):= XP2 -u + 1(1 +p 2), (4.13)
then the function u(x1 ), a graph over the x 1 -axis, generates a self-shrinker by rotation
(around x 1 ) if and only if
u"= M 1 (u,u'). (4.14)
Likewise for graphs over the x2-axis, defining
M2(,q):= -2_ q - (1 + q2), (4.15)
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again characterizes such solutions via
f= M 2 (ff'). (4.16)
We compute that:
dM 1 (u,p) = 2 u2 (1+p 2), (4.17)
+ M(u,p)= !-(1+p 2)+2p XP2-u + , (4.18)
M2(f,q)= -( 1+q2), (4.19)
d M 2 (f,q) = x2 + 3q 2 ) -fq. (4.20)dq \(2 -x2 )
We will first consider graphs u : [0,I] -+ . Now, consider an approximate
solution U, and we fix the quantity el , later to be chosen, which reflects the order
of magnitude of the precision we wish to determine the position of T2 with on this
interval.
M 1 (U, U')- M1(u,u') = (U -u)d M1(,u')+ (U'- u')g M1(U,), (4.21)
for some E [U(x1), u(x1)] and ' E [ U'(x1),u'(x1 )].
Top of the torus: x-graph
Assume we have the uniform estimates:
|U" - M1(U,U')I T e,
for somee . Assume also, for the argument (and later show this to be self-consistent,
i.e. propagated by the equation), the following bounds:
1+ (1 + (u'(x1))2 )dx1  4x1, x1 E [0, ], I - U(xj)I Eo,I + 1' ~1
f'Il(1 +(g')2) + 24' 2U(j + U1) dx1 :5 8 x, xi XE[0, j], |('- U'(x1)| 5 EO.If w 1 - u'( 1) w c
If we let T(xl) :IU'(xi) - u'(xi)I, we can now estimate (recall that I If 'I'I = If "I
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almost everywhere, as an easy consequence of Sard's Theorem):
IMi(U, U') - Mi(u, u')|+ e
s |e9M1( , u')IU - ul + IdM 1 (UtX')||U'- u'j+
SIdMi (U, ')cp(x 1 ) + IdM 1 (5, u')If cp(s)ds + IdM 1(, u')IU(o) - u(O)| + e
(4.22)
Thus we integrate this inequality, which holds almost everywhere with respect to
the Lebesgue measure, and get:
X X1 t
(p(x1) p(O) + J |9,M 1 (U, ')(s)|cp(s)ds + |ox M 1 (5, u')(t)I p(s)dsdt
+ 1XI IU(O) - u(O) + CTX1
SP(0) + 1|IIU(0) - u(0)|+ e Tx1 +fx [dM1(U, ')(s)|+ 4x1<p(s)ds.
We are now ready to use the integral form of Gr6nwall-Bellman's inequality, namely
for a(t) a non-decreasing function:
t E I : p(t) s a(t) + fP(s)p(s)ds ==> Vt E I: p(t) a(t) exp P(s)ds}.
Here we thus conclude from the above, that
(p(x1 ) [p(0)+ jx 1 IU(O) - u(O)I + eTx 1 exp {x2+ 4X 2  (4.23)
so that here we obtain the estimates (for p(O) = 0):
IU'(x1) - u'(x1) < (exp(j5)(eT + U(O) - u(0)|),
3
IU(x 1) - u(x1) | IU(0)- u(0)I + (e + |IU(O) - u(0)D)J' 5 sexp(2s2 )ds
=|U(0) - u(0) + 1 (exp -(}) 2 ) _ 1)(ceT + 41U(O) - u(0)|)
s 52|U(0)_-u(0)|+ 9e .
Top of the torus: x2-graph to the sphere
We continue with the next part, which is graphical over the x2-axis. In this
region we again let Ip(x2) :=IF'- f'I. Here we will assume the estimate
IF"- M 2 (F,F')|5 e , (4.24)
and furthermore the (the second one to later be proven consistent) estimates on
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x 2 E [ps2, uT(3/5)]
(2) = UT (3/5) 1+ )2) dX 2 (F dx 2 < -
u(2) = T(3/5) (2._1 ()
12 ~ (1 2X) + 3( ')2)- F(x 2)c' dx 2 5 Z - a (x2 - ys2)
2
We can then estimate as follows:
)'(X2) IduM 2 | IF - fI + |dpM 2 | IF' - f'I +ET
IduM 2 | ip(s)ds +IdpM 2 |Ip(X2 ) + IduM 2 \ IF(a) -f(a)| +E
which integrates to
P(X2) U(3/5) [IdpM 2 |+ 1 - L] ip(s)ds + (- - x)IF(uT(3/5)) -f(uT(3/5))
(4.25)
+ E (UT(3/5)- x 2 )+ P(a), (4.26)
so that, again by Gr~nwall-Bellman,
P(X2)s ( - :#)IF(a) -f(a) + IF'(a) -f'(a)| + e T(uT(3/5) - x2) X
exp R - A(x2 -ys2) 2 +(i
-2 ))(uT(3/5) - x2) -
The endpoint estimates are:
P(ys2) 5 IF(uT(3/5)) - f (u(3/5))| + IF'(uT(3/5)) -f'(uT(3/5))I+ ET
591 U(F(uT(3/5))) - u (f(uT(3/5)))|
4 |U'(F(4))| + 54 U'(F(UT(3/5))) -
u '(f(uT( 3/5))) 377 T
5 IU'(F(uT(3/5)))Iiu'(f(UT(3/5)))| + 20
-411 (2ET+ 3U(O) - u(0))+x) 2  p 156)(eOT + lU() -u))+
271 U(O) - u(0)| + 34e, + 19C2.
Integrating the above estimate for p(x2), we also get:
IF(ys2) -f(ys2)| 5(1 + g)\F(ur(3/5)) -f (uT(3/5))I+ 83F'(ur(3/5)) - f'(ur(3/5))I+e
s121U(O)- u(0)| + 15e,' +7e2 -
Top of the torus, x2-graph from sphere to cylinder
We consider the region between the sphere and cylinder, and let again p(x2):=
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IF'- f'I. Here we will assume the estimate
IF" - M 2 (F,F')I e , (4.27)
and furthermore the estimates on x 2 E [ys2, W)
I(2) = fS 2 (1+(F')2)1 dx2 < I(Ys2 -x2),
I2) = fYS2 (- ( + 3(4')2) - F(x2 )(' dx2 5 2(Ys2 -X2),
which again should later be checked hold in the regime we consider.
We estimate as follows:
4P'(X2) 5 |duM 2IF - f| + Idp M 2 1 |F' f'I+
X225 IduM 2I Sg.P(s)ds + I dpM 2I 4(X2) +~ Idu M2 1 IF(ys2) -f (ys2)I +T
which integrates to:
IP(x2) l@(Ys2) + f [IdpM 2| + {(yS2 - x 2)] p(s)ds+ {(ys2 - x 2 )F(yS2) - f(ys2) + _ (Ys2 -x 2),
X2
(4.28)
so that, again by Gr6nwall-Bellman,
(x 2) [(Ys2 - x 2 )IF(ys2) f (ys2)|+ IF'(ys2) -f'(ys2)|+ e3(ys2 -x 2)]X
exp {(Ys2 - x 2)+{(s2 - x 2 )2
Inserting the previous estimate gives:
0(V2):! & }|F(ys2 ) - f ( ys2)| +!:|F'(ys2) )- f'( ps2) )+ IeT
< .(12|U(o)- u(0)| + 15E +7e)+ (27|U(o) - u(0) +34eT +19e)+ i .
Hence, we finally obtain the estimate:
IF'(W) -f'(V2)1:5 36U(O) - u(O)I + 45eT + 25eT +E
Integrating the estimates, we also get:
IF(ys2) - f(s2) 5(1 + L)IF(Y2) - f(ys2)|+ 1|F'(ps2) -f'(s2)|+ -LeT
24|U()-u(0)I+30eT+15e + 2e T
Bottom of the torus: x1 -graph from the plane
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Assume uniform estimates:
IU"- M1(U, U') E,
for some EB. Assume also, for the argument (and later show this to be self-consistent,
i.e. propagated by the equation), the following bounds (for x, E [0, 1)):
(1 + (u'(x1)) 2 )dx1 s
29
-x 15 + 2, | - U(x1)| eo,
I (1+(g)2)+ 2' 2U(x1) + 1 dx1 s 4x+ 1x 1,Jx0 12 '"'' 2 U(x1 )]
As always, we get with Tp(x) =U'(x) - u'(x)1:
XI XI t
cp(x1) < Tp(0)+ foxIM1(UX)(s)|cp(s)ds + | IdMI( ,u')(t)| cp (s)dsdt
+ (2X1+ _)IU(0)- u(0)|+ eBx1
Tq'(O) + (%3X1 + k)IU(0) - u(0)I + Ex1 + J M1(U, ')(s)| + 2X1 +
Using once again Grdnwall-Bellman's inequality,
p(x1 ) [p(O) + (2x1 + -!-)| U(0) - u(0) + x1 I exp { 1x + + 4xl+xi},
and we obtain the estimates (for p(0) = 0):
IU'(x1) - u'(x1)| ( + j)U(0) - u(O)I + EBx1 exp x +
|U'(1) - u'(1)j5 391 U(0) - u(O)|+ e,
IU(x1)-u(x1)I IU(0)-u(0)I 1+ (1s+ L) exp { s 2 + I}ds)
+efT f2sexp { 2+ ds
IU(I) - u(1)j < g|U(0) - u(O)I + 3e.
Bottom: x2-graph to cylinder
We continue with the next part, which is graphical over the x2-axis. In this
region we again let 4(x 2) = IPB(X2):= IF' -f'. Here we will assume the estimate
IF"- M 2(F,F')I e , (4.30)
and furthermore the (to later be proven consistent) estimates on x2 E [ao, Fi] (where
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f11+ 1 1
|'- U'(x1 )I 5 Eo.
c]p(s)ds.
(4.29)
lao -{| eo).
(2) X12 1 , .12 16 3
I = (1+(F')2 dx2  X2- -
S- - )(1+ 3()2) - F(X 2)' dx 2  - x2- -
We can then estimate as follows:
lP'(x2) IduM 2 F - f| + IdpM 2 IF' -f'I+
IduM 2 | ip(s)ds + IdpM 2 0(X2) + |duM 2 | IF(a) - f(a)| + ,
which integrates to
(X 2 ) X2 [IdpM 2| + LX2 - 2] P(s)ds + (MX2 - 4)|F(ao) -f(ao) + e£(X2 - ao) + O(a).
(4.31)
By Grnwall-Bellman,
P(X2) 5 ( X2 - 4)IF(a) - f(a)I+IF'(a) - f'(a)|+ EB (X2 - ao) X
exp { -- L(x2-2)2 + (x2 - ao)(6X2-2)1
1 gIF(ao) - f(ao) + ' IF'(ao) -f'(ao)j + I9eB
3IU(F(ao))- u(f(ao))| 17|U'(F(ao)) - u'(f(ao))I 69 B
8 |U'(F())| 5 IU'(F(ao))IIu'(f(ao))I 2 -2
<1312(32EB23UO_(I _ 17 1O\2(28 9B
-8 12 5 + |1 1()-u(0)|)+-(.) 2 e 3U) ( + 29 e2
100|U(0)-u(0)I+15eCB+ C.
Integrating the first line of this estimate, we also get:
IF(Vi) -f (V)I (1 + 4-)|F(ao)- f(ao)|+ " IF'(ao) -f'(ao)|+ 2
<481U(0) - u(0)| + e +
Hence we will arrange that for test functions (curves) Yup, ylow : [0,1] - IR x IR:
Ydown(0 ) = (0, 44 - 'Eud) (4.32)
Yup( 0)= (0 , 404+ eud)- (4-33)
(4.34)
Then, as explained earlier, the intermediate value theorem applied to the sesqui-
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shooting problem implies the existence of the torus with the estimates (4.4)-(4.5).
To see Property (3), we recall that
IF(ys2) -f (Ys2)| IU(0) - u(0)| + 11e1 + 7e2, (4.35)
from which the estimate (4.6) follows.
5
4.2.2 The Stability Operator L on Subsets of S2 and T 2
Recall the self-shrinker equation for a smooth oriented surface S C 1R3 to be a self-
shrinker (shrinking towards the origin with singular time T = 1) is
Hs(X) - (X s ) =0, (4.36)
for each X E S, where by convention Hs = Y K is the sum of the signed principal
curvatures w.r.t. the chosen normal V's (i.e. H = 2 for the sphere with outward
pointing v). We have normalized Equation (4.36) so that T = 1 is the singular
time.
For a smooth normal variation 1t determined by a function u via X = Xo+tuis,
where Z parametrizes S, the pointwise linear change in (minus) the quantity on
the left hand side in (4.36) is given by the stability operator (see the Appendix, and
also [CM6]-[CM7] for more properties of this operator)
£su =Asu+IAs|2 u-}(X.Vsu-u). (4.37)
We are now ready to prove the main technical theorem in this paper, concern-
ing the kernel on the connected components (with boundaries) of
(S2 U Y2 ) ( 2  y T 2 ),
where T2 is the accurately estimated "quantitative" torus.
Theorem 4.2.7. There exists N > 0 large enough that for the below six surfaces with
boundary S1,...S6,
kerLs = {0} for i = 1,...,6 [w/ indicated boundary conditions],
when imposing at least N-fold rotational symmetry:
(1) The surfaces S, = S2 n {x1  01 and S2 = 7 2 n {x1  0} [Neumann conditions].
(2) The components S3 and S4 of {x1  01 n S2 \ (S 2 n y 2) [Neumann conditions on
{x1 = 01, Dirichlet conditions elsewhere].
(3) The components S5 and S6 of {xI 01 n y2 \ (S2 n 1 2) [Neumann conditions on
{x1 = 01, Dirichlet conditions elsewhere].
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Recall first the variational characterization of shrinkers, as critical points of the
functional
A()= e-IX(P)I2 4dA(p). (4.38)
As exploited in [KKMol0] in the planar case, the conjugation identity con-
necting the stability operator in the Gaussian density to the linearized operator
in (4.37) can be useful for the analysis. The general identity on any surface in JR3
is stated in the following lemma.
Lemma 4.2.8. Let E2 C R3 be a smooth self-shrinker. Then the following conjugation
identity holds for the stability operator on E:
L = e (A + iAX 16 +eL. (4.39)
Proof of Lemma 4.2.8. By an elementary computation using Appendix C in [KKMo10]
and noting that IX-LI = 21H. o
We let w = (x') 2 + (y') 2 and express functions on the surface of rotation in coor-
dinates as v = v(t, 0) and get for the intrinsic Laplacian that
1 d y d 1 d2
y d t Ndt +y
2 d0 2
The square of the second fundamental form is
|A| 2  1 n [(Xly _ Y"X') 2 + 2  (4.40)
±(YX' _ ;,_X)2 + (XI)2, (4.41)CO 2 y y2
Recall that
Ke2,go = e-2(Ag + Kg0 ),
so that the Gau3 curvature of Angenent's metric is
e 2 I
KAng 2 1 +
y y2
The remaining terms in the expression for the stability operator give:
1xx'+ yy' dv1
- BX -rV + +V = -r sm , the +e v .
By virtue of rotational symmetry, the equation to = 0 separates, and we expand
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v by its Fourier series on each radial circle:
v(t,e) = vm(t)eime, (4.42)
mEZ
and thus the equations we study are
£mom = 0, (4.43)
for the appropriate boundary conditions (e.g. Dirichlet or Neumann), where
£m 1 =__ y d xx'+yy' m2+ + 4.4Smvm =y 1 dt ydt vm -1 v,',+ |JA|2 + . - M2Vm- (4-44)
Observing how the size of the 0th order coefficient improves with increasing
symmetry, we thus immediately conclude the following proposition:
Proposition 4.2.9. On the compact surface of revolution SY with boundary, generated
by the curve y, we let:
Mo E): supy(p)jA(p)|2 . (4.45)
Then the unique solutions to each of the above Sturm-Liouville problems (with the
above-mentioned appropriate boundary condition for each case) are:
v_ = 0, for all m Mo(y). (4.46)
Proof. This follows immediately from an application of the usual maximum prin-
ciple in one variable. 0
The usage of the preceding proposition is now via the assumption of k-dihedral
symmetry, which is built into the entire construction. It then follows, that only
such Fourier modes m in the separation Equation (4.42) satisfying k I m may appear
in the decomposition. Hence by restricting to large enough values of k,
k max Mo(yi), (4.47)
and correspondingly large genus g, then by virtue of Proposition 4.2.9, there can
be assumed to be no m > 0 modes in the decomposition. Note of course, that since
m = 0 modes are k-symmetric for any k (which amounts to k | 0), the argument
does not apply to m = 0.
We now therefore focus solely on the m = 0 mode. Recalling the second varia-
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tion formula for the energy of a curve, we get:
d 2 d2 IX12d (E) = e--4~dAR3 (4.48)
- f(ff )e*dAR3 (4.49)
d (vol(S"~1)Lengthifg) (4.50)
~~ DV Ag
= Volj(S- - -R(y', V)y', V dt (4.51)
b
= -vol(S"- 1) g(g" + KAngg)d t. (4.52)
Note that we can therefore rewrite the m = 0 equation in terms of fo = VCvo, if
we simultaneousely parametrize by unit length w.r.t. to the Angenent half-plane
metric, to obtain:
VO'+ KAngo = Lovo = 0. (4.53)
That is, of course, the well-known Jacobi equation for the geodesic y. Since -0/ > 0,
Dirichlet conditions for vo correspond exactly to Dirichlet conditions for fo. Note
that since, by symmetry,
dt
a(to) = 0, when y(to) e {xi = 01, (4.54)
imposing Neumann conditions on {xi = 01 is also equivalent for vo and Vo.
Lemma 4.2.10. For graphs of the form (x 1, u(x 1 )) the operator Lo specializes to c =
1 + (u')2 , and
S1 XI 2 (u_-xiu' 12 1 1+ (U')2
coLov =v -- 1 + (U,)2 v' 2 | + 2 V,
: v"+P(xu,u')v'+ Q(x1,u,u')v,
when u is a solution to the shrinker equation.
For solution graphs of the form (f (x 2 ),x 2 ) we have co = 1 + (f') 2 and the formula is:
,, 1 2 ( 2 + (X2f'-f _f, 2 ,p)2 1+(f')2
wILog= g + ( (f))g+ + 2 + g
Ix2 2 2 X2 x2 2
g" + R(x 2, f, f')g' + S (x 2, f, f')g-
Let us as a preliminary consideration note that the mean curvature H has rota-
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J(cp) = Pry-1 (cos(cp))
2- I II I
I I
I II II II II I
I II II I
I II I
-1--I-I II I
---- 1-
q
i
I I I
I I I
I I I I
I I I I
---- 4-----L---4-
T2 
7
Figure 4-3: Jacobi field j on S3 C S 2, with Neumann condition on {x = 0}. Drawn
w.r.t. polar coordinates around (0, 1), where p is the angle out from the x2-axis in
Figure 4.2.1. Point of intersection with T2 indicated.
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1
0
r ------ r ------ T ------ 7 ------
r ------ ------ T ------ ------
----- ------ I ------
------------ --------
J(cp)
0-
S2
Figure 4-4: Jacobi field J on S5 C T2, with Neumann condition on {x =0}. Drawn
w.r.t. polar coordinates around (0, 1), where Tp is the angle out from the x2-axis in
Figure 4.2. 1. Point of intersection with S2 indicated.
tional symmetry, and is an eigenfunction with eigenvalue 1 (see [CM2]):
LH = H, (4.55)
and Neumann conditions on {xi = 0}. The profile of T2 is convex as shown in
[KMol11], and thus since the sign of the mean curvature changes only at points
of tangential contact with a straight line from the origin, we see that on T2 the
function H o y has exactly one zero.
By Sturm-Liouville theory, we now conclude from (4.55) that a solution to the
Neumann problem for LO, if it exists, needs to have at least two zeros in the in-
terval. However, it of course turns out there are no such non-trivial fields with
Neumann conditions, which is what we now will apply more detailed analysis to
show.
Surfaces contained in S2
For surfaces contained in S2 it is of natural convenience to use polar coordinates.
Recall that a curve (p, Tp), Tp = arctan(x/z) in the xz-plane generated by a function
p(cp) that generates a smooth solution to the self-shrinker equation (4.36) satisfies:
p"(<) p2 + 2(p')2+ 1L I (p2+ (p')2. (4.56)
P 1 2 ptanTp
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r - - - - -7 - - - - - -I - -I - - - -
0-
Figure 4-5: Jacobi field J on S6 C T2, with Neumann condition on {x = 0}. Drawn
w.r.t. polar coordinates around (0, 1), where cp is the angle out from the x2-axis in
Figure 4.2.1. Point of intersection with S2 indicated.
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A function w giving a (via a unit normal w.r.t. Euclidean length) variation field,
must thus on S2 satisfy the equation (see Appendix A in [KKMo1 0])
1W"+ w'+4w=0, (4.57)
tanqp
with appropriate boundary conditions. The substitution x = cos(p) in (4.57) gives
Legendre's differential equation, and the solution is:
w(p) = C1P1 (cos p)+C 2Q10(cosqP),
where P and Qi are respectively the Legendre functions of the first and second
kind, and 10 = (0i7N- 1)/2 is the positive root of I(I + 1) = 4.
For the surface Si g S2, which is generated by rotation of the radius 2 quarter-
circle, the boundary conditions in the theorem are w'(0) = 0 and w'(f) = 0. But
since Qi0 (cos (p) has a pole at cp = 0, we see that C2 = 0. Thus, if we normalize w so
that C1 = 1, we have by the first condition that w = P10 (cos p). However,
d1%=(cosp) 
-- 7+1 0, (4.58)dcp 9,= 2 (1- se )r(5+
and hence there is no such Neumann mode. By the preceding, we therefore con-
clude that under N-fold symmetry, for a large enough N > 0,
ker Cs1 = {0}, on Si = S2 n {x, 0} [Neumann conditions]. (4.59)
As for the surface S3 C S2, which we let for definiteness be the component such
that (2,0) E S3), again C1 = 1 and C2 = 0. Now, since by (4.7),
P10 (cos((j, p+))) Pi0(cos(I + -L))> -i> 0, (4.60)
we conclude again
ker Es 3 = {0} [Dirichlet conditions]. (4.61)
For S4 C S2, the component with (0,2) e S4 , we see that with w'(R) = 0 and
fixing w(R) = 1,
C1 Po(cos()) QIo(cos(j)) -1(C) = (~ Pi 0 (cos(,)) -Pi0 (cos(R)) 0
such that with these constants
w(l(zi,p+ - lOOe > I > 0.
Thus on the surface S4 with Neumann and Dirichlet conditions as in the statement
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of the theorem, we also conclude
ker Ls 4 = {0) [Neumann on {x1 = 01, Dirichlet on S4 1 T 2 ]. (4.62)
Surfaces Contained in T 2
In this section we will show that the Jacobi fields with Neumann conditions uo(0)=
0 (and normalized to uo(0) = 1), from respectively the top at bottom of the torus T2
from Section 4.2 have the following end point values at point where T 2 intersects
the round 2-sphere of radius 2:
(uo(ttop) 1 _ -22 egap (4.63)
u0(ttop) 50 \-37 ± Egap
and
uo(tbot) - 1 -77 ± Egap (4.64)
u6(tbot)/ 50 \-84± egapj
This means firstly that the Dirichlet problems on each part (w/ Neumann condi-
tions on P) have trivial kernel, that is:
ker Cs5 = {0) [Neumann on {xi = 0}, Dirichlet on S5 n S 2 ], (4.65)
kerL S6 = {0) [Neumann on {x, = 01, Dirichlet on S6 S 2 ]. (4.66)
Secondly, note that non-triviality of the kernel of L on T 2 n {x1  0) with Neu-
mann conditions has now been reduced to the conditions
auo(ttop) = puo(ttop),
auo(top) = -Puo(tbot),
for a non-zero pair (a, P) or in other words, singularity of the matrix Af:
(: uo(top) -Uo(tbt) (4.67)
uo (ttop) usotbot)
But in fact from (4.63)-(4.64) we see
detNi > 0, (4.68)
so we finally conclude that also
ker ES2 = {0) [Neumann on {xi = 0}.
To show the required estimates of the Jacobi fields, we consider first an approx-
imate solution V to the linearized equation on the approximate curve I from the
previous section.
Top: xi -graph (Jacobi Equation)
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Let us consider the first part of f, graphical over the xi-axis, on xi E [0, ]. Here,
we have the expressions:
Id2P(x1, , U') =0,
Id3P(x1,u,')| =xIVI
Jd 2X1, , U')|= 2 -X U 1U' +
jd Q(x1,u,)|= x1 (u - x, '1 )-'1
Assume for a small 6T > 0 the uniform bounds:
v" + P(x1,U,U')V'+ Q(x1,U, U')VI b, (4.69)
d3P(x1, u, ') v'l+|d3 Q(x1, u,')|I|vI x1 (2x2 + 3), (4.70)
jd2 Q(x1, , U')| vi _ - 2X. (4.71)
We let c1(x1):= iV'(x1)- v'(x1) and estimate:
c1'(x 1 ) liv' - v'I'j a IV" -v"I
5 IP(xi, U, U')V'- P(x1, u, u')v'l + jQ(xi, U, U')V - Q(x1 , , u')vl+
jP(x1, U, U')I IV' - v'I + IP(x1, U, U') - P(xi, U, u')| Iv'i
+ IQ(xI, U, U')I IV | VI + IQ(xI, U, U') - Q(x 1 ,u,u') |I v+
IP(x, UU') iV' - v'I + IQ(x1, U, U') IV -vi
+ (Ia3P(x, u, ')0 v'+ d3Q(x1,u, ')1 vi)U' - u'|
+ ( |v'|+|d2 Q(x1 , , U' lvi) IU - uI+ 6
IP(x1, U, U')1c1(x)+ IQ(xi, U, U')l fX'J(s)ds+ IQ(x, U, U')|iV(0) - v(0)I
+ x,(2x2 + 3)|U'(x1) - u'(x1)l + ( - x2)|U(x)- u(xi)|+ 6T.
We integrate on [0,x 1 ] to get:
J?(x1) 1 [IP(s, U, U') + f IQ(t, U, U')ldt '(s)ds + (f IQ(s, U, U')Ids iV(0)- v(0)
+ f s(2s2+ 3)IU'(s) - u'(s)ids + '(. - s2)IU(s) - u(s)Ids +ox1.
0 0o5
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Recall the estimates for IU'(s) - u'(s)|, which lead to:
s(2s 2 + 3)|U'(s) - u'(s)Ids < [jIU(0) - u(0)I + ET f
0 |U ( ) u ( )|+ .
s 2 (2s 2 + 3) exp {2s2 ds
Note also that from the estimates for IU - ul from IU'- u', we have already once
estimated the integral of the latter. We now need the sizes of these elementary
Gaussian double integrals:
3
( x 2) (1+ exp f s2 ds dxi s ,
xex p 25'
5 2 Ie1 v_!T 1 003
( )I2s) - s )exp f s2 Idsdx1 s + * .
( -j S2)1|U(S)-_u(s)|ds s}| 1U(0) - u(0)| + e ._
Thus
Now, we will furthermore assume the following bounds on the
pertaining to the approximation by e-geodesics:
IP(s, U, U')Ids s s(4s 2 + -L)ds x (x+ 1),
Q(s,U,U')Ids 5 (1S2+ j)ds <6x + jx.A p p yin G r n al el n g i to th s ne w es i at s w e se2si g a s
test functions,
(4.72)
(4.73)
Applying Gr6nwall-Bellman again, to these new estimates, we see, using also
that V(0) = v(0) = 1 by assumption:
CD(x 1) s s(2s2 + 3)|U'(s) - u'(s)Ids + J' (8 - s 2 )1U(s) - u(s)Ids + 6 x1 x
exp {f IP(s, U, U')I ds + x, fx1 IQ(s, U, U')I ds
s[{|iU(O)-u(0)I+ 3e + jbT x
exp{ jxL(x2 + 1)+ }6x4 + .
Thus
|V'(~ )-v'() | $ U(0)-u(0)I + L-eT + 516T
IV(}) - v(2)1 _L IU(0) - u(0)| + e + 11.
Here, the last estimate followed by integrating the estimates above, and using
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again that V(O) = v(O).
Top: x2-graph to the sphere (Jacobi Equation)
We consider the next part of F, graphical over the x2-axis over approximately
the region [Ys2,uT(3/5)] (in the backwards direction). Here, we have the expres-
sions:
d2R(x2, ,F') =0,
Id3R(x 2 ,f,')I = 22 2|'
d2S (X2, , F') = - X F'+ ,
d3S(x2,f, ') = -2 (x2'-f )+ -
Assume for a small 6T > 0 the uniform bounds:
G+ R(x 2,F,F')G'+ S(x 2,F,F')GI , (4.74)
Id3R(x 2,u,')I|g'|+ IdAS(x 2,f,')||g| I L + 2 (x2 - Ys2)5 (4.75)
Id2S (X2, , U')|g 115 1 (X2), (4.76)
where {(2 = oo (x2 - YS2, x 2 E [ys2, ],
(x 2 -Ys2)+ (x2 -Ys2, x2 E [, uT(3/5)].
We let 4(x 2 ) IG'(x 2) -g'(x2)| and estimate:
V'(x2 ) ||G' - g'|'I a |G" -g"||R(x2,F, F')G' - R(x 2,f,f')g'| + IS (x 2, F, F')G - S (x 2 ,f,f')g+
< JR(x 2 ,F,F')I |G' - g'| + R(x 2,F, F') - R(x 2 ,ff') |g'|
+IS(x2,F,F')IIG-g|+IS(x2,F,F')-S(x2,f,f')Ig| +o
< |R(x2,F,F') G' -g'| + IS(x2,F,F')| |G-g
+(|d 3R(x 2 ,f,')I||g'|+|d3S(x2,f, ')||g|)IF'-f'I
+ |d2 S(x2,4,F')||g||F -fI +6T
2
IR(x 2 ,F, F')I WP(x 2 ) + IS(x2, F, F')| f V '(s)ds + IS(x 2,F,F') IG(uT(3/5)) -g(UT( 3/5))|
+ + (x2 - Ys2)5] IF'(x 2) - f'(x2)| + q(x 2)IF(x 2) - f(x2)1 +6.
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We integrate on [x2, uT(3/5)] to get:
W(x 2 ) fU (3/) IR(s, FF')I + U I(3/5)S(t,F,F')Idt W(s)ds
2 .2 X
+ (ur(3/)IS(S, F, F')I ds IG(uT(3/5)) -g(uT( 3/ 5 ))I
\X 2
+ JuT(3/s) [A + 2 (S - YS2) 5] 1F'(s) - f'(s)Ids + fuT(3/5) q(s)|F(s) - f(s)Ids
X2 X 2
+IG'(uT(3/5)) -g'(uT (3/5))| + 6T ((uT(3/5) - X2).
Recall, we have above shown the estimates:
IF'(x 2) - f'(x2)|5 ( - -)IF(uT(3/5)) - f(ur(3/5))|+IF'(uT(3/5)) - f'(uT(3/5))I
+ (uT(3/5) - X2)] exp{ - (x2-ys2)2+( - ) (uT(3/5) -X2)
IF(uT(3/5)) - f(uT(3/5))I -! (-LET+ 2jU(O) - u(O)I),
IF'(uT(3/5)) - f'(uT(3/5))|5 (1) (eT + 1|U(O) - u(0)|).
We therefore get the bound:
fu(3 15 ) [- + 1 (s - ys2)5 ] IF'(s) - f'(s)lds < .QIU(O) - u(O)I + 6T + 10 e
Ps2 
10 
2 
51 
1
Again, we will need the sizes of some elementary Gaussian double integrals:
(- j)exp{- (s - yS2)2 +(1 -- -s))5ds dx205 9
SuT(3/5) UT( 3/s)
YsU2 X2
fUT( 3/s) UT( 3/5 )
Vs2 X2
Thus
UT(3VYS2
(x2)ex - (s L3- ( - j)( - s)) dsdx2 5
()2(x2)(U(3/5) -s)exp ( - I(SO - 2+( + + 5
/5)
q(X2)|F(x2) -f (x2)dx25\U(0)-u(0)| e+50e.
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T UT(3/5)
Ys2
uT(3/5)
9(X2) 1 + f
Assume once again bounds for the e-geodesics:
UT(3/ 5 ) IR(s,F,F')|ds:5 
-x +x22 (4.78)
2 29'
J S(s,F,F')|ds -1x 2 + x 2 -1- (4.7 9 )
By Gr6nwall-Bellman with the new estimates, we see:
'I(x2) I u(3/s)1S(s,F,F')I dsj IG(uT(3/5)) - g(ur(3/5))|
+CfUT( 31 5 )[3 5
+ + (X2 - Ys) 5 JIF'(s)-f'(s)ds
X2
+ {uT(3/)r;(x 2)|F(s) -f (s)Ids + 62(UT( 3/ 5 ) - x2)+IG'(uT(3/5)) -g'(uT(3/5))I x
X2
exp T(3/5) IR(sF,F')Ids +(UT(3/5) - x 2) ur(3/s) S(s, F,F')!ds}.
\ fX2 f2
Thus we have as before estimates:
IG'(ys2) - g'(ys2)| <
and by integration
|G (ys2) -g(ys2)|
Bottom: xi -graph (Jacobi Equation)
Let us consider the first part of F, graphical over the xi -axis. Here, we have the
expressions:
jd2P(x1 , , U')|= 0,
jd3P(x1, U, ')|=|x1 '|,
d2 Q(x1, , U')| 2 -j' 1U' + )
Id3 Q(xi,u,Xj')| = Ix 1 u - 1
Assume for a small 6B > 0 the uniform bounds:
" + P(xI, U, U')V' + Q(x1, U, U')V bJ, (4.80)
jd3P(x1, u,')| +v' |d 3 Q(xI, u, ') |vI 5 2, (4.81)
d2Q(x 1, t, U')||V l 41 - 80x1 . (4.82)
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We let (D (x1):= IV'(x) - v'(x1)I and estimate:
d'(x1) l|V' - v'|'| a IV" - v"|
|p(X', U, U')V' -P(x1,u,u')v'|+IQ(x1, U, U')V - Q(x 1 ,u,u')v+ +|P(X1, U,U')I |v' - v'|+ |P(x1,U, U') - P(x1 ,u,u') |v'I
+ jQ(xi, U, U')| V -v| + |Q(xi, U, U') - Q(x 1, u, u')VI |+6|P(X1, U,U')l v' - v'l + IQ(xiU, U')|iv -vi
+ (Id3P(x1,u,X')||v'|+ |d3Q(x1,u,')IvI) IU'- u'|
+ d2Q(x, ,U')Iv IlU -u|+b6
Hence:
jP(x, U, U')'I|(x1)+IQ(x1, U, U')IJ D(s)ds +IQ(xi, U, U')I|V(O) - v(O)I
+ 21U'(x1)- u'(xl)|+(41 - 80x1 )iU(x1) - u(xl)|+ 6.
We integrate on [0,x 1] to get:
QD(x 1) f [IP(sUU')I + J IQ(t,U,U') dt JQ(s)ds+ (J' Q(sU,U') ds IV(O)-v(O)|
+ 2 IU'(s) - u'(s)ids + (41 - 80s)|U(s) - u(s)Ids + 6Bx 1.
Recall the estimates:
2 f U'(s) - u'(s)Ids s 2|U(O) - u(0) (9s + I) exp {Ls2 + L ds
+2e { s exp s2 + Ljds
s5 16|U(0) - u(0)|+ 6eB.
Note also that from the estimates for IU - uI from |U'- u', we have already once
estimated the integral of the latter. We now need the sizes of these elementary
Gaussian double integrals:
2(41 -80x1) (1+ (is+ )exp s2+ }ds dx1 s ,
f2 J'(41 - 80xl)s exp {9S2 + s}dsdxl < 12
0 fx 5 125
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Thus
f 2(41 - 80x 1)|U(x)- u(x)|dxi s |U(O) - u(O)| + 12EB
Now, we will furthermore assume the bounds pertaining to the e-geodesics:
x IP(s, U, U')|ds 5 x, (4.83)
Jo
x IQ(s, U, U') ds5 4 - 16(x1 -})2. (4.84)
0
Again, by Gronwall-Bellman we see (with V(O) = v(0)):
CD(x 1 ) [2 f |Xi U'(s) - u'(s)Ids + xi(41 - 80s)|U(s) - u(s)|ds + 6ofxi x
exp {J jP(s, U, U')I ds + x, fx1 IQ(sU, U')Ids}
< |31U(O) - u(O)| + 4-CB + 6BxI x
exp{ x2 + 4x1 - 16x1 (x1 - 1)2)
Thus
|V'(j) -v'(i) < 1711U()- u(0)|+14e + 38oB
IV(i) - v(1)| 31|U(O)- u(0)|+ -}eB + 11.
Here, the last estimate followed by integration and using again V(O)= v(O).
Bottom: x2-graph to cylinder (Jacobi Equation)
We consider the next part of r, graphical over the x 2-axis over [ao, V2]. Here,
we have the expressions:
d2 R(x2, ,F')j = 0,
IdAx 2,') = 2 - 2 '
d2 S(X2., , F') I= - X F1+ ,
d3S(x2, f,') 0 1 X2 (2-P+4l'
\X2 2x2
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Assume for a small 6B > 0 the uniform bounds:
G+ R(x 2,F, F')G'+ S(x 2,F,F')GI 6 , (4.85)
d 3R(x 2 , u, ') \g' + Id3S(x2, f,5')| + 8 (x 2 - )2 (4.86)
d2Sx2, , U')||g1s -(X2 -i .(4.87)
We let V(x 2 ):= IG'(x 2) -g'(x2)1 and estimate:
XV'(x2) J|\G' g"'' a= \G" -g"\
<jR(x2 ,F,F')G'- R(x2 ,f,f')g'1 + IS(x2,F,F')G- S(x 2 ,f,f')g +2
IR(x2 , F, F') I G' - g'I + |R(x2 , F, F') - R(x 2, f,f) | g'
+IS(x 2,F,F')| IG -gi + jS(x 2 ,F,F') - S(x2,f,f') ||+2
5 jR(x 2,F,F')IG' -g'| + IS(x 2,F,F') IG - gi
+ (jd3R(x 2 ,f, ') Ig'I + jd3S(x2,f, 1')|g|)IF'- f'I
+ Jd 2 S( 2 , ,F') |gIIF - fI+ 6B
2
R(x 2 ,F,F')|IW(x2 ) + IS(x 2 ,FF')| 2(s)ds + IS(x2 ,F,F') G(ao) -g(ao)I
+ + 8 (X2 V F'(x2 ) - f'(x2) + - x2-l F(x2 )-f(x2)|+ 6.
We integrate on [ao,x 2] to get:
(x2)1 [R(s,F,F')I+ f IS(t,F,F')Idt] V(s)ds+ ( S2 I (s,F, F')| ds) IG(ao) -g(aO)40 L 0 0
+ f2 14 + 8(s - li)2J IF'(s) - f'(s)Ids + - (s -V)21 IF(s) -f(s)Ids
ao ao
+IG'(ao) - g'(ao)I + B (x 2 - ao).
Recall, we have above shown the estimates:
IF'(x 2 ) -f'(x2)|5 ( x2 - 4)IF(ao)- f(ao)I+ IF'(ao) -f'(ao)I+ B (x2 - ao)
xexp -2- x2- +(x2-ao)(x2-) J
IF(ao) -f'(ao)Is .1-0- (e2 B + _1U(0) - u(0)|)
|F'(aO) -f'(aO)|: _ ( (2_eB+ 39| U(0) - u (0)|1).
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We therefore get the bound:
J'V 2[1+8(s- Vi)2] |F'(s)-f'(s)Ids 78U(0)-u(O)| + 12E + ee-.
Again, we will need the sizes of some elementary Gaussian double integrals:
/ 2 X2
N Z- (X2 2-E)21 (1+ (-L6s - 2) exp e
a0  J0
3
10
-11s-2 +(s-ao)(1s- ) ds dx1O 2)~J2 ;
II 2) 1 ~(~~~ exp{9 -2--LI' 0 a0 ' (X (X2 - +(x2 -ao)( Lx2 -)dsdx2 5,
X2[Z5
a0 a0
4(x2 - \/2)2 (s ao) exp A - - (X2 - )2 + (x2 - ao)(Lx2 - 2)}dsdx 2
Thus
+ e7 + B .B501 125 2'L - '(X2 - -q2)2 IF(x2) -f (x2)Idx2  I -|U(0) - (0)|
40
Assume again bounds for the e-geodesics:
X2
a0 R(s, F, F')|Ids 5 ((X2 - 2,
fX2
a0 |S (s, F, F')|Ids5 X2 -5.
(4.88)
(4.89)
By Gr6nwall-Bellman with the new estimates, we see:
'P(x 2 ) I S(s,F, F')Ids IG(ao) -g(ao)I+ L + 8(s - Ej)2] IF'(s) -f'(s)Ids
+ J2-- (x2 - F)2F(s) -f (s)Ids + 6f(x2-ao)+|G'(ao)-g'(ao)I x
exp ifX R(s, F, F') Ids + (X2- ao) fX S(s,F,F')|ds
40 40
s 311U (0) - U + u(0)|+12e + 9eB+ 1 U(O)- u(0)|
4 171|U() - u(0)+14 + iE L
+ L e+ e+(V2 - ao)B+ u'(j)1I
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7
-125*
Thus
|G'(i) - v <()| 813|U(O) - u(O)| +86eB + + 3e + (NF - ao)b ,
IG(i) - v(_)| <522|U(O) - u(0)I+56eB + B + 1 16 + e6.
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